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Insolvency

Courts

for

inty, June term, 1897:
f Robert G. Campbell, Winterl;i;-*nai inventory ordered and apippointed; oriier of compromise
account of administrator pre>

Elsie Braiey. Burnham, will apmies Libby, Jr., appointed execf

Harriet Davis. Montville. will
Chas. E. Davis appointed exf

Samuel T Dodge, Liberty, will
J. Dodge appointed ex-

Susan
f

I.ydia R. Curtis, Winterport,
ved, James Curtis appointed ex-

■

:%•

!

•••

Seth L. Milliken, Belfast, Eli/.aii
appointed administratrix.

M. Ruse, lslesboro, Joseph
.tppiI'.nTeti administrator.
Frederick J. Durham, PortsJames C. Durham appointed

L -is

it' >r.

Mary Melody, Belfast, Geo. W.
mi, Mass appointed adminisf.eorge Dyer, Searsmont, Charles
!mtinted aduiinistratur.
t Dexter W. Bennett, Montv. lie,
to
widow ordered; petition for

:

e

.1 r"H estate presented.
•eol Nedie V. Crosby, non compos,
Fda W
Page app anted guar■v

F

A

!

W

:.a

Marga;-.

:

-Jrii'M
.i

Melon

D. Fuder,
-<sued

:

•:.

in

Sheldon, minor,
appointed guar-

li.

issued.

Searsmont,

Smith, Liberty, order

Win D. Doe, Belfast, order of
omioI
tirst and tinal account
-'.m: i iii. allowed.
M. A. Warren, nn.or, Belfast,
loturned: petition for license to
!

state

presented.

Edis, minor, Monroe,
a* eount allowed.
Abbie Mathews, Xortliport, iut .rued; first and final account of
stration allowed.
: Mary J. Peirce,
Prospect, invenEmma L.

:

aued.
lie...

C.
ot

Harding, Waldo,

tirst

administration allowed,
of Blanche G. Moore, minor, Mourn t of guardianship allowed,
of Luther Mitchell, Unity, invenUlled.
f Nancy E Black, Belfast, inventfirst and fi nal account of adount

u

a

n

presented.
Henry X. Wildes, Monroe, tirst
ount

of

administration allowed,

f Noah Linscott, Troy, tirst and
of administration allowed.
George B. Briggs, Belfast, tirst
,i
.mint of administration allowed,
"f Alonson W. Greer, Morrill, first
d administration allowed,
of Julia A. Dickey, Xortliport, pe'.
license to sell real estate pre|;ut

o

f Clement W. Lane,
-seuted.
Ellery Bowden

Winterport,
named

exe-

of Elijah W. Cram, Liberty, will
W. Cram and Addie B.
fed; Geo.
..lined executors.
..f Job Philbrook, Winterport, pe-

appointment of Ellery Bowden adpresented.
Charles Wiggin, Knox, will preRose E. Wiggin named executrix.
of William F. Low, Frankfort,

atur

->ented.

Geo. H. Fisher named

exe-

i-f David G. Hunter, Lincolnville,
mi tinal account of administration
"f Benjamin Higgins, Searsmont,
final account of administration pre-

>'.■

ot Abner Bailey, Monroe, first and
ount of administration presented.
"f Martha Mason, Belfast, will
preHoward F. Mason, named executor.
r Warren B.
will
Hathaway, Troy,
,-d Geo. L. Tyler named executor.
"f Adelie M., Geo. A. and Frances

-don, minors, New Haven, Ct., peti-

> use t-o sell real estate
presented.
"f William Turner, Montville, first
of administration presented.
1
Muses
Rankin, Lincolnville,
unit of administration presented,
of C. A. Erskine, Palermo, first, and
unt of administration allowed,
of Dennis M. Estes, Troy, final ac1

::

J

administration allowed.
Probate Court adjourned to Tuesday,

Insolvency Court second meeting
and oath taken in estate of Geo. L.
Burnham, and a hearing held on
for discharge of Chas. L. Fogg,
-urge was denied in case of Hiram A.
•’‘•s and notice of
appeal given.
■

i

s,

ntenmal supplement of the Kenne■urnal was admittedly the finest work
kind ever issued from a Maine newsoffice. It consisted of sixteen pages
■

••

<

'':**d

on heavy book paper,
profusely ilaie.d in half-tone. The cuts represented
v* of and in
Augusta, past and present,
J I'ortraits of
Augusta’s prominent men.
portraits included at least three Waldo
’’ifity men—C. S. Hichborn, Jos. William’n- 'Jr., and Dr. W. H. Harris.

Banks arrived home jast Friday
“, ,n
Kent’s Hill,where he has been employas associate teacher in the Business Col^ department for the
past term. He also
graduated there this spring.
A.

to a

Many

present.
not

Opera House

being

able to

But

to

organized

life’s

woe.

dangerous,

hunger,

fed

Is that monster, terror-bringing anarchy, our nation’s foe.
These our cities need that thither peace and justice swiftly go.
'Mid thick clouds of

rice,

terror

war

and

famine, sin, iujus"

grim,

See! the twentieth century’s dawning far on the
horizon’s rim.
Now, indeed, not all is darkness; noble workers

bring

new

truth;

There are stronger beams of sunlight than the old
world knew, forsooth;
Strongest of these rays of promise shine from out
the eyes of youth.
Older

soldiers, honored veterans, fall in freedom's
well fought fight.
New recruits are always needed to strive bravely
for the right.
We, though few, begin life’s battles with a great
and eager throng,
Who, like us, leave school-days, classmates, entering on a struggle long.
Let us go with lowly spirit,lofty aim, and courage

friends

strong.

It is

June, the month of

It is June, the
roses.
month of bloom.
All the world to-day is echoing with the tidings,
“It is June !*’
Month of partings, of beginnings! We are parting on this day
From the comradeship of study; but these friendships, we can say,
Shall endure till our December, shall not vanish
with life's May.

Ginn

in the Junior year, with

us as we enter

are

by

recited Lowell’s “Prelude to Vision of Sir Launfal” in a manner
which showed good elocutionary talent.
The class history by Miss Josephine Evelyn Patterson contained many points of interest. The class entered the school in the fall
of 08, with thirty-six members. The class
Redman

confronts

long strife.

other problem^, dark and
which to-day are rife.
In our crowded, sinful cities, bred by

the other.

Emercy

far from home

dying

is not war alone

patriarchal, monarchical, Republican, etc.,
and traced some of the changes which led
one

The Valedictory, by Miss Addie Stimpson
Gordon, was full of feeling, aud was ad-

dressed,

like

the

Salutatory, to schoolmates, teachers, committee, parents aud

Arville

friends.

Rev. George S. Mills presented the diplopresident, who left school to attend the Institute of Technology in Boston. mas, after some brief remarks of
congratHe was succeeded by Percy Ellis.
The ulation and advice to the recipients. He exsame principal, Mr. llsley, has been with
pressed the hope that all of them who could
them the four years, but there have been would continue their studies, reminding
frequent changes <>f assistants. The latter them that they were now at the beginning
were Miss Wescott, Miss Field, Miss McLelof their education. Tim class could but feel
lau and Miss Townsend. At the end of the that
they have a good and true friend iu
Sophomore year but twenty-five of the orig- Mr. Mills.
inal thirty-six members of the class remainAll of the young ladies and some of the
ed. During the Junior year four classmates young gentlemen were the recipients of
left, and during the past year one, which handsome floral tributes from friends as
leaves but twenty, yet a larger class has they respectively performed their parts, ami
never
been graduated from the Belfast all were liberally applauded.
After the singing of the class ode by the
High school. They number live Congregati maiists, four Methodists, three Baptists,
audience, Rev. Geo. S. Mills pronounced the
three l uiversalists, tw
I'uitarians, and benediction anti the ainlieuce dispersed to
three win.- have no rhuivl. preference. The
music, “Maine Capitol,M by the Belfast
average height is 5 feet •> inches: the tallest Band.
as

The average age
18; oldest, _"j: y< Hugest, 15. The average
size of shoe
worn is 5 1-2; largest, 7 1-2;
5 feet lb:

shortest 5 feet.

Following

The^averag- weight is 128
pouuds; heaviest, l<>o lightest, 107. The
sum of the weights is 2,575
Last fall, under
the supervision of the Senior class two entertainments were given, the proceeds of
which went to buy the line piano which has
Miss Annie Leila Chaples rendered finely I
upon the piano, “Home, Sweet Home," with

variations, by Ryder.
Frank Palmer Wilson delivered an essay
“Our Own Country," :n which lie reviewed
the resources of the United States, gave
some facts m relation to its larger cities,
ami mentioned our soldiers, artisans, statesmen, etc., who stand at the head in their reThat

peaceful

the

names

of

the members

tory course, Addie Stimpson Gordon, Harold
Thorndike Sibley, Fred Davis Tucker.
Classical Course,
Annie
Leila Chaples,
Helen Mabel Duuton, Emercy Ginn, Leila
Abbie Hayes, Margaret Nickerson Hazeltine, Lulu Hilton Littlefield, Josephine

been presented to the city to be used in the
High school room.

callings.

are

*>t the class with the
departments in
which they are graduated: College Prepara-

smallest 2 1-2.

spective

Evelyn Patterson, Clara Luella Smith.
English Course, Ethel Gertrude Barr, Grace
Manila Dodge, David Peirce Ellis, George
Winslow Holmes, Ralph Gerisli Lombard,
Ralph O'Connell, Elizabeth Kuowlton Robbins, Viola Eisie Ryder, Frank Palmer
Wilson.
The tasteful programs were from the press
of George W. Burgess ami will be
preserved
by many as souvenirs of the occasion.
Secret

America

he powerful in war has been shown on
In educational admore than one occasion.
vantages our country takes the lead, and in
every community is to be found the little
schoolhouse from which have graduated
many of the ablest men of their times.
Miss Clara Luella Smith recited a selection

Societies.

can

from

Longfellow's Evangeline

in

a

Stevens has resigned as Financier
of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. lT. W., and F. M.
Wood is serving pro tem, until Mr. S.’s
successor
can
be elected and installed.
District Deputy O. W. Sims of Waterville
will visit the Lodge officially at the next
meeting, June 24th.
Ross L.

pleasing

We publish on the 7th page an account of
The class prophecy was divided, David the meeting of the Patriarchs Militant in
Peirce Ellis taking some of the pupils and Skowhegan up to
Thursday afternoon. In
Miss Viola Elsie Ryder the others. As usual I the evening the
largest banquet ever held in
the various members were disposed of either j Somerset county occurred iu Coburn
hall,
according to their talents or inclination, or four hundred being served. At the subsein some cases on some school joke.
quent exercises, Col. A. Marston of Skowmanner.

j

Ethel Gertrude Barr read an essay
on “The Practical lines of the Camera.
She
showed that the camera is to the scientist
what the note-book is to the author, and
that in its modern improved form it is capable
of preserving for future study matters which

hegan acted as roast master and the following toasts were responded to. Address of
welcome, E. M. Merrill of Skowhegan; response, Gen. J. L. Small of Biddeford;
"Patriarchs Militant,” Gen. H. C. Foster of
Waterville; "Our Annual Field Day,” Maj.
would otherwise be lost. Stars of the Kth F. L. Pond of Augusta; "Encampments,”
magnitude can now be photographed, while Col. J. H. Dearbon of Biddeford; "Subordinone smaller than the 6th can be seen with
nate Lodges,” Col. J. G. Hersey of Houlthe naked eye. The X-rays and the repro- ton; "The Rebekahs,” Col. A. B. Nealey of
duction of colors were used as illustrations Lewiston; “An
Outside View,” Forest
of the wonderful advancement of photogra- Goodwin of Skowhegan.
phy and the camera.
The Belfast Schools.
Ralph O’CoqneU’s vocal solo, Bartlett’s
“Memories," showed a good voice well deClass tickets for the High school have been
veloped under skillful training.
prepared and will be presented only to those
Miss Leila Abbie Hayes’ essay on “Life in
pupils who have at the close of the year satColonial Times," was an interesting review
isfactorily completed the work. They are
of the manners, customs, habitations, food,
signed by the principal and countersigned
etc., of our ancestors, and the essayist also
by the superintendent.
Miss

showed some of the differences between the
conditions which prevailed in the, early da\s
in Maine and Virginia.
JNext

oil tne

program

was

ivaipn

trenail

Lombard, banjo solo, but he was excused.
Fred Davis Tucker gave a brief history of
Artemus Ward, with extracts from his
writings and sayings, and closed with
Ward’s “Benediction."
Miss Elizabeth Knowlton Robbins found
many points of interest in the life of Lucy

Larcom, from her first attempt at verse
making, when 7 years old, down through a
long and useful life as mill operative,
teacher and writer.
The piano solo by Miss Helen Mabel Dunton, Raff’s “Villanella,” was pronounced by
musical people to have been one of the best
amateur performances ever given on the
piano in this city.
Miss Grace Matilla Dodge, in an essay on

“College Settlements/' gave a most interesting description of those useful and benevolent institutions and their workings,
both in the old countries, and in our own
American cities.
Miss Lulu Hilton Littlefield recited with
skill and feeling the 1st scene of the 4th act
of Shakespeare’s “Merchant of Venice.”
Harold Thorndike Sibley then read the
Class Poem, as follows:

Meeting

of the Waldo

County Grange.

Waldo County Pomona Grange held a
very interesting meeting with South Branch
Grange, Prospect, June 8th. The hall was
well tilled, some coming 25 miles to attend
the meeting and returning home the same

heroes who

we need not cross the ocean,
we need not go;
our gates we see men

There

present.
George \\ msiow Holmes read an essay on
The Evolution of Government.’’ He reviewed the various kinds of governments,

from

cannot forget those
art and song.

’neath the
soldier's cruel blow;
At our very threshold freedom's cause is begging
for the aid
Which our country, waiting meekly, has indeed
too long delayed;
Heartless Spaniards wage a war that's like the
Turk’s unpitying raid.

the class motto:
“Lowly in Spirit; Lofty in Aim,” the letters
set off by tulips.
Banks of evergreen and
palms stood at each side of the stage and
the platform was edged with a border of
white liiaes and green leaves. The piano,
which stood on the right of the stage, was
bought through the exertions of the class of
'•'7 for the use of the High School.
The
dresses of the young ladies were of the
typical graduating material of white muslin,
and were handsome in style. The gentlemen were dressed in the conventional black.
The exercises opened with the overture
“Zanetta,” Auber, by the Belfast Band, followed by invocation by Rev. G. G. Winslow.
The salutatory was by Miss Margaret
Mickerson Hazeltine, who in behalf of the
class of 'P7, gracefully extended hearty
greetings to the teachers, pupils of the other
and

to

Near

was

parents

drawing

sharp game,
And her courage 'gainst the Sultan puts all Christendom to shame.
For the righteous war for freedom's better than
mere peace in name.

were

classes, committee,

is

JUNE 17,

day. The officers present were Master, Overare famed in
seer, Chaplain, Lecturer, Treasurer, SecreShe has still Odysseus’ wisdom, still Achilles’ valor
G. C.
tary, Ceres, Flora, and Pomona.
strong,
For she outmanceuvers Europe at diplomacy’s Levanseller acted as
Steward, aud Frank
She

obliged to go away,
find even standing room.

white ground,

now

heed the cries of Christians ’neath the
Sultan’s dread decree?
Little Greece, the land of heroes, still is brave and
strong and free.

delicate and beautiful.
A white curtain dotted with ferns hung
at the rear of the stage with loops of white
and yellow lace over the centre entrance.
The proscenium arch was draped with white
hunting and loops of yellow, on which were
white and yellow tulips. Below, in gold letters on a

century

mopylae

Dare

were

The decorations

close,

When the European nations make the Christian
Greeks their foes,
Just because they dare remember Marathon, Ther-

The graduation exercises of the Belfast
High School were very successful. They
were held Monday evening, June 14th, in
Belfast Opera House, and it is estimated
that more than a thousand persons were

Miss

bale

Can it be the nineteenth

*97.

June 14th.

BY THE

blican Journal Pub. Co.
Journal it

School, Class of

High

Belfast

MAINE, THURSDAY,

Several changes are to be made in the
schools the coming year. Mr. Ellis is to be
principal of both Grammar schools; Miss
Wiggin of the schools in the Academy
building, and Miss Walton in the North
Primary school. The subordinate teachers
are each in
full charge in her own department, but iu cases of discipline the principal
is the head, and also has
general care of the

Clements and wife of Montville as Assistant
Stewards. The meeting was opened in the
fifth degi.ee. Brother W. H. Ginn gave a
very able address of welcome, and in the
absence of D. O. Bowen, to whom the duty
of responding was assigned, Brother A.
Stinson responded in his usual pleasing way.
Twelve Granges responded to the roll call,
as follows: Northern Light by W.
Thompson; Morning Light by T. Durham; Star of
Progress by A. J. Mudgett; Rising Sun by
W. D. Elliott; Harvest Moon by J. Gordon;
Mystic by Mary E. Churchill; Dirigo by B.
F. Foster; South Branch by W. H. Ginn;
Equity by J. Cunningham; Granite by A.
Stinson, Sunrise by John Phillips; Seaside
by H. Murphy; Frederick Ritchie by J. Ellis; Stockton Grange by Brother Blanchard.
Remarks for the good of the order were
made by W. W. Stetson, lecturer of the State
Grange. His address was worth going a
long distance to hear and I regret that I
could not take it down for publication.
NV. D. Elliott, B. F. Foster, J. Ellis, Lucy
Dyer and Mary E. Churchill were appointed
a committee on time, place and
program for
the next meeting, and a recess* was then
taken. After recess the committee on resolutions on the death of Past Master M. E.
Herriman reported aud the resolutions w-ere
adopted: W. W. Stetson spoke on the

school question, and it was discussed byBros’. B. F. Foster, T. Durham, J. Cunniug-

ham, J. Ellis, J. Phillips, J.G. Harding, and
Sisters Atwood, Churchill and Durham.
Bro. Stetson.was very outspoken in h.s
condemnation of the rural schoolhouses aud

severely criticised the people for not providing better ones. Mr. Stetson was obliged
to leave at 2.30, so there was no opportunity
to ask him questions. The discussion that
followed his remarks was quite spirited.
The program furnished by South Branch
Grange included excellent music throughthe meeting, and was as follows : Reading by Flora Haley; music, “Governor Burleigh’s Reception March,” by Lenora Emerson; recitation, Bertha Partridge; music, by
B. M. Eames and daughters; reading,
"Uncle Jotham’s Boarder,” by Jennie Dockham; remarks by H. B. Heagau.
The next meeting will be with Farmer’s
Pride Grange, Lineolnville, August 10th,
with the following program: Opening exout

conferring fifth degree; address of
we.come by M. I. Stevens; response, by J).
O. Bowen; report of granges; remarks for
good of the order; appointment of committee; recess; music Topic, What causes the
hard times; to be opened by Miles Pease.
ercises:

The Emerson creamery still continues to
increase in popularity and successful business advantages.
A large amount of butter
is being made and the demand for the product is quick. Governor Powers spread some
on his bread while here last week and
pronounced it first class. [Bucksport Eagle.

Kennebec and

NUMBER 24.

West Waldo Musical
Association.

This association held its June session in
Centre Montville June 11th- Owing to the
unsettled condition of the weather the
chorus was not as large as at some previous

meetings, but it was one of the most instructive and enjoyable sessions held during the
life of the association.
Conductor Rollins of Unity was at his best,
as was his daughter as organist, and all the
parts in the choruses were well sustained.
The chorus book used was the Coronet of
Song, by L. O. Emerson. No singing was
done in the forenoon. At noon a line dinner
was served by the people of Centre Montville in the beautiful new Grange dining

hall, recently completed. At 2 p. m. the
meeting was called to order by the President,
J. O. Johnson of Liberty. Mrs. Mitchell of
Freedom not being present, L. F. Hurd was
chosen Secretary pro tern. President Samuel Rollins of Unity was selected as director
and Miss Rollins of Unity as organist. A two
hours session was held, which w^Ls devoted
to the singing of choruses, glees, anthems,
etc.
Finding there was likely to be so many
present at the concert in the eventhe Grange hall being packed in the
afternoou, it became necessary to hold the
concert in the church, a much larger building, and its capacity was tested to the utmost. The committee on program for the
persons
ing,

evening's entertainment, consisting of Mrs.
Rollins of Unity, Mrs. G. H. Cargill of Liberty and Mr. E. Cobb of Searsmont, pres< nted the following program :
Chorus
Sylvan Choir,
Recitation, Mrs. Louise Johnson, Montville
Male Quartette, Skippers of St. Ives,
Messrs. Whitten, Chase, Pendleton and
Whitten of Unity.
Song, I Love my Love,
Mrs. C. M. Hurd, Liberty

Recitation,

Miss Madge Thompson, Montville
Bird of the Wilderness,
Chorus

Quartette,

Dream on,

Young Hearts,

Webster begins work this week on the
sloop yacht Swallow, owned by Dr. Atwood
of Boston, aud hauled up last fall south of
the steamboat wharf. She has been given
an iron keel, and some changes will be made
in her rig aud fittings.
The schooner yacht Tempest, Frank P.
Wood of Bangor, owner, was at this port
Tuesday afternoon, and will no doubt be a

frequent visitor. A full description of the
yacht was given in the The Journal of June

more

than he. Many of us had watched the
of his baton in years gone by.

motion

The twenty-third annual session of the
Conference of Unitarian Churches is
now in session in this city, with about 100
delegates present. The visitors began to arrive by the steamers from Bangor and Castine Tuesday afternoon, and a number came
on the regular train in the evening.
The meetings are held in the Unitarian
Church, the pulpit of which has been simply
but attractively decorated.
In front is a
Maine

bank of green and white, flanked by potted
plants and ferns, with vases of choice
dowers on the reading desk.
In its report of the Sunday movements of'
The first meeting, at 8 o’clock Tuesday
yachts the Boston Globe makes the followevening, was well attended, and the coning mention of two crafts well known in
gregation was entertained and instructed
these waters:
by a sermon by Rev. J. P. Forbes of TaunSchooner Marie, owned by Capt. John D.
Mass.
Batchelder, had on board tiie owner, with ton,
At the
business meeting Wednesday
Mr. Frank Frizzell and a party of friends.
Sloop Lamont, beside her owner, Mr. Sidney morning the report of the various commitShuman, Capt. Ed. Shuman, Mr. Benjamin tees vfere read and
accepted.
Strauss ami friends. They sailed to Nahant,
The report on the Church Exchange, the
where a fish dinner was enjoyed, and then
conference paper, was presented. The paper
the return trip was made.
was published monthly at Portland three
Transfers in Real Estate.
years and then changed to Farmington, in
189(5. Henry P. White was elected editor
The following transfers in real estate were
and business manager. The report showed
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
his management to have been successful.
for the week ending June 9, 1897: John K.
The paper is out of debt and has money in
Harvey, Waldo, to Cyrus H. Roberts, do.;
the treasury. After discussing the report
land in Swanville. Warren S. Sanborn,
the business meeting adjourned to Thursto
Michael
J.
land
Doran, Chelsea;
Boston,
day at 10 a m.
and buildings in Searsport.
Herbert W.
Geo. W. Stone, Treasurer of the AmeriEdgcomb, Belfast, to Sylvanus T. Edgcoinb,
can
Unitarian Association, presented, at
do.; land and buildings in Northport. F. E.
11.45, a paper on “The Future of UuitarianPatterson, Waldo, to Levi W. Roberts, do.;
ism,” followed by a short address by Rev.
land and buildings in Waldo.
Nellie V.
D. M. Wilson.
Crooker, Searsuiout, to Lincoln A. Warren,
The Woman’s Alliance Meeting was held
land
in
Searsmont. Weltha PlumWaldo;
Wednesday afternoon, including business
3d.

mer,

and

the interest of Household Economics will be
in Memorial Hall Friday, the 18th inst., at 3
p. m. The paper by Mrs. Sarah Fairfield
Hamilton will be followed by short talks by
Miss Frances J. Dyer and others. All are
cordially invited. Tea will be served at five
o’clock. Admission 10 cts.

Base
MAINE

LEAGUE

Won.
Portland .10
Lewiston.9
Belfast.5
Bangor. 5
Rockland.5

Mrs. Mark Wood has moved to Rockland.

STANDING.

Lost.
3
3
6
9
11
12

Augusta.10

The Belfasts met the

PERSONAL.

Ball.

rer
cent.

Played.
13
13
15
14
16
17

in the

Augustas

Robert C. Logan went to Boston Monday
for a week’s vacation.

.769
.769
.600
.357
.313
.294

N. F.
Boston

capital

Mrs. A. G. Spencer visited her brother
Skowhegan last week.

on “Centennial Day” June 9th, anti were
beaten in two games.
The fiist was an exhibition game and does not count in the League

city

standing.'

It

was a

Tuesday from Wellesley.

of the best

some

Belfast.

.0

0

0

0

0

Mrs. Georgia Erskine went
Tuesday to visit relatives.

Chas. B. Hazeltine left Sunday for
to Moosehead Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. White of Farmingarrived Monday for a short visit.

Arthur Ritchie, Esq., of Liberty has been
a disclosure commissioner.

appointed

Mrs. Harlan B. Ellis and child of Embden
arrived Monday to visitVelatives in Belfast.

following

is from the Kennebec Journal’s
the afternoon game:
There was

Mrs. W. F. Triggs and daughter Georgia

First it would be a kick on balls on strikes, then
coachers and Capt. Tom McDermott wanted a
whole dozen of new balls in sight... Collopy’s
fly foul otT Hanscom in the ninth was a jewel
The batting work was about nip and tuck. The
hies were the same. Belfast slightly in the lead
on totals.
The fielding by Augusta was almost
letter perfect, Belfast falling behind_Sclirecongost, Delaney, Mazena and Hill led at the bat,
with several others helping out in great style.
The out fielders were kept busy about all the
time, the six men having 18 putouts The all
around work of McDermott, Delaney, Handiboe
and Reagan was worth seeing.

Augusta.4 0
0

1
1

0

0

2

0
1

3
0

2

0
4

Mrs.

Mr.

meeting, reports

and

papers

on

various

branches of the work. A platform meeting
was held in the evening. The Journal goes to

early to give a report of these.
The program for to-day is announced as
follows:
9.00 a. iu. Service of Communion, conducted by Rev. W. T. Phelan, Portland.
10 00. Business.
11.15. Paper, “The New Bible,” Rev. J. A.
Chase, Houlton. Discussion opened by Rev.
O. C. Crosby, Yarmouth.
12,30. Adjournment.
Thursday aftern®on it is proposed to make
an excursion to Castine,
a delightful sail
across Penobscot Bay and to hold a meeting
there in the evening in the Unitarian church.

f.

Gastonguay, e
Dilworth, p.
...

1
4
3

BANGOR.
AH.
Flack, c. f. 4
McKenzie, s. s. 4
Wise, 11. 4
4
lb.
4
Mackey, c.
2b. 4

Birmingham,
Meagher,

K. BH.
0
1

I
2
3

0

o

sister,

week.

Mrs. George O. Tibbetts has returned
Bangor after a brief visit to Mrs. Samuel

n

<

.•

n

n

1

1

5

0

1

0

1
2

3

9-

27

11

1C. Bll.

1". A.
*i
o
2
4
s
>i
o
4

u

o
1
1
o
u

o

l
1

l
0

.;

1

5

<>

Totals .25
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G
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Woods of Orono
to Belfast last Saturday for a visit, of a
few days.
came

Dr. G. W, Field and wife of Bangor arrived in Belfast last Saturday for a visit of a
few days.

Capt. Clias. Baker returned home Friday
from Portland, where he had been for medical treatment.
Mr. J. A. Gammons left for Cliii ago by
after a two weeks’ vacation
at his old home.

Thursday’s boat

Mrs. G. G. Winslow r-turned h<*me last
visit to fronds in Bu«-ks-

Thursday from a
port and Bangor.

Mrs. Arno- M. Cheuery and Miss Louise
Jf tzeltiiie aridve«l borne Saturday eve.
from a tour it. Eur*»pe

Henry Brown

Mrs.

2
2

d

children

,

Mar’deh.-ad, Muss.,
visiting Mrs. A.

are

Josiali W. Wilkins celebrated t.lie sixtieth

anniversary of his landing
from England June 12th.

0

Mrs. A.

American soil

Mrs. S.

and

Mrs

:

K.
1

Ellingwood,

on

Frank Eilingwood went
Monday for u short -.dsit.
man

u

Frank Whitmore went to

Tuesday to visit
| hospital there for

husband,

lier

Free-

If
:

wh

>

B -stoi,

B
:>

u
in a

treatment.

Miss Isabel Towle returned
o
Friday from Farmington, wher
o' been
attending Normal School.
n

o

2
0
0

o

27

13

3

•<

o

SCORE 15V INNINGS.

1
Belfast.0

to
F.

Miller.

o

345G789
o
o
0 1 0 0 0—3
0
0
1 0
1 U 0—2

j

j
]

Capt.

L. G.

Hussey

and

Sergt.

<>.

last
sic-

has

.J. IV

k-

attended the State Encampment of the
Sons of Veterans in Watervelle yesterday.

ev

j

J. P. Stearns and wife of Oi l Town were
guests at S. A. Littlefield's las*. Thursday,
and went to Temple Heights the next day.

Bangor.0 0
Earned runs, Bangor 1. Two-bast- hits, Hill 2, j
Hon. Wm. B. Swan and wife arrived home
Gastonguay, Birmingham, i’:i"*• on balls, by DilThursday night by train from.a vis t to Mi
worth, Newell: by Newell, Reagon, Donahue. Hit
by pitched ball, by Newell. .N.azena, Reagan 2. and Mrs. Walter B. Ivelley of Minneapolis
Struck out, by Newell 2. Donbie plays, Newell.
Meagher, Birmingham; Newell, Birmingham,
Mrs. F. A. Gridin left by steamer PenobMackey. Time, 1.45. empire, Bradley.
scot Monday to visit her daughter, Mrs
SHORT STOPS.
Blanche Gertrude Breen of Somerville,
The Belfast-Portlaml game in Portland Tuesday
Mass.
was postponed on account of the wet grounds.
Miss Grace E. Walton took the morning
The Portland’s came to Belfast Thursday, but
train Monday for Anaconda, Mont., to spend
the game was postponed on account of the rain.
following changes have been made in the
games: July 6, Bangor at Belfast;
July 23 and 24, Rockland at Augusta; Bangor at
The

schedule of

the

summer

with her aunt, Mrs. .)

.f. Hen-

nessey.

Mrs. M. E. M- Gregor of Portland, f mm n
of the Boys’ Home at Deeimg, M une,
m
Manager Bacon lias made several changes in the | Belfast the guest of Mr and Mrs. B'.muigBelfast team the past week. Kane, centre field,
tou.
has been released ami is playing with the LewisM. 0. March, (). J. Dickey, Walter .uni
from
to
transferred
short
Mazena is
tons.
stop
Charles Hobbs went to Brooks las: Friday
centre field; Keagan from 1st base to short stop;
night to take part in the Sons of Veterans'
and Donahue of Providence engaged for 1st base.
annual ball.
The Belfasts are scheduled for the following
Herbert L. Kami of Unity, a graduate of
games the coming week
Belfast.

the Bridgewater Normal school, has been
elected principal of the Webster Grammar
school, Auburn.

June IT, with Rockland at Rockland.
June 18, with Rockland at Belfast.
June 19, with Bangor at Bangor.
June 21, with Lewiston at Belfast.
June 22, with Augusta at Belfast.
June 23, with Portland at Belfast.

Following is the record of other teams of the
Maine league the past week
At Portland, June 9. Portland 7. Bangor 2.
At Lewiston, June 9, Lewiston 12, Rockland 11.
At Bangor, June 10, Augusta 5, Bangor 1.
At Rockland, June 10, Lewiston-Rockland game
postponed.
At Bangor, June 11. Augusta 5, Bangor 4.
At Rockland, June 11. Rockland 7, Portland 6.
At Bangor, June 12. Bangor 4, Lewiston, 2.
AtjRockland, June 12, Portland 28, Rockland 3.
At Lewiston, June 14. Lewiston-Portlaixl game
postp ned.
At

post] toned.
At Bangor, June 15, Bangor 4, Rockland 3.
At Augusta, June 15, Augusta 2 Lewiston l,—but
2 innings played on account of the rain.

News
More than

of

the

Granges.

hundred members of Granite Grange, with visitors from Comet, South
Branch and Morning Light, met at the
Grange llall in North Searsport Tuesday,
June 8th. A fine program, consisting of
one

singing, reading,

recitations

and

speaking

caused the evening to pass pleasantly. At
the iutermisSlon ice cream and cake were
served. All pronounced u a good time.
Come again.
Edward Johnson, Jr., arrived
a visit of a few weeks.

last week

for

Gloucester, Mass., June 10. The unusual
spectacle of a heavy snow squall was wit-

Mrs. C. A. Stevens is visiting relatives and
friends in Monroe and Brooks.

Mrs. Maria D. Peirce returned Tuesday
from a week’s visit in Boston.
Mr.

and Mrs. M. 0. Hill w ent to Boston
a visit of a few days.

Tuesday for
to

Miss Ella Paul left Wednesday for
her sister Mabel in Lowell, Mass.

a

visit

L. Mudgett returned home Friday
from North Jay, where he has been at work.
A

Walter F Frederick came from Boston te
attend the funeral of his uncle, J W. Frederick, Esq., and returned Thursday. Mrs.
Frederick accompanied him.
Mr. ami Mrs. Then Cary of II .niton arrived Tuesday evening to attend the Unitarian conference.
Mr. Cary is tin* editor and
proprietor of the Aroostook Times.
Mrs.
Anne

Augusta, June 14, Augtista-Roekland game

Snow Squall at Gloucester June 10th.

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Littlefield left yesterday for a ten days’ trip in Washington and
Aroostook counties.

Clara Morrill of Waterville visited
Mrs. Ii. L. Ilsley, the first of the

Miss
her

•. A. E.
2
0
o

5
3
pi

0
0
0

press too

nessed here for about 15 minutes at 3 o’clock
this morning.
The storm was specially
heavy at East Gloucester and Rocky Neck.
This is the first instance in the memory of
any person here when snow has fallen in
June, and is illustrative of the extreme
backwardness of the season in this section.

ment.

111

10
0
2
1
0
u
o
«i
3

Trainor, 3b. 4
4
Kearns, r. i.
3
Newell, p
„.

summer

H. (i raves of t his city

Al:.
5
3
4
4
1

31

Totals.

the

Mr. and Mrs. Davis S. Jack left Monday
for Gardiner, where Mr. Jack has employ-

ST.

Reagan, s. s.
Donahue, lb.;
r.

spend

to

there.

with her two

Hill, 1. t.

Webster,

and Mrs. D. B. Flint went to Bvugor

Sunday, expecting

score:
BEI.K

a

visit.

0—10
0—8

■

McDermott, 2b.
Mazena, c f.
Collopv, 3b..

is

Searsport

Bohan P. Field, Esq., and Mrs. Charles H.
Field went to Bangor Tuesday for a short

a Maine league game was played,
winning the game. Dilworth was in
the box again, and it was largely flue to his splendid pitching that the game resulted as it did. His
support was excellent, both in and ut fielders doing fine work. Newell, the pitcher of the Bangui's, also did excellent work. Among the features
of the game were the fielding of Hill, Mazena.
Wise; batting .<( Gastonguay: first base work "i

The

of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leseur of New York
arrived Monday to spend the summer m Belfast.

team

Donahue.

to visit relatives.

guest this week of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Clark.

city in which
our

Bucksport Suuday
Emily J. Siniunton

vveut to

Two-base hits—Handiboe, Collopy, Hill.Gastonguay. Stolen bases—Veitcli 2, Butman, Fogarty,
Weekes. McDermott, Mazena, Collopy, Hill. First
on errors—Augusta 3.
First on balls—by Weekes,
McDermott 3, Mazena 2, McBride; by McBride,
Delaney, Connor, Weekes. Hit by pitched ball—
by Weekes, Reagan. Struck out—by Weekes,
Reagan, McBride, Connor, Weekes 2. Double
play—Delaney and Veitcli. Passed ball—Gastonguay. Umpire, Brady. Time, 2 lirs., 10 min.

and

Councilman Fred E. Eilis of Ward '» went
Boston Friday for a visit of ten days.

to

good playing on both sides and hitting enough to
satisfy anybody, with lots of kicking to add spice.

Belfast.0

fish-

ton

0—0

Hanscom, Gastonguay 2. First on errors—Augus2. First on balls—by Wells, 4. Hit by pitched
ball—by Wells, Gastonguay; by Kane,* Connor.
Struck; out—by Wells, 7; by Kane 1. empire,
Brady. Time, 1 hour.
on

a

Miss Alma A. Tilton left Tuesday to spend
her vacation at her home in Sidney.

ta

The

Newport

to

ing trip

Three base hit—Schrecongost. Two-base hits—
Schrecongost, Wells, McDermott. Stolen bases—

comments

in

Miss Annie Leonora Barr returned home

closely contested game, and
playing of the season.
Some of the Belfast men were changed about in
their positions. Mazena played 1st base, Reagan,
short stop; Webster, catcher; Kane, pitcher;
Gastonguay, right field, McBride, centre field.
The game brought out the most sensational play
seen there for years, a
triple out by Yeitcli,
Handihoe and Butman, when, with no one out and
bases full, Belfast was retired without a score.
Augusta.2 0 0 0 0 1-3
showed

Houston is spending this week in
business.

on

S. H. Mathews went to Boston Monday
afternoon on business.

Rollins of Unity, Mrs. G. H. Cargm of Liberty, Messrs. Cobb of Searsmont
ami Chase of Unity.
Nora Waterhouse, Montville
Recitation,
Belfast lost tlie game to the Lewistons in this city
Song, The Old Mill Wheel,
Friday, which set us hack again to the fifth posiMrs. Blanche Cram, Liberty
Chorus tion, with 4 games won, 9 lost, percentage .308. At
Anthem, Praise ye the Lord,
Mrs. Hattie Gove, Montville the end of the fourth inning the score stood BelRecitation,
Beautiful
Sea.
Duett,
fast 2, Lew’iston 1, but in the fifth Lewiston got in
Mrs. L. F. Hurd, Mrs. Blanche Cram, Lib7 runs. Five home runs were made in the game.
erty.
Lewiston.0 1 0 0 7 0 3 0 x—11
Solo and Quartette, Mrs. G. H. Cargill, Mrs.
Belfast.0 101 2 1003—8
S. Rollins, Messrs. Cobb and Chase.
Earned runs, Lewiston 4; Belfast 2. Two-base
Quartette, Just as I Am, Mrs. C. M. Hurd,
Mrs. Rollins, Messrs. Knowles of South hits, Killeen, Dolan. Home runs, Collopy, Reagan,
Dolan, Edgar. Double plays, Dolan,
Gilbert,
Montville and Cobb of Searsmont.
Gilbert and Lezotte; Collopy, McDermott and
Chorus Reagan. First on balls, by Killeen 5; by Wells 2.
Glee, Gaily the Echoes Ring,
Mrs. Crosby, Thorndike
Hit by pitched hall, by Killeen 2: by Wells 3.
Recitation,
Quartette, Sleep in Peace, Mrs. Carney and Struck out, by Killeen 2; by Wells 2. Umpire,
Rollins of Unity, Messrs. Cobb and Chase. Bradley. Time, 2.30.
Although Monday’s weather was threatening,
All who participated in the entertainment \
the game between the Belfasts and Bangorson the
acquitted themselves finely. In the audi- Belfast
grounds, came oil according to schedule,
euce, both afternoon and evening, was that
and proved not only one of the best games ever
venerable music teacher Jesse Frye, and
played here, but the best of the -Maine league this
none appeared to enjoy the entertainment
It was Belfast’s day, this being the only
season.
Mrs. S.

Perhaps some egotistical city singers may
affect to turn up their classic noses at the
Discussion to follow, in which the Sisters efforts we who live iu the rural districts make
to keep in touch with the musical world as
are invited to take part.
The remainder of
the program to be furnished by Mystic well as we can. If there are any such, we
will simply say that the haunts of the
Grange.
nightingale, and of all other singing birds,
are to be found in the country, and that the
Yachts and C:.ats.
sweet singers who have achieved a worldThe sloop Idlewild, Capt. Waiter Arey, wide reputation nearly all came from the
has gone into commission and was out, Sun- ; back towns.
Prof. Chapman of New York,
day.
who is to conduct the great Maine festival
The sloop Stranger has been launched and this fall, is an Oxford county bear—a county
that has not a city within its limits.
is now in possession of her new owner, Mr.
We were entertained most royally by the
Chas. Kennedy.
good people of Centre Montville, who vied
The steam yacht Guinevere was launched
with each other in extending courtesies to
last Friday afternoon and is at her mooring
their visitors, and they will long be rememnorth of the steamboat wharf ready for serbered by all present. The next meeting will
vice. She is looking line.
be at Windermere Park, Unity, September
Steam yacht Adelita, Dr. Wells of Boston, 11th and 12th. It costs
nothing to become a
owner, is here on the way to Nova Scotia.
member. Let us all muster at Windermere.
[Portland Press, June 14th.
j. o.
In other words, Dr. Weld was on his way
The Unitarian State Conference.
to North Haven.

Winterport, to Cyrus Ham, do.; land
buildings in Winterport. Cyrus Ham
to Eli L. Carter, Winterport, land and buildDavid F. El well,
ings in Winterport.
Northport, to E. B. Elwell, do.; laud in
Northport. E. H. Tibbetts, by trustee,
Bangor, to Thomas Sullivan, Rockland;
laud in Islesboro. Wm. Z. Clayton, Bangor,
grounds, buildings, etc. Miss Ladd, formerto Thomas Sullivan; laud iu Islesboro. A
ly assistant to Miss Bird in the Lower
W. Shaw, Winterport, to Samuel Bassett;
Grammar school, has been elected teacher in
the L nion District. The
re-arrangement of do.; land in Winterport. Simeon J. Treat,
the course of study will do
away with the
Rockport, to C. O. Dickey, Northport; laud
necessity for an assistant to Miss Bird.
in Northport. Geo. W. Tasker, Dixmont
to Fred Coffin, Monroe; land in Frankfort.
Concerning Local Industries.
Unity Lake Land & Improvement Ass’n,
Mark Wood & Sou are having a fine run Unity, to Clough Veteran Charatable Assocof work at their marble shop on
High street iation; laud in Unity. A. E. Nickerson,
this season. The work on hand includes Swanville, to John H. Maddocks, do.; land
heavy white tablets for Nellie A. Bean, in Swanville and Monroe. J. M. Winn,
Phillips Crooker, Capt. I). D. Rentley and Clinton, to J. L. Weymouth, do.; land in
Burnham.
wife of Camden; Lucy J. Ulmer, wife of
Capt. John Packard of East Union; and
Household Economics. The meeting in
Kose Effie Dean of Islesboro.

1897^

Caroline Croshv and daughter, Miss
Crosby, arrived Ik m- Tuesday

C.

morning by

steamer City of Bangor.
Miss
Crosbv has lately returned from a Tip to
Europe, and Mrs. C. has been m V\v York
for a short visit.

Mrs. Edward Sibley and daughter, Miss
Charlotte T left, by the l.Ufi tram Tuesdax
or Massachusetts.
Mrs. Sibley will visit
her husband’s brother, Charles A. Sibley of
Melrose, Mass., and Miss Sibley will attend
the commencement at Wellesley.

Hugh D. McLellau, who xvas unanimously
elected principal of the High School in
Waterville, has declined the position, as the
committee wished to engage a teacher for
three years,ami as he has not decided to make
his profession he did not care to
make so long an engagement. He has no
definites plans at present.

teaching

Mrs. Sadie H. Keene, formerly of Rangeley, Me., and once instructor at Kents
Hill, wife of Mr. Carter B. Keene, took au
important part, in the program of an annual
song recital in Washington, 1). C., at the
National theatre Friday evening. Her tine
contralto solo, “Sweet Be Thy Rest,” adapt-

ed to the intermezzo from Cavallerio Rus-

ticana, by Sclinecker,
ceived.

was

very warmly

re-

GOLD

likely to have sufficient information within a comparatively short time to enable
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
them to act intelligently ami in a way
bill the other day proposing to pay an exwhich will bring relief and encourageWashington, D. C., June 1-1, 1S07.
farm
The
products.
port bounty upon
Events have moved rapidly in Washington ment and substantial aid not only to
cost f this proposition would be a trifle
this week.
The Senate, realizing the ! American citizens in Cuba but to those
«.f tit) or 70 million dollars a year.
!
are struggling in behalf of the cause
pressure which is being brought upon it who
! of
liberty.
the
for
action
on
the
country
rapid
1'iie published report that the support by
of the railroads for the Republican cam- tariff bill, has held session early and late I
New York Fashions.
and pushed through the bill at a rate of
paign last fall was obtained upon a pledge
in the histhat tlie pooling bill should be passed is speed absolutely unparalleled
Blryole Costumes, t.railuailnu anil Wedding Dressof that ordinarily slow-going body.
es, Veranda Hats, Plaited Collars.
denounced by Chairman Hanna as abso- tory
To see a Senate controlled by no cloture
false
in
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
lutely
every particular.
rules, and no system such as that by which
The rage for bicycle riding has introthe House expedites business, move at the
duced some very expensive white or lightThe half million Democrats who refused
speed with which this one has moved upon
colored costumes which are,however, only
to support the
Chicago platform will a
subject which ordinarily takes such a
appropriate to clean roads and sunny skies,
please take notice that the honorable vast amount of time in that
body is unpre- whereas a dress of
Scotch mixture will
Parks
Bland
Richard
announces, through cedented.
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, that “any
come unharmed through any vicissitude
it is sometimes possible, upon subjects
man who voted against Mr. Bryan is not
of weather, and look throughly practical
which have no party hearing and do not
and genteel.
a Democrat.”
Purple cloth braided in
involve vast consequences, to obtain speed
black is very handsome, or dark myrtle
in consideration by the Senate.
But that
The Republican Senators who framed
green broadcloth, but strange to say the
a body not controlled by the Republican
color least popular is navy blue, while light
the tariff bill have denounced as false the
party, or by any other single party, indeed
published charges that the Sugar Trust having no rules by which debate can be blue with white applique work on skirt,
controlled the formation of the schedules
sleeves, revers or pocket straps is considercontrolled, should be able to take up and
ed stylish.
of the tariff bill relating to its product,
Heavy green linen trimmed
make the progress upon a purely party
with fancy white braid looks very attracand have challenged a public investigameasure, such as a protective-tariff bill,
tive and can be washed, which is always an
tion of the statement.
that has been made by the Senate since it
advantage. Suits of white cloth fancifully
work
this
is
au
enbegan
upon
measure,
trimmed with crimson cloth aad gilt braid
The Bradford manufacturing district in
tirely unheard-of thing. That this should
V.ngland, which sent us about a million have happened within a few' months of the look very dashing, and with a white skirt,
a crimson blazer trimmed with gilt may
dollars' worth of goods a month during close of one of the
most bitterly fought
be worn.
the existence of the McKinley law, sent
Usually hats match the coscampaigns that the country lias ever seen
Editorial

Notes.

Senator Cannon of Utah introduced

Our

Washington

Letter.

Prayers for Munyon.

a

DUST

WASHING

POWDKR
9

___

The Woman Who

Uscjs

desire Tor the elevation
well as by su *h displays of
inventive genius and of industi***! progress
as
clearly marked the beginnings of the
Humane wonderful era which has followed. These
Professor
aud like matters naturally occur to us, yet
or.i minds
Work.
involuntarily come closer home
mid busy themselves within a narrower
of
the
ministers
People like
Gospel
era.*'
who live for their fellow-men. are most
The speaker then entered into an exardent in their approval of anything that
haustive historical story of the existence
is or' material benetit to the human race.
of Augusta from its founding until the
Among the
Powder
present time, aud concluded as follows:
enstrongest
dorsers of Pro“This is only fragmentary and hurried
work as
f- j-Mir
M u ntalk ot
-ie of Augusta’s boys, sitting by
yon's Remedies
the hume fireside as the evening grows
are
leading
and
as
of
clergymen
apace, and the circle, of which he has
ai.
denominanever forgotten that he is one, narrows
tions. Rev. M.
around him.
E. Andrews of
Truly ‘the pathway that
\Y e s t fi e 1 d
leads to lie’ door’ lias never been forgotLargest package—greatest economy.
w’rites:
Mass.,
ten by Augusta’s sons, no matter how far
The N. K. Fairbank Company,
1 wish to add
atield they may have ventured. The skies
my
testimony'
Chicago. St. Louis. New York.
have changed above them, not their hearts.
favor
of
in
Boston. Philadelphia.
Mu n yon’s
off abruptly, and from ne“Breaking
H o moeopathic
cessity, these conclusions may, nevertheHome
RemeI
dies.
have
less, be plainly deduced from the narraused the Cold
tion, that the founders of Augusta were
Cure, Dyspepmen of marked
ability, of solid worth and
sia Cure, Nerve
of active enterprise, of thorough patriotand
Cure.
ism aud true courage; who whatever their
Headache Cure
in
family
my
differences in politics or religion, adhered
Over 1,000.000boxes sold. 300.000 cures pro* e its power to destror thodesire fnr tobacco in anv
with
perfect
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world
to their town, their State and their nation,
.rid;’
Many gain Id pounds r. Mda'.
satis faction.
fans to make the weak impotent mau strong, vigorous and magnetic, .lust trv a box
J
Vi'u «
who
under every circumstance;
These remedies I
lighted. We expect you to believe what we say foi a cure :s abs Mutely guaranteed :>y dru-’k:
always
where. Send tor our booklet’ Don’t Tobacco nh’ and Smoke Your Life Away." writ ten gnara;
are
worth ■
took pride in their own citizens and never
tree sample. Address THE STEULl>Glti:J* EDY CO., Chicago ur .\cw
urk.
their weight in
befouled the common nest by personal
In
gold.
my
Sold
aud
within
Guaranteed
altercations
outside
the
RICH
ARD
11.
by
precincts
family
they
MOODY, Belfast. Me.
havi* cured the
which they were reared aud by which
worst
cases
or
cola
in
one
day, and
were sheltered,
and with whom,
they
dyspepsia of seven years’ standing was
though many of the old families have dis*
cured with three vials of the Dyspepsia *
I have had very severe headCure.
appeared in name, the connection of those
driven
were
a
white
which
in
and
white
chiffon
aches.
half
away
tume,
vest,
of to-day is distinctly traceable through
six millions dollars'
worth in April and is the more remarkable. And that
(>Ol) leather
i: I
hour by
y
an
the Headache Cure.
Mv
people
!
millions in March of the present year should
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of such colossal proportions that within
i its walls may be seen the raw and manuI factured product of almost every civilized
country in the universe. The nucleus of
this big exhibit was received from the Columbian Exposition, since which time it
has been augmented daily by the arrival
of contributions from different parts of
the world.
“In connection with the museums a bureau of information has been established
for the benefit of American exporters and
importers that furnishes complete statistics of every country in connection with
commerce.
The imports and exports of
each country are given with the quantity,
quality and price of raw and manufactured material in the various stages; in fact,
it enables a manufacturer to obtain as
much knowledge of the products, requirements and needs of each country, the
same as if he had paid a personal visit.
This bureau is considered to be one of the
most perfect of its character in the world
and affords opportunities for studying the
commercial prospects of South America,
Australia, China, Japan and every other
market which is open to American manufacturers.”
F. W. gSven.
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directly through—or. to speak
etly. over -the fallen city, whose
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remained untouched tor three
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the cafetal of

to

ov*val, farther up
•.here

of
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palms

doorway
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us.

A

awaited

leads to the casa.

the volcano's mouth

to

near

the

on

breakfast

Don

Senor

the “lip"

one

where

can see

a

blown off in the

was

I'tion: yet with a ruined city beau a boiling lake beneath and a
rater above, the wealthy, fair>j»aniard and his family live in
and
comfort, undisturbed lq\
■

of

danger.

under

Clattering

a

rtieo of carved stone, into the
patio surrounded by pill ai-

«-i

dismounted amid

we

rs.

smartly together
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:ho to the
a

and

indeed

it

imagination
of
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summon

«»;ir

horses.

days

of Don

requires

fancy

to
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i»ut

servants,

plates

if it is

only

glorious

So

spoonful of peas,
loth,)
first, served steam:ii
ups set upon plates: and after
"ere
whisked away came huge
f tlie medley known as "El
a

came

■

’-lie pot)—tlie very same that lias
d many readers of Cervantes’

Hag;
ever

far, they have resulted

no

banner of

for

girls.

The tree under which tradi-

tion says Alvarado and Ids soldiers lirst
camped, and where Padre Godinez sanctified the short-lived

city by religious serlooks rather too flourishing to have
vices,
j
I been large enough for the purpose nearly
! four centuries ago. Alas for romance!
j

visions ol conquistadores with lance
and halberd and the blood-red banner of
Our

badly

}

!

closed
these

a

right

to

get drunk, for

our govern-

Spain

were

courses

'■

at

all—if

of meats,

but

no

veget-

may except a salad,
wiched between tlie fry and the stew,
one

sauce, red-hot with peppers,
u was
continually lianded around in
d.slies and was in great demand as a
niato

sh

No attempt lias ever been made to
excavate the greater portion of the buried
city. It must have been very rich, for the

than wiien Fort Sumter w-as fired
upon;
and unless our people put a
stop to this

Spaniards had collected there all the
treasures they could lay hands on.
After
three and three-quarter centuries it rests

the wheels of this Kepublic.
Men may sneer at temperance

secure, and above it houses are built and
tine estates cultivated.
When somebody

to

linen.

drunkard-making

at temperance
if we
desire

business

workers,

it

will stop
and

but God knows

this napreserve
down this mighty

everything.
tion we must put
bread, of the kind known as goes searching intelligently in this second
enemy of civilization, liberty, justice,
mceces,” in crusty loaves the size of Pompeii he will no doubt be well rewardhumanity, morality and religion. Often
water was conspicuous by its ed.
The old church was dug out of the have 1 heard in
the night the rumbling of
re. but Spanish claret (lowed
freely; sand and patched up, and is yet in use. the carts conveying the departed to tneir
ircjoles, (stewed beans) put the tinish- In one corner is a gruesome chamber? long home—“unhonored and
unsung,”
There

to

Ounce

was

an

of

ucii to the solid portion of the reDessert consisted of a sweet, sticky
ie” which we afterwards learned

pumpkin

stewed in cane

juice; and
ame tlie
crowning glory—an imtray of fruit, a gorgeous display of

witli hones and skulls
taken from the ruins.
What a time there
will be to tell “which is which” when

Gabriel blows liis trumpet on the resurrection morning! The pictures,
hangings

and gold, green, russet and purin tlie different zones

and altar ornaments are said to be the
very same that were placed there in Alvarado’s time and lay buried two hundred

America, from the tropical coast
temperate regions of tlie mountains,
v came
coffee, in tlie form of a black

Fora small “consideration” the
years.
custodian priest will unlock a great iron
chest and exhibit communion
vessels,

'"ii

.atliered
ia 1
■

filled to tlie brim

called

i
■

“essense,”

contained in

glass

Each person poured a few spoonhis cup, and the servant, standing

s.

ui

incense

burners, urns, crucifixes and
other sacred utensils, of solid
gold and
silver. Among the other treasures is a

elbow with

a
steaming pot in each magnificent golden crown, which was preenquired whether lie would have sented to this church in its early days
he caliente,” or “agua caliente”
by one of the Philips of Spain. Originalmilk, or hot water; and if the flrst- ly it was thickly studded witli diamonds
:'imed is chosen, a delicious beverage re- and emeralds, but all the
precious stones
*■'

!.

"■

sults.
enor

ale
V

Sendoval

over

himselt

the ruined

acted

city.

as

our

This is the

spot where Alvarado fought the bat-

which made him conqueror and Gov‘‘lll,rof Guatemala.
It happened in this
The Indian

kings
south, havheard of the exploits of Cortez in
-Mexico, sent an embassy to him, offering
heir allegiance to the Spanish crown,
lortez received the embassy with dis1 Suction and
sent his favorite lieutenant,
1 edro de
Alvarado, back with the Indians
i\

of the

have been removed.
The old priest and
all the native bystanders cross themselves

reverently before

those treasures are
and again when
are
they
put away. The only people who
the
church
patronize
now-a-days are
Indians, to the number of two or three
thousand, who live along the lower slope
of the volcano.
So the splendid ancient
vessels are never used, but are kept as
sacred relics. Merely as show-pieces
they
would yield a handsome revenue were
American tourists and curiosity-seekers
more numerous in this
out-of-the-way
corner of the hemisphere.
Fannie Brigham Ward.
taken from their

box,

and it is safe to say that nine-tenths of
the people in this great
city who are
buried in the Potter’s field could trace
their downfall to

rum.

As 1

write,

and aspirations.
All nature is a lesson to
us in the way in which she fulfills God’s
will.
This is the week in which the
touch with other nation, s as

city is in
delegates
from many countries are
attending the
sessions of the Philadelphia Commercial
Museums.
To-day President McKinley
will be present with the members of his
Cabinet and he is to preside at the otlicial
opening of the museums of the world.
What is the meaning of it? I
clip the fol-

lowing

statement in reference to the matEvening Bulletin:
“The meaning of it all is that Philadelphia has established a business
ter from the

exchange

CLOTHING!
a hard year to find money, and we are
making
effort to please and satisfy'you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

Brighteners.

an

dreary place would be this earth
Were there no little people in it;
The aong of life would lose its mirth
Were there no children to begin it.
A

city

Mens, Boys and Youths’ Suits.

No little forma, like buds to grow,
And make the admiring heart surrender;
No little bands, on breast and brow,
To keep the thrilling love-chorda tender.

so

We will guarantee all
money refunded.

No babe within our arms to leap,
No little feet toward slumber tending;
No little knee in prayer to bend,
Our loving lips the sweet words lending.

reproduced herewith in full:
As I have observed and listened to the
words passing from lip to lip among the
members of the commercial clubs gathered
here, 1 discover two particular themes
which have a first place in the thoughts
of all.
These two themes are the tariff
and the public finances.
Upon the settlement of these two questions,
enterprise
waits aud industry languishes.
Over tif'y
times X have been asked, “When will Uio
tariff discussion end aud the measures
proposed receive the final vote which will
formulate the measure into law?’’
Over fifty times more 1 have been asked,
“Have the financial reforms, for which
the people struggled in November last,
been forgotten?’’
Now, it is not to be wondered at that
you who have so long borne the burden of
anxiety and fear, who have so long waited
and watched for restoration of conditions
upon which some secure estimate of tomorrow can be made,
should grow nervous and impatient over
every act or word
which seems to suggest doubt or delay in
the establishment of such conditions.
I have thought that on this occasion 1
could do no better service than to give you
needed reassurance aud hope.
As u>
the great fabric now before Congress,
known as the tariff hill, I have nothing to
[ want to bear testimony,
say n detail.
however, to the zeal and good faith of
those, in both houses, who have that
measure in charge.
They are fully conscious of their great responsibilities and
are working
faithfuly to discharge them.
Nor do I think that the opponents of
these measures are likely to oppose with
willful and unjust obstructions the course
of legislation.
Protest there will be,
more or less
fencing for position must be
expected, but having come into contact
with many of the representatives of the
people m both houses of Congress, f deem
li
my duty to bear witness, so far as it
may have value, to the honorable and patriotic motives that inspire the minds of
the great majority, whether upon one side
of the house or the other, and I prophesy
an early result iu the national councils to
which this great commercial question is
now committed.
I make these remarks, not to defend a
body for whom [ hold no commission t<>
speak, but to correct, in oue direction, if
I may, the operation of an injurious sentiment—which is sowing evil seeds in
It is dividing classes,
many directions.
destroying unity and breeding hatreds.
The one word for that sentiment is “distrust.”
Faith and courage lead to conDistrust paralyzes and
quest and victory.
destroys. As to the financial question,
to which I have already refered, I must
content myself
with few words.
1 am
glad that they may be words of asIf any of you harbor the sussurance.
picion that the administration, but just,
now installed into the
responsibilities of
high office, has forgotten or is likely to
forget, the mandate of the people, whose
voice in behalf of honest money and tinances rang out loud and clear in November
last, put that suspicion aside. It is unjust
and unfounded.
In good time and in proper order the
affirmative evidences of my declaration
will appear. In the meantime, my friends,
do your part to help those charged with
legislative and administrative duties. Do
not let the inertia engendered by fear and
distrust creep over you.
We have been
passing through a period of great trial,
and nobly we have endured the strain.
The future is not dark with forebodings.
It is illuminated with rational hope.
The
revival of industry is near, and with the
establishment of a revenue law sufficient
to bring into the Treasury au amount adequate to meet the reasonable needs of our
government and with the establishment of
our finances on a sound
and enduring
basis, nothing now foreseen can delay the
recovery of past losses and the inaugration
of a new forward movemeut along the
lines of material advancement and social
progress, which we may humbly trust is
in the benevolent mind of God to bestow
upon the
people.
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We will sell you

Life’s song, indeed, would lose its charm,
Were there no babies to begin it;
A doleful place the world would be,
Were there no little people in it.

buy anywhere

[Whittier.

Clothing CHEAPER
Now

e>se.

we

Lamson & Hubbard

The

product
Skill,

Experience,
Capital,
Facilities.
Honest in
and Price.
for Catalogue.
Iver Johnson s Arms & Cycle
Works, Fitchburg, Mass.
Made in New

England.

____

__^

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.
1897 Models, 5 per cent. Nickel Steel Tubing, Standard
of the World, have no equal, $IOO.

1896 COLUMBIAS
Models 40, 41 and 44, fenc'd d tveiywhtie and have no
superior except the 1^97 Columbias,
S75
Model 42, 26-inch wheels.$65

Hartford

English language (680,000 copies at
$1.50 each), and now for a limited time only

in the

Bicycles

Patterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60
“
“
“
Patterns 9
10
$60 to $55

paper bound copy of this identical book
will be sent absolutely free to all who will
pay the mere cost of mailing. Send 21 onecent stamps to World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y., and receive
the book in strong paper covers as soon as
the mails can deliver it.
For 10 cents extra
(31 cents in all it will be sent bound in fine
French cloth with embossed cover.

a

E.pual

to any bicjcles made txtipt Columbias.
IVe ask e xptrts to examine tl tm p iece by piece.

Other

Heart-burn isn't a heart trouble; or headache a
head trouble. Roth are due to constipation. A
sure aud permanent cure for constipation is Dr.
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets. One Pellet" is a gentle
laxative, and two a mild cathartic. The druggist
who offers you something "just as good" is
thinking of his cash-boy aud not of your health.

Hartfcrcfs, $50. $45. $40.

SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.
Columbia Catalog

ue

free.

QE0. J.

READ, Agent, Belfast.
14 MAIN STREET.

Maine Central R. R.
j
j

j
|

Fred

TIM E-TABLE.
On and after Oft. I. INJOi, trams eonmrtiiifr aj
I.urniiani and Waterville with tlirciji trains «»r
and inmi Banu'.-r, Waterville, Portland and Kos
ton wiii run as lnllovvs:
FROM BELFAST.

I

|
,

j
i
I

|

A

Belfast, depart.
Citypoint
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox...
Thorndike.

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.

Bangor. ..*__

M

!' M

7 20
<7 30
7 48
8 < >2
8 10
8 2o
8 45
11 50

1
tl
+ 1
1
t2
2
2
2

1 M
3 40

25
30
40
51
03
12
22
42
35

+3 50
14 in
4 45
15 1.)
5 28
0 00
<> 25

3 13

7 05

4

A M

Waterville

I
j

y n
r m

AM

Portland. 12 25
4 15
Boston,
4 22

5 35
y 20

j w/l,'.

1 40
5 58

Acwced, 'Winterpcrt, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
|

(

Over

Thirteen

SriaxtiFlKl.l) Fjisi:

(.fiJ.'iA liOAA.V

Miliums
and

SOCIATION OF

Marini:, Ciiamu:

1TIU.AIIKI.PIUA,

lilt

Co., IIai.tioro,

i-

Assets.

Till In-uan.
< ....
1'IRI JN'VIIAN. I-. Co

Mail

C'APIToI

National Kirk In si rani

hmnt.net

DESIKABLK BISKS NN BIT TEN AT U'KIIKN I

\..

( unn.

BAT ES

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSLRANCE CO.
TORNADO INSVRA.NIE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, ui leu rolls
CORRESPONDENT (IE MERCIIA.NT MARINE INM'RAM E Ml.

luili.lir

in

os

aiupiaLK-

INVESTMENT SECCRITIES ROVI.IIT AND SOLD.
LOANS

NEOOTIATED.

REAL ESTATE BOl'OHT

AND

SOLD. Ejg^Corrfspondfnee SoIIiTiitC

aitf

TO BELFAST.
}• M

E D.
Boston *
Boston,
| w D.

7““

A

M

9 00
8 30
I" M

Portland.
Waterville.

Bangor

1100
A M

A >1

6 00

7 00
7 15

..

A

Burnham, depart...
Unity.

7
7
Thorndike.
8
Knox. +8
Brooks.
8
Waldo.. +9
Citypoint. +9
Belfast, arrive. 9

M

120
4 30
1 40

a m

10
50
10
25
50
02
15
25

8
9
9
+9
9
+9
tlO
10

50
10
20
27
42
53
05
10

p m

5
5
5
15
5
t6
+6
6

05
25
38
44
56
08
18
25

station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale bv F. E. Urowlkv,
GEORGE F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Booth bv, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.

SHERIFF S SALE.
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MELVH LE A. HUNT,
against LESLIE
JJ
II N I ot I hoindike, in said Cniiiiiv.
w:!i do
at
-»ii.•pon on Thuisdav .the Inst dav
"J1'
or duly. A. 1>. 1SS>7. ar ten
v

aim

LEAD THE WORLD
i
Over

14,500,000

Made and

Sold

ot tin,.-k in :»,u
lorenoon. at tile ..flire of tlie SherifT. in 14elfa*:.in
oUllfy* all Hu* ighr of redeeming' lie I«•! 1..\vmg desenl.e.! rev! estate mortgage.!, win. h sain'
Leslie Hunt has..r had on the eighteenth lav <•{
March. A. 1 e 1 8517. at font I our*.
m•, u
.' 11„,
!ii"t pa reel situated in >a. 1 Tliormi ;ke
i..; i.., i; T..
ed on the north bv hind .-T 1.
\\
(1
heirs of -Nathan W'ai.i; mi the e;--t 1 •.
v
road between the premises and '.i.
y \ > n t7.
gins; on the south by the road n nun
-ire
t.y
Prime liessey farm n-riie t.-wn ip
,m
ho
west by the countv road leading b\ E \
\\ s,
and (’hark*" I4essey. containing on.*'m ido
ud
tiity- live acres, more or less; and these.
o
situap d m said Thorndike, ami being
ed as follows: beginning at the nortlieaP .•..rm-r
oi land where the old Union store r..rm.-r
thence southeasterly, on the south Inn-.d U
•,
t.v road passing by‘the site of said "t n-. twe-.iv
rods; thence westerly, parallel with hit- north in',
id this parcel of land,
eight rods. them e northerly- parallel with the east line of tin- pan-el of
land, twenty rods, to the countv road
passing
the north side of the site of said store:
p
i..-,
easterly on the south line of^a.d county road,
eiglit rods, to the place of beginning, ■•ni'.uniim
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>•

HIGHEST AWARDS for
Excellence of Design.

+ Flag

i

1

I

Excellence of Construction.

Regularity

Ease of Motion.
Great

|
;

Speed.

j

..

!

Durability.
Ease of

>•

.,■

]

of Motion.

Adjustability.
Learning.

Convenience of Arra ngeinent.

one acre.

IF YOU BUY A

Dated this

SINGER,

You will receive careful instruction fr<
petent teacher at your home.

twenty-ninth da' Mav,

A. 1 >. 1K!>7
SAMUEL (i. NollTON. Sli.-nll

in a coin

You will get prompt attention. We give careful
attention to all customers, no matter where the

Steamers leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston via Camden and Rockland, Monday
and Friday at 3.45, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 5 i*. m.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Banfror, Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at 7.00 a. m., Wednesday and Sunday at about 8.10 a. m.
For Searsport, Wednesday and Sunday at about
8.10 a. m.

machine may have been purchased.
You will he dealing with the leading Company
in the sewing machine bus iness, having an un-

equalled experience and an unrivalled reputation
strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs constantly on hand.

—the

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.

C'.

H. H.

day,

m., (or upon

ar-

Boston) daily except Mon-

For Castine, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
and BrooUlin, and when there are passengers will
stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Fri-

days).
Through rates for passengers and freight to Bar
Harbor and all

landings on Mount Desert Island.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Boston.

N

FA 11

(’OKN

I

i:

oi

I'a

li;

to

street,

r

MASS.
2.

other li.-ttr*

!•> it>|,,.iuuaeiit

only.
< )ot«»ber, i]
>45*

3ml8

James Pattee & Son, Attention Pensioners
Fire, Life«»»Accident Insurance,

Commencing Hay 25, 1897, steam*
M. L Abbott,

No, 'J IO Ncwbun

Hours. 12

COBBETT, Agt., Belfast,

Having purchased the original records .-t the
estate of J. C.

Cates, for the convenience <>f all

pensioners having claims pending, ami of those
OFFICE
MAIN

rival of steamer from

II. PARSONS, Manager.

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

Boston 4 Bangor Steamship Co.
er Rockland, Capt.
win leave neuast at » o'clock a.

The Nose and Throat,

BOSTON,

:

From Boston every day except Thursday and
Sunday at 5 i*. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 2 i\ m.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Atrent, Belfast.
CALVIN Al'STIN, GenT Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen’lManager, Boston

Quality
Send

PROPRIETOR.
^

thai^the

SEDGWICK LINE

of

St.,

Chas. O'Connell,
^

Who in all the world suffers more anxiety
mother of little children? Their
ailments are so many, her knowledge so
limited. In her girlhood she had dreamed
of this time as a season of romps with her
prettily dreseed little ones, of teaching
them, or being proud of them. She had no
thought of illness, and of the suffering she
must endure because of her inability to help
them.
Each girl ought to find amongst her
wedding presents, Dr. Pierce’s Common
The few finely
Sense Medical Adviser.
illustrated chapters relating to her own reproductive physiology might save her much
Buffering, might prevent many mistakes.
This book is comprehensive. It is a condensation. It is a great quantity of scientific medical knowledge stated in the plainest
words, and re-inforced with drawings and
colored plates. There are 1008 pages in this
It debook, and over 300 illustrations.
scribes multitudes of common ailments,
and tells how to cure them.
It has had a
greater sale than any other medical book

can

White Store;

Spring Style, 1897.

RETURNING

IVER JOHNSON
CYCLES

than you

business.

mean

81 Main

American

Hundreds of precious little ones owe their
lives to Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, the
sovereign cure for croup and all other throat
or lung diseases.

sales

our

or

are

do I feel these lines of the poet:
“Frequent by night was heard the rumbling jar
Ot the black hearse, or mercenary car,
1 hat, weary of its ioathsome burden,
sped,
And hurried to the grave the unhonored
dead.”

of the pains he has taken to make ourlives glad aud full of lovely impressions

!

place to buy your

at least, to the President for liis
approval, thus lending additional interest
to the assurance which
they carry. They
are so important and
reassuring that they

deeply

one

Is the

with reference to tariff

how

We are enjoying fine weather
day by
day aud Philadelphia looks beautiful now,
everything is so fresh and green—beautiful as one realizes it is a
thought of God
for us. Each tender, dainty
twig reminds

THE WHITE STORE

substance

intoxicated,

disturbed

well-

This is

A World’s

administration

been received with

a

and bimetallism.
His utterances on that
occasion were, it is understood, not only
official as coining from the
Secretary of
the Treasury, but bad been submitted, in

to

as

Next came four

being performed

allows them to do so; but it does
;
not seem just right for our
government, ;
after allowing people to get

theu turn around and punish them for
getting drunk. In my opinion it would
he just as reasonable for our nation to li-

or

lettuce contains

oppressed.

which he gave an assurance that the
party
with reference to currency are to
be carried out as promptly as those uow

tian government, were wide open devourj
ing tlie people. 1 saw soldiers drunk and
even women and hoys drunk.
Well, they
have

much attention,

example,

therefore be taken for insomnia.
Chicory has laxative properties.
Water cress is a tonic, excitant and
purifier, and may be recommended to
those of a lymphatic temperament.
Sage is an antispasmodic and would be
of use to nervous people.
Celery, a stimulant, will do good to the

pledges

j
city
j
during the greater part of the day
hell holes, licensed by our Chris-

ment

For

known narcotic principle, opium, and may

satisfaction, as the brief remarks of
Secretary of the Treasury Gage at the recent gathering of manufacturing and commercial organizations at Cincinnati, in

liberty.

some

this

by

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE.

agreeable.

much

teach them to love the dear old
and may the children of to-day lie
ready to uphold and defend the

by the reality cense a skin disease and theu punish peoof a Stubebaker wagon from South Bend,
ple for scratching. Look at the vagrant
story. In Quixote’s adventures 1 Ind., and several empty bottles bearing youth who wander about this
city day
u
is called "the rotten pot”— the brand of a Chicago brewer under the and
night and congregate in dens of inwhy so stigmatized I am unable sacred shade. The fountain of Almolon- famy. Who are they? They are the
profor the olla is merely tlie collec- ga, which gave the aboriginal city its
duct, for the most part, of broken and
name
and
first
induced
fruits
and
Alvarado to select disrupted
cgctables, seeds, green
families, shattered and conwhich have already wasted their the spot as the site of his capital, is a sumed
by the liquid fires of rum. Oh, it
ss in tlie
soup-kettle, regathered large, natural basin of clear and beautiful is a burning shame and a disgrace for this
e “ealdo” lias been
dipped off, to water shaded by trees. Sad to say it has nation to license this awful evil which is
a second course.
I have observ- been walled up and partitioned off into
overshadowing our land with misery and
it the natives seldom eat much of it,
apartments for bathing purposes and pauperism; aud every intelligent citizen
ke over the heaped-up platter with laundry work: and here all the women of must
realize that our country is in more
forks, to pick out here and there fa- the vicinity come to cleanse their dirty danger to-day as a result of this rum evil
seeds or moreeaux.

so

remunerative discoveries, but have

and
together! browed house stands above its ruins, with
orders to
the this inscription over the door: “Complimein trout of each I taiia Eseuala Bara Ninas,"—a free school

a

■

in the ruins.

sat

pile of plates reaching almost
bin, for among tlie well-to-do iu
.tubes each article of food forms
ourse, to be served oil a sepa-

.is

years before be

But it is with a sad heart 1 write that
tine carvings and wonder- ! the beautiful services of Memorial
Day
fui frescoes and other evidences of the were
greatly marred by drunkenness,
beamy ol the home ro which Alvarado \\ idle the public oilices and business
brought his ill-fated bride.
To-day a low houses in the centre of tlie
were

else,

nothing

issuing

should

disclos'd

laden

was

ot

array

Hostess

..

cub

table

new

in his
ing great stores of gold
house—the treasure of conquered Indian
kings—many excavations have been made
in

juim>, the cen>f11y in its old

>:

...

>]

the

atu^silver

no

ourselves

la Mancha.
Breakfast was
id uvd coiridor. lacing the

.>■

ted

to

of

care

it done in the

is

•i

a cor-

of “Buenos dias, Senoritas y
And then our host clapped

is

kept
building

some

city upon the
ruins of their own.
But in 1041—only 17
The statue is cast in bronze. The height
years after its beginning—there came a of the
figure, including the plinth upon
calamity which entirely destroyed the which it stands, is nine feet, three
inches,
place and buried nine-tenths of its inhab- making a total
height of eighteen feet
itants under the debris.
Accounts of the four inches from the
ground to the top of
catastrophe say that it had raiued inces- the head. It cost $10,000 and was erected
santly for three days, and on the fourth by the Alumni Association of Girard Coltlief ury of the wind, the ceaseless lightlege and the people of Philadelphia. It
ning and dreadful thunder, were inde- stands in the western plaza ot the City
scribable.
At two o'clock in the mornHall—which, by'the way, is one of the
ing earthquake shocks became so violent most magnificent public buildings in the
that the terror-stricken people were un- world—and bears the
following inscripable to stand.
And then an enormous tion:
“Philadelphia’s Greatest Philanbody of water came tearing down the thropist.
Erected by the Alumni of
mountain side, bringing with it trees and Girard
College and the People of this
great masses of rock, and entirely over- City and Commonwealth, 1897.”
The
whelming the town with an avalanche of large die stone of the statue came from
earth and ashes.
Dense darkness added the quarries of New
Hampshire, and is a
horror to the work of destruction, and fine piece of
granite without a flaw or
hardly a soul escaped. Alvarado himself, speck to mar its beautiful surface.
with a company of cavalry, happened to
Memorial day lias come and gone and
be off on an expedition, but his palace so has a generation of time since the war
was crushed and in it perished his
young between North and South was ended.
and beautiful wife—Donna Beatrice de la
Flags were displayed everywhere in the
Queba, the daughter of a noble family of city, and martial music was heard on
The cathedral, which sat on a every hand.
Castile.
No grave where sleeps a
mound 40 feet high, was buried to the soldier, no matter how
humble, was left
roof; but years and years afterwards, unmarked by evidences of the love of the
when the sand was dug away and all the people.
Special decorations were made
holy relics were found uninjured, the at the tombs of Benjamin Franklin, Commiracle of their preservation was attrib- modore Stephen
Decatur, Major General
uted to st. James, who certainly acced George G. Meade of the late
war, and
“the gentleman" in this instance. Enough many others.
The government cannot do
remains of Alvarado's house, half cover- too much for the soldiers who
fought to
ed with sand, to indicate its original mas- preserve the union, and I thought as 1 saw
sivt grandeur.
As this earliest governor walking in the parades children with
<>1 Guatemala had the reputation of keeptheir grandsires that it is well that we

a

delightful beyond
are unbearably
almost freezing by mid-

eveuiugs

For fifteen years Alvathousands of Indians hard at

rado

Uadia is not quite paradise, for
f temperature are liable to occur

ding rapidity.

de

to be the centre, San
los Cabeleleros—“st. James,
was

the Gentleman."

tlit- safer but less fertile spot it
■npies, :;o miles distant from the

he,

“I can say with truth, I have made my
way alone, with means gained from my
nurse, the sea;" and again in 1813 lie
writes:
“1 have the proud satisfaction to
know that my conduct, my labor and my
economy have enabled me to do one luindred times more for my relatives than
they, altogether, have ever done for me
since the day of my birth.
While my
brothers were taught at college, I was the
only one whose education was neglected.
11 ill the love of labor, which has not left
me yet,
has placed me in the ranks of
citizens useful to society.”

the

repose,

Said

No utterance

5alads.

Xo dinner is complete without salad.
This has come to be an accepted formula,
especially in the spring.
But it is not generally known that each
of the various salads possesses a therapeutic property of its own, thus
affording a
possibility of absorbing a medicine and, at
the same time, dainty article of food—to
combine, in a word, the useful and the

since the President’s inaugural address
aud his message to Congress lias attracted

died:

chaplain. Fray Juan Godinez, said
invoking the protection of the
die a tranquil^dream of
far
apostle and christening the city of which
seems a pity that Guatemala's
the

>

idle hours in

1 have looked upon with much interest, is
indeed worthy of the most appreciative

many Guatemalans as could crowd around,
under a tree which is still standing; when

liow-

water

no

was

sembled liis horsemen, the Mexican Indi-

the air

oceans:

who had

existence, no wastings in the economy
his time; but who by the force of his

festival of St. James,
|
surpassing beauty and fertility, July 25, 1524,—the
tlie patron saint ot bpain—Alvarado assummer, tempered by cooling
insight.
■

one

his

accomplished. Alvarado own genius became the most eminent
completely destroyed their capital, razed philanthropist of his day and generation.
the temple of their idols to the ground, and The career of this
great man, whose statue

traversed

It is, indeed, as_
is likely t<> dud- a built

footstool.”
icetion

followers

tration of

Medical Qualities of

: HASONIC TEMPLE,
STREET ENTRANCE,

53tf

BELFAST, MAINE.

THERE ISA CUSS OF PEOPLE
Wlio

injured by the use of coffee. Recently
placed in all grocery stores a new
preparation called Grain-o, made of pure grains,
that takes the place of coffee. The most delicate
stomach receives it without distress, and but few
are

there has been

who may wish to present claims ior additional

or

increase of pensions, 1 will he at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the post office
June 24 and 25, 1897.
tfl2
L. C MOHSK.

WOOL CARDING
AT

FREEDOM.

1 take this method to inform my customers that
wool left at the following places will be taken and
returned for the same as at the mill: I.. L. Prescan tell it from coffee.
It does not cost over 1-4
cott, Liberty; C. E. Drake, Albion; A. E. Chase,
as much.
Children may drink it with great bene
Brooks; Vickery & Hatch, Morrill; E. R. Conner,
I
fi. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package.
Try it. Ask , Belfast. For further information address,
A. A. THOMPSON, Freedom. Me.
for Grain-o.
F reedom. June 3, 1897.—3m23

“We want
to wipe the Repubiican
off the face of the earth,” exclaims
ex-Seuator Dubois of Idaho.

I Party

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
PUBLISH EI> EVERY THURSDAY MORMAG BY THE

Republican Journal Pub, Co,
j B„si^s'>Manaiier.

choose

It is of great importance that Every RepubliVoter in the District Should be at the
Polls and cast his vote on that date, not only as
a duty to principle, but for the moral eireet an
overwhelming Republican victory in the district
at this time will have upon popular sentiment
throughout the whole country.
I,ess than four months ago the Republican

party assumed control of the National governmerit, after four years of Democratic misrule. It

i taken in
large numbers there

for

ooo.odo and increased the annual interest account
more than $ 1 ■'.onn.ot">. Capita! and enterprise
and

mm.

party

!••

('• >:iventum

at

than a.

trn*o

that

<.r

r’-s

1

mm;

ch

S

a

m-.-t-

arty.

!

am.

than a

tii

pmd
1

y.

•<;

ree

■

••invention.
•an

t,

.•

the p". kets <-t the Ainer.id-.!lais t<* be added to the
the st.-aklmiders ..f these mines, alin

punlic weal above former political prejudice, and
voted the Republican ticket. With the aid of
these patriotic Den,o« rats, the great preliminary
oiitesr was won. ai d William McKinley elected
to the Presidency
Ashe came to the executive
.•dice and was ei.rifronted by the prostrated industries of his country, and saw the unemployed
1

hands stretched towards him from every section
d the land, he recognized The fact that the issue
so outlined in November was still unsettled and

facilities

It

over

c•me to a

of fact

daily

none

»i

umier 'lu-Ii

is

Third

I'"

circumstances

<'•

emulated

bad

this

play

of the ball teams

ball.

and report the games

•■idled

are

on

in an

Turn

on

NEIGHBORS

and see
no

Monday.

next

that

yourj

Repcblic an

WITH YOC.

With

an energetic effort all along the line, the
clean and aMe candidate of the Republican party
will be sent to Washington by a majority that

will bring courage and cheer to the friends of
good government, and the advocates of the return
of prosperity, all over the country.
Lei

no

Rkim

blican in the

District

fail to

DO Ills Ft l.L M TV UN ELECTION DAY.

J. W. Black,
P. O. VlCKEKV,
W. H. Wildes.
C. H. Dkummev,

1

I

Republican

District
Committee.

The campaign for good roads" goes on
apace. The advocates of broad tires never
tire.

Owney,

the

bitten postal clerk.

a

voice

our

happiness

to

is

usually

represented

well

was

hushed

by death.

Had Hon. S.

appointment made
Charlotte T.
the *Jbtli

an

But Miss
year ago.
the grand-daughter of

a

Sibley,
Maine Regiment,
to with pleasure

who is always
whatever her

addressed the veterans and their

|

|
;

The orator of the evening was Frank II.
Colley, a talented young lawyer of Portland. who studied law in Saco and married a Saco lady. Mr Colley had a very able
address.
He treated the subject‘broadly
and traced the wars of early times, their
causes and results, and then compared
those with the civil war.
The policies of
Buchanan and Lincoln were contrasted.
He traced the outbreak of the war, its
course and result, and the part of the soldiers, to their infinite honor. His was an
able talk, ably delivered.
The meeting
closed with a benediction, after “America” had been sung by the audience.
—t-

Burleigh.

Hon. Edwin C.

The State of Maine has furnished many
men for State and National
councils, who
have

produced justifiable pride

in

the

“Augusta is rich iu history and fortu- hearts of their constituents. Natives of
iu historians,” says the Portland Maine are proud of the State, proud of
Advertiser, in a notice of the centennial her citizens and proud of her statesmen.
celebration at the State Capital June Oth. The mention of no name among the brilThat is true. Moreover Augusta can point liant list produces a stronger thrill of
with pride to her able men of the past and pride than that of Edwin C. Burleigh.
to her able men of the present.
The ora- Maiue is proud of Mr. Burleigh, his party
admires him, his friends love him.
In no
tor of the day was Chief Justice Fuller,
whose admirable address revealed indus- partisian spirit I pen these lines of eutrious as well as zealous research of the logy to his honesty, his honor and his
history of his native city. His graceful manliness.
Mr. Burleigh belongs to the whole State;
allusion to the late James G.
Blaine

nate

touched the hearts of the great audience.
It was a sincere tribute which was paid

his warm admirers

are

not

confined to his

political party. His friends are numby the speaker, as he and Mr. Blaine bered only by his acquaintances; to know
when young men were friends, newspa- him is sufficient to ensure friendship.
There is probably no other public man
per reporters in Augusta, and one winter,
when reporting the proceedings of the in Maiue whose list of personal friends
Maine Legislature, occupied seats side by and acquaintances is so large. As State
own

Treasurer and Governor, he had excellent
facilities to meet the citizens of the State.
This

The other

speakers were equal to the
occasion; and one of them, Mr. C'. S.
Ilichborn, cashier of the first National

but

the possession
of a wonderful memory of the highest
acuteness in retaining names and faces acwas

opportunity;

Bright, at Bangor
Manchester, England, when near the
Grand Bank's passed 27 icebergs in one
day. The presence of these icebergs is
largely responsible for our cold damp
weather.
Again we say, Dam the Strait

Augusta.”

ple

of Belle Isle.

one

time proprietor of the Kennebec Journal, was referred to by Howard Owen in

To possess his acquaintance is a valuable pleasure.
To know the man and see

his address

him in his

from

Mrs. A. E. Whitaker says in the “New
England Farmer” that houses are cleaner
and more hygienic for the absence of wool
fabrics caused
It has

helped

by fear

of the buffalo

bug.

abolish the tacked down

carpet and hoards of old clothes in the
attic; it has routed the household superstition of
seven

a

new

use

for all truck after

years’ waiting.

We referred the other

day to

the

light-

Bank of

Augusta

county.

His subject was “The Future of
Another Waldo county man,at

“that

on

is

a

native of Waldo

“The Editorial

sparkling wit,

Wm. H.

Chair,”
Simpson.”

they

are

able to

keep

the Post-

mastership between them under Democratic and Republican Administrations.

We note with pleasure the announcement
that the Knowlton brothers of Shrewsbury, Mass., have performed the same act.
Some one sent
Journal

copy of The Boston
above editorial item

us a

with the

We suppose that it may have a
local interest or application; and certainly
marked.
the

names

in both combinations have

familiar sound.

a

as

Iu the course of his address Mr. Owen
told this story of the orator of the day:
One night I strayed into a political
meeting being held in old Darby Hall,
which was nearer heaven than many politicians will get. It was a Democratic meeting, as you may know when I tell you
A young
that Tom Bartlett presided!
man, small in stature, but with a sweet,
resonant voice, was standing upon a chair

ning change artists of Adams, Mass., the making an impassioned speech.
Smith brothers, whose political views are
couldn’t be
While a

such that

Peculiar
It

Republican

expect-

ed to indorse all his sentiments, I couldn’t
but be led captive by his eloquence.
I
put my hand upon the back of an enraptured auditor, and inquired the name of
the speaker.
“Why,” said he, “that is
Mell Fuller, orator of the Age—smarter’n
hell!”
1 judged from the tenor of his remarks
that my informant was a Democrat, but
The young
his words were prophetic.
orator has gone from the editorial chair
of
chief
to the exalted position
justice of
the United States!

for liis success.
lie can go into alany town of the State and greet without introductions a large part of the peo-

counts

he will meet.

daily

life affords the

n.,,

tlOOCI S PlllS

derived from association

simplicity,

with

pleasure
honesty,

honor and manliness.

He knows every person he meets on the
streets of his own city and has a kind,
cheerful word for
on

all;

SOUTH

Misses

all occasions, and

always

has ample

time to listen to their words.
His earnest
manners,

his

manhood,
kindness

splendid ability

his
of

heart,

his

him

to

everyone within the circle of his acquaintance.
Multitudes of friends rejoice at
career in Congress
glorious one; may his ability and energy long be spared to battle for
humanity and the right. He answers well

his success.

be

a

long

May his

and

the earnest call for men, true men,
shape the destinies of the nation.

to

“A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and
ready hands.”
E. E. H.

A.

INTERMEDIATE

Wiggin

SCHOOL.

Ida B.

and

Carter,

of

an

Apple,

Nettie Shuman
Fred O’Connell
Frank Bramhall

What Mother Says,

Belle Mayo
Exercise, Ethel French, Elmer
Freeman
Harry
Roberts,
Meritliew,
Hale,
Lillian Walker
Carrie
Ford
Recitation, What I am,
She Didn’t Accept, Louise Grady
Grasshopper Green,
Arthur Murch
That Little Word, Gertie Evans
Which Was Right?
Eva Tibbetts
Chorus of Seven
Song,
Recitation, Bo Peep, Jack and Jill,
Lulu Coombs
Dana Grady
Vacation Days,
Edith
Kilgore
Flowers,
Tweuty-seven
pupils
Chain of Maxims,
Recitation, Speech for a Boy,
Harold O Connell

Mortifying Mistake,

Gertrude Crowley

70 & 72 flain Street,

Belfast, Main,'

Spring Tooth Harrows

Benj. Stouey

Quarrel,
Signs of Rain,
Driftiug Out to Sea,
Song, Flower Dances,
June is Here,
A

Lizzie A Quimby
Chas. E Brown

Toothed,

14

57.50.

lower grammar

only rwo

school,

Grade,

5.

efi.

Also the Osburne Lever Spring
Tooth Harrows at regular prices.
j

|

60 Main Street. Belfast.
!

EVERYTHING IN I1ARDW

This

fine $40.00 Bicycle f.
given away to the most pop
lar school

calljattention

•To

We

I

Responsive reading,

Past,

Clems

Cborus
Hymn, “Oh, Worst,m tin- King.'
14
Pastor
1.
Scripture reading, Matt.
Pastor
j Prayer,
Response.
M iss 1 >urham
Solo,
I llymn, “Jesus, Thy N ime 1 lev-." Cli -ms
Pastor
Sermon,
Mr. Milis opened by st mngthat lo* sleuld

vary somewhat from the baccalaureate

usually given

to

graduating

»

j the
higher institutions of learning

as a

|

not

young

v.

lie I r;t'

to

he

to young

and young
“Success in Life."

man

1

CAPITAL STOCK. $150,000
Si RPLLS,

$.15,000
DKI'O'I IS SOI.K I I

lasses in

sermon,

a

j

ser-

preached at
the pupils from a text or a lecture abounding
in riowery language, but rather a piaiu talk
was

!.i.

<i

m ». 1 *«

83 Main St

His ad-

1

dress

lit*

Mil

i!>

Chorus
.ngivgation |

and

<r

Gb ria,

;

IN

.r«ii

•1

Chorus
Pastor

Invocation,

Te Deum,

mons

priees

The Clothier & Tai

;

j1 Holy, Holy,

Diir

l.()\U>l

The In•> •* .1 r»*
ui aii'i ut'pf.

|

(AMI

entitles tlie imyer
an\ time at tw

uuarantee

INI

u

NEW LINE

our

t<

FOR
>»ur store
Vi-tes stilil at.

at

in Belfast

boy

cinity.

1

F. Louise Rogers
School
Annie Black

Recitatious—
Whittier’s School days,
School
Maud Herrick
Grandpa’s glasses,
School
Song, Shady Street,
Recitations—
The Lilac,
Sadie Collins
The Children’s Hour,
School
When Teacher Gets Cross,
Walter Yose
School
Song, Lullaby,
Recitatious—
Under the Pines,
Hattie Coicord
School
Song of Seven,
Poor Old Crow,
Luville Nicholson
School
Only a Smile,
Who Was It?
Edelle Hatch
School
Only a Little Leaf,
Three o’clock in the Morning,
Willie Farrar
A Riddle,
Harold Herrick
The Arrow and the Song,
School
The Robin and the Buttercup,
Mabel Hanson
School
Song, Brother Robin,
Recitations—
Pine Needles,
Nettie Smith
A Rose in the Heart,
Jennie Wiley
;

T0 CL0SE *

AT HALF PRICE

Cora S. Morison bank covering the pulpit, wlrtc drapery beJames I. Shute ; ing iised to heighten The effect.
Neta Lawrence
The following is tin- order of services

men

women.
His subject was
The world looks at success from many different standpoints. We see a man become
famous at the expense of his family relations
! or his health. The world says he is successj ful. hut we, who know all the facts, regard
it differently.
Another becomes rich by

I

deposit boxes for

Safe

rent at
a

i

So. 55

new vault i- muvpialed
UNEXCELLED

Our
and
and

>

> ear.1

Haste-

m

>-•

bur^iara in the

Those

<

uuntrv

rentiiu: h-.v*

ha\■■

.-m

privilege of taking their

-x--s

t

:
■

:»*

an

vault.

Bertha I. Bird and Edith M. Ladd, teachers. dishonesty, or by oppressing the poor. The
School world
Singing, The Merry Lark,
applauds him as a successful man.
History lesson, Benjamin Franklin.
True success consists not in what is added
Song, The Seasons,
Eva and Carrie Greenlaw j to us from without, but in developing what
Reeitafion, The Hours,
is in us for the best good of ourselves and huFlossie Myrick and Eva Hall I
Recitation, Little Things, Clarence Wight ! manity. The class motto of the Belfast High
School School Class of '97, “Lowly in Spirit, Lofty
Singing, Spring,

Geography Lesson.
Singing, Wishing,
Recitation, The Story of

School
au

Apple,
Harry Stoney

iu

Aim," is

attain the

a

good

truest

one.

To

this,

in

order to

life, we should
and “Be True." He

success

in

add, “Work Hard,'
Bird’s Song,
who has high aims, works hard and is true,
Eva and Carrie Greenlaw
will attain true success.
Recitation, Liberty and Independence,
School j ■v Following the sermon the congregation
Bessie McMahan
Recitation, The Flag,
the Lord's Prayer, the chorus sang
School repeated
Singing, Fancies,
the hymn. “Father, hear the prayer we
Recitations—
Lamentations of Youth, Faunce Woodcock j offer," and the services closed \v ith the beneBessie McMahan, May j
Flag Exercise,
diction.
Kilgore, Luella Elwell, May Belle Etwell, Grace Piper, Angie Kilgore, Eva
Greenlaw, Carrie Greenlaw, Prudence
Singing,

The

Obituary.

Piper.

Recitation, Union and Liberty.
the Old Flag,
Winfred Hill
School
is
School
Over,
Singing,
Awarding certificates.
Concert

Recitation, Mending

gentle, quiet Closing Day

have endeared

.T

Story

Ray Kilgore
Lottie Braley

Song,
Recitation, Helping Yourself,

►

Rii hards
Kate Brier

Twenty Times a Day,
Some English Plurals,
Graeie’s Temper,

Stacy Noyes

Cunningham

►
► UNDERTAKING beintf our specialtx we w ish to have it known that we posii
tively do and shall continue to furnish BETTER GOODS and ut less price
than an\ other house can furnish in this county. Why pa\ such exor|
bitant prices when you can £et better \alue and lower prices of us?
i
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from 51 S.00 and upward.
I
►
R. H. COO TBS & SON.

teachers.
The partition between the two grades of
the South Intermediate school was open and
the two held exercises together.
Small Beginnings,
Freda Cook
Vacation Song,
School Recitation,
Cares’ Slave,
Alice p..;.Recitations—
Gertrude
Stevens
Fair Play,
Leroy S. Libby : Essay, The Gre ian War,
AM.'u*
Stoddard
M. Francis Norton
Speak Gently,
Duet, Banjo and Bandola,
If I Knew,
Grace H. H ives
Edith Strout and Eva Crowley
Cora Morison, Kate and
Song, Spring,
Recitatiou, Lend a Helping Hand.
Lizzie Quunby
Lena Black
Recitations—
The Lost Steams],ip.
First lip,
Wm. M. Black Recitation,
Ethel Strout
£
School
Song, Spring Cuckoo,
Leslie Rdh-tt
Essay. U. S. Grant.
Recitations—
Mandolin Solo,
Inez Carter
How and Why,
Chester C. Worthing
The Lost Chord, Clara Hami t a
Recitation,
The Little Brown Seed,
Levi F. Black
Praying for Shoes, Wilda Vose
The Spider’s Web,
Carrol B. Carter
The
Ralph Gould
Recitation,
Harry H. Carter Class Prophecy, Beautiful, Edith
Davidson
School
Song, Vacation,
Clarionet Solo,
Drinkwat-er
Percy
Recitations—
\V.
R.
Howard
The Rain,
Lizzie A. Quimbv Conferring diplomas,
School
Song, Better Late Thau Never.
The Bridge.
Kate C Quia by
THK
GRADUATION
SKRMi'N.
A Child’s Fancies,
Harold Parker
School
Song, Lovely May,
The annual graduation sermon to the
Recitations—
School class of '1*7 was by Rev. Geo. S.
High
Whispering Down Below,
Daisy E Howard Mills at the North church. There was a
Did You Know,
Maud Pierce large attenda ice, an 1 the services were
Exercise song, The Farmer,
School
highly interesting throughout. The pulpit
Recitations—
A Puzzled Little Brain. Ernest L. Webber and platform were very handsomely dec-oNew England,
Grover C. Dunton rated by a committee consisting of Mrs.
School Edward
Song, The Breeze,
Sibley, Mrs. C. 0. Poor, Miss NelRecitations—
The
Meadow Folk,
Willie F. Dunton lie Hopkins and Miss Julia Perry.
Clarence Hall class colors,yellow and white,predominated,
Work,
School and a few of the class dowers, daisies, held a
Song and Recitation, Vacation,
Recitations—
prominent place in the decorations. Ferns,
M.
Arthur
Condon
Grandpa's Easy Chair,
;
Frowns and Smiles,
Ella I. Smalley, j foliage, tulips, wild and double buttercups
The Girls That are Wanted,
and white ami purple lilacs were made up in
Florence I Libby j a handsome and artistic
arrangement in a

Sadie Seavey

Lottie

WE ASK FOR A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

Gladys

Florence Kelley
Wanted,
Roy Whitney
The Dismal King.
Mildred McAndless
Rich Man, Poor Man.
Myrtle Nash
When the Teacher Gets Cross
Helen Leavftt
Dull and Cloudv Dav,
Florence Hill
School

Song,

Roberts had merely the recitations in
the regular studies of the school.
NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL—Grade 2.
Misses Grace E. Walton and Rena White
Teachers.
School
Song, “America,"
A Class
Exercise,
Reading
School
Recitation, The Water Bloom,
B Class
Reading exercise,
School
Christian
Soldiers,
Song, Onward,
Number exercise,
A Class
Recitation, the Arrow and the Song, School
B Class
Number exercise,
M usic lesson,
School
C Class
Reading exercise,
of
the
School
Dance
Leaves,
Song,

Araminta Rosabel,IsaPattersou
The School Bell,
Stanley Chamberlain
Leona Achorn
June Roses,
What they say, Florence Chaples
School

i*

Liver Ills: easy to
take, easy to operate. *25c.

Pat and the Pig.
One from Seven,

11

Miss

Sand,
Wanted,

$5.

CHAMBER >1

WHITE

SIDEBOARDS, REFRIGERATORS, DINING T.YBl
CHAIRS in full variety and all prices.
low.

vure

j

south primary—Grade 2.
Miss Alberta Wadsworth, Teacher.
Opening song, The Blossoms are coming to
School
town,
Rice Black
Welcome,
The Lilac,
Gladys Pitcher
Who?
Scearl Brewster
Vacation Days,
Ethel Hutchins
Little Flower Song,
Louise Heal, Gladys
Pitcher, Frances Howes, Anna Dennett.
Daisies and Clover,
Kate Coombs
Anna Dennett
Little by Little,
A Plump little Bird,
Martha Faulknham
Flora Rich
Kings and Queens,
School
Song, Over in the Meadow,
The Merry Children,
Flossie Davis
A Happy Couple,
Hattie Faulknham
A Secret,
Lureua Hutchins
School
Song, Yellow Buttercup,
The Grasses,
Gracie Knowlton
The Butterfly’s Toilet,
Eva Wood
Rich man, Poor man, Beggar man, Thief,
Beulah Nason
The Violet’s Experience,
Louise Heal
1 Have Closed my Books,
Frances Howes
School
Song, Primroses,
Charlie Decrow
Vacation,
The Empty Schoolhouse,
Etta Whitehead
A Rose in its Heart,
Maud Curtis
The Discontented Buttercups.
Leonie Condon
Clara Marsh
Sleepyland,
Good Night,
Lynwood Thompsou
In the North Primary School, Grade 1.

Mrs. Hall and Miss Folsom, Teachers.
School
Winnie Seekins
Ethel
French
Vacation,

prices

*•

Henry Mudgett

Song,
Recitation, Welcome,

GOING AT JUST HALF PRIti:
WINDOW SCREENS, WHITE IRON BEDS and

*•

School
The Apple Tree is White with Bloom,

AND 4.

Solid Walnut and Solid Cherry Marble Top Chamber Suits

Lottie Tibbetts
Insect Ball,
Florence Harrison
Vacation Days. Mamie Maxtiehl
Tlie Boy We Need, .Tames Kelley j
Eddie Brown j
Speech on Tobacco,
Recitation, The Modern School Girl.
Lizzie Chamberlain !
Va cation Time,
H ittie Roberts 1
Sadie Staples j
Hew They Grow, Carrie Johnson |
School
Song,
Recitation, The Discontented Six.

Emma Newell
Idelle Wilband
School
Bright Birds, Clara Keating, Erma PettinHouston
Small.
Minnie
Nason,
gill,
What May Brings Us, Tommy Bowker, Karl
Cottrell, Sylvanus Edgcomb, Beryl Page,

he knows his friends

j

The

School

Two Kittens,
Little Miss Brier,
School
Mamma’s Little Girl, Verna Rich
Ernest Hale
Cherries,
Do Your Best. Maggie Kearney
School
Song,
School
Exercise, Trees,
Recitation, How the River was Made, School
School
Exercise, Spring,
Mary and Mattie Johnson
Song,
Recitation, I’m the Month of Juue
Eva Grady
Mertie Slides
Recitation, Pussy Cat,
Katie Stevens
Flo’s Letter,
Mariou Whitney
Wanted,
Clyde Shute
Sleigh Bells,
Grasshopper’s Game of Tag,
Leila Howard
Lester Hale
Little Red Hen,
The Man in the Moon,
Warren Gentner
School
Song, Tommy,
Recitation, Little Orphan Annie,
Ethel Grady
Marie Logan
Lucy’s Dolls,
What’s in my Pocket,
Idella Knowlton
Song, Dear Native Land,
Katie Stevens, Verna Rich, Ethel Grady
Louise Nash
Recitation, Little Lillian,
Four and Twenty Black-birds,
Ethel Savery
The Primary School,
Cleora Larrabee
School
Song,
SCHOOL—Grades
INTERMEDIATE
CENTRAL

^

Recitation, Dorothy’s Party,

I Love the Spring,
Dear Little Birds,

Recitation, Welcome,
Juue,
The Blacksmith,

...

We have just received a new lot and can now show the be.
and lowest prices ever shown in Belfast: prices from )?•>.,>f>
pair and upward. We have only one more each of

Bessie Smalley
Recitation, Rosa Grace,
The Boyless Town,
Frank Staples
A Bit of Comfort,
Alice Stimpsou
Chorus of Seven
Song,

Miss Isadore Piper, Teacher.
Beatrice Stonev.
Welcome,
The Blue Bell,
Floy French.
At three o’clock in tlie morning,
Beatrice Stonev.
The Robiu,
Erma Farrar.
The Acorn,
Arthur Morrison.
Far in the Woods in May,
Annabel Nicholson.
Good Night, Pretty Sun,
Warren Faliy.
Two Trusty Blades,
Bennie Woods.
Bird Quotations,
Flora Coombs. Bertha
Wood, Willie Dickey, Harold McIntosh,

Hugh Wight, Roy Wight.
Joy is Warbling in the Breezes,
Now the Days are Full of Music,

We have also one lot of

RACKS.

nPAPFPIFS

and

$1; six for

The One True Blood Purifier.

great Couch bargain, in Corduroy, full fringe a',,

shelves. 4 feet. 0 inches high, 2-'> 1-2 inches wide, pric.
these we shall close at $1.80. Also one lot of smaller v
3 shelves, for only 75 cents each.
a
co

wide range of diseases because

Sarsaparilla

our

only

4

Hood’s

candlestick and a picture; Miss Wadsworth a Pwoyal Worcester vase, a souveuir
Belfast plate, a pepper and salt set; Miss
Ladd a volume of Lowell’s poems, a pin cushion and a bread and butter set; Miss Bird a
cup and saucer, silver mounted pin cushion,
glass vase, Belfast souvenir plate and bread
and butter set; Miss Lord a purse: Mr. Ellis
a volume of Longfellow; Miss Walton a box
of stationery, pin tray, cream jug, basket and
book; Miss Bickford, Lowell's poems, two
vases and cut flowers.
Miss Bird had the roll of honor written on
the blackboard. Thirteen pupils each got a
mark of excellent 8 times in a possible 11
during the year; 20 were not abseut during
the year. Each pupil was presented by Miss
Bird with a handsome souvenir card containing her photograph, a list of their names, etc.
south primary school—Grade 1.

Nothing,

BOOK

were

a

6

a

its power a- a blood purifier. It acts
directly and positively upon the blood,
and the blood reaches every nook and
Thus all
corner of the human system.
the nerves, muscles, bones and tissues
influence
the
beneficent
of
under
come

presented
wiih handsome and valuable gifts.
Miss
Carter had a pair of vases, a cup and saucer,

most

cures

See
for

Itself

to

Dealers.

COUCHES and MORRIS CHAIRS.

of

Dark is the Pansy’s Hue,
Foster Crocker
Down in the Field One Day in June, School

L. Milliken lived he would have filled

Washington correspondents in his
day,
by whom be was most heartily
He never forgave Blaine for
comparing him to a turkey gobbler, and

gusta Age.

The steamer Jacob

the credit of

to

unmeasured

friends at

railway postal service dog,
really dead this time; and
probably crossed the river Styx on his side, Mr. Blaine reporting for the Kennehark.
Sad to relate his obituary includes
bec Journal and Mr. Fuller for the Au-

is said to he

the tale of

than

Garland; and two young men,no
longer residents of our city, but whose
Cosmopolitan
early home was here, addressed large auMagazine is full of interest, as all the diences in
Winthrop and Saco. Rev.
numbers are: but to the writer the most
Frank A. Gilmore of Haverhill, Mass., deinteresting article is Thomas B. Connery's livered the address in the former
place
paper on “The Secret History of tne GarMay 31st, and Frank H. Colley, Esq., of
field-Conkling Tragedy.” Mr. Connery Portland, addressed an audience in Saco
knows whereof he speaks.
He was for
May 30th. The Biddeford Journal says,
j
several years the chief Washington correin its report of the exercises on that occa! spondent of the Xew York Herald, prosion :

hones: currency, and the i
policy of protection, re-;

great prosperity-giving
main away from the polls

bring

Belfast

their merits?

i folly.

heliever

are

among the Memorial Day orators, and
this year was no exception. One eloquent

ol Maine are
tlieir views .it

size.
no

pupils in consequence

the parents.

made up

>

Lot

school

our

they

The June number of The

that the voters ;
t

While

what

not

better work

and

city

ex-

*ngressional
| must have lealized the aptness of the deMi on to i:ive
expression .•*
scription. His disposition was that of a
polls. Tl:e> should speak with no uncertain
soui.d
Tin i:«*] ii 1 »1 i« ;cn- li t\e m•minuted ex-Guv- spoiled child, and lie bad neither the instincts nor tlie manners of a gentleman.
erner It urleigh. a true and ti ie« '.eider, representt a sound eurrei oy. and the
ing '.lie interest'
pro- His abilities, oratorical and otherwise,
Teetive .-.'stem
Kvery voter in the district, who ; were
unquestioned, and he was of comis interested in the return <T
prosperity, should
manding presence, but his public career
«‘t the i uls h Monday and do ins full share in
| was a failure because of his
toil in- "p for him a
egotism and
majority of unprecedented
Distric

that

players, but are employed to listened
Why not let them play ball subject,

from local

\

i:

i'

heart.

at

are

that will redound

\ed there by the dilatory tactics of the hem- to the
"•i.itir and 1’npuiist members of that body, in a 1
and
lew weeks i; will c-due back to the House
again 11 disliked.
for final ue'.i.m.
*

full vote at this

a

should be, it
is evident that there has been a decided
advance in methods within the past few

again before relief and prossuffering people. He at
once called an extra session ol Congress.
A bill
moted to that position after like service
designed t- ail'nrd such relief and prosperity was ! at
Albany, and later he became managing
promptly prepared and passed by the Bepuhli- J
editor of the Herald. lie depicts C’onkling
an
majority of the House of Representatives,
tud i> now j ending in the I'nited States Senate. 1 as be really was, and as be was known
mill

r.

for

sets

graduation of so large a class from
High School is most gratifying

community

Maine

This

was an issue that
appealed
patriotism of the whole country,
and thousands of men, who had affiliated, in
times past, with the Democratic party, placed the

perity

ably

committee

to all who have the best interests of the

whether its representatives in the
League win or lose? As a matter

ed.

the

ught

The

see why a game of
reported without resorting to what might well be called
blackguardism. Why should the people
of Belfast be insulted aud our city derid-

pay its current expenses, and at the same time
stimulate enterprise, encourage capital, and pro-

must be p

will have busi-

base ball cannot be

law.- should he so amended and revised as to produce money enough, to enable the Covernment to

to

llou. E.

Congress,

address from the Re-

weTrust it will be carefully

and

The country is not going backAmerican energy

steady

duty

read.

VVe do not

ample.

1

every dollar ol' our currency should be
l(n> cents the world over; that our revenue

American labor.

time

but forward.

Portland

worth

tect

whole

the Belfast

keep

us

a

candidate for

our

Burleigh. The
publican district
forth the necessity

industrial activity.
heads and steady

confidence

and

we

for
C.

and when the team

favor.
In opposition to this crusade of the silver
Plutocrats, the Republican party took sharp and
direct issue. It declared in unequivocal terms

out

except to

while

in the 3d

that devolves upon him of going to the
polls on Monday next and casting his vote

A tariff law
use

Republican

no

will be unmindful of the

district

various uncalled for slurs upon our city;
played in Portland a

..r

profits id
ready immeiisely wealthy through government

that

little

We trust that

the teachers

Furniture

Is what gives Hood's Sarsaparilla its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The
combination, proportion and process I
used in preparing Hood's Sarsaparilla
are unknown to olher medicines, and i
make Hood’s Sarsaparilla

formerly; and
There is one feature of base ball that that the cause of education is receiving
Lila O'Brien, Gladys Coombs, Erma Pettends tu brings the game into disrepute; more and more attention from the public.
tiugill
and newspapers, not the players, are the Belfast may well feel proud of her graduThe Violets,
Gladys Coombs.
Ail acquitted themselves See the White
When the Belfast team play- ates this year.
Erma Pettingill
offenders.
Violets,
Little
School
in
the
and
Pretty
Violets,
closing exercises,
many
in Bangor recently a morning daily of that finely
*
The Bobolink,
Louise Reed
city included in its report of the game gave promise of development in the future Lot Little Hands Bring Blossoms Swe t,

-•

'!•

and $1.00 bv all druggists.
For sale at
SCOTT & Bowse, Mfg. Chemists, New York

destroyed by the storms of
will yet triumph through
wise and beneficent legislation.”
[Pres. years;
McKinley at Philadelphia, June 2d.
doing

-•

.'li-ms

n

milk.

as

has not been

c.linage was foisted r.poii
C. Mention, against the
it- ..ddfst am; ablest leaders, hy
ow m-rs ol the silver
prodm-ing

li idi

masses,

practical

no

move

done, and it is making
reaching the end, and

| the past.

t-y was behind the whole moveaid emissaries dominated the
It was a shallow and transparent

win

an

cannot do it until

a

j ward,

freo

-■

St ite-,

want to

we

indicate that in

hearts.

■

m;i. National

;. imirstati- n- ol
11
mu,/.,
n.ii

we

tariff law will be

Let

oi.mmeioial value in the markets of
'hat won!.; open the way to the promt plenty and j rospenty

polu-yj.f

the lien..

-■lien

as

better citizen
have got to be

house is finished.

new

ness

had

its

hind

ment.

Trade

same men

I

tv.j.

hi-

these

no:ore

r-

;• that policy, they asserted, with ingenuoiisistenm.. that it was the free and nilmi age <d
silver at a ratio
l#*, to 1—

1

in.

1

vi-a

a

we

as

It is
progress.
when the end comes

of their

men

j

’'iiri

•;

ol

And

house,

half made is of

the panacea f 1 all poill-. Now suiTui;m!e<i by the visible eviid the wi.iespreai ruin and misery oeea-

ed

n->

the

platform breathing the spirit of

a

.:

f

lic.s

i'11'••st and aides'

Much

the old

of

Altgeid ol Chicago and Tillman of
radii.a. in spite ol the most vehement

oj

patriot makes

A

pessimist.

patient.

year ago, |

Discarding

leadership

fully disguised,
as palatable

it almost

making

me

future.

id

under the

w-:m.

of the oil is

The distress of the present
will not be relieved by a distrust of the

a-

.-.a

an.m

leaders

In Scott's Emulsion the taste

crimination.

former years,
ti.n.'iig their harks upou all former profe.s... "! 1'o’i'ir,,; faith, a
majority of the mem-

the

nu-ted

.ess

Chicago.

phosphites,
perfectly.
and strengthens.

de-

tell you. my countrymen, that
resuscitation will not be promoted by re-

discouraged. Industry
otguisiicu and lab. r went unemployed. The
i.u longer found a prosperous ami pr-'fit•h le market for his products.
The blight of free
.i lt; rented
heavily upon all interests and all

-no;

are

Oil, with the hypomeets these cases
It tones up, fattens

of

R. H. COOMBS & SON

Merit

The schools of this city closed last Friday
the long summer vacation. The examinations and computing the rank of the
pupils showed that good progress has been
made in all grades, and thorough work
done by both pupils and teachers. Superintendent Brick endeavors to discourage the
making of a show at the close of the schools,
preferring rather to have the pupils examined in their regular school work.
The
schools were accordingly all closed in one
The examinations of the
day, Friday.
pupils for promotion were held the previous
week, ami the public exercises the afternoon
of the last day. In all the grades the
lessons were recited, and in m:y a program
of recitations and music was interspersed.
The school rooms were tastefully decorated.
There was a large attendance of visitors in
all the schools.
for

several

SccKnutoi

of Cod-liver

a

of years.

term

a

“Let

MMi.cr

>r!n. -Ta;

be

shortage
pended upon to keep up the supply. The
lobster fishery in many places is becoming
an unprofitable industry; and perhaps the
only way to restore it to its old-time
prosperity would be to make a close time

paying its running expenses and reducing the
$60,uOo,ooo each year, as had been
dune under Republican rule the Government,
under Democratic rule bad run in debt $262,-

N !'

lobsters who

large

in the

must

common

ening signs.

with eggs attached its enforcement in
this respect is well nigh impossible. On
the other hand, if the small lobsters are

of

I he

ones

protect the female lobster when in spawn

National debt

alarmed

the

or

found the country in a deplorable condition.
The magnificent prosperity it had enjoyed under
the Harrison administration, and the operation of
a wise protective system, had vanished.
Instead

.one

tends

wrong—that the large lobsters
to be protected, and not the
smaller ones.
They say that when the
lobsters attain to spawning age they are
caught: and while the law is designed to

can

c<

in summer-time,
accompanied by loss of energy,
lack of thought-power, means
a deficient supply of nourishThe vital force is lost.
ment.
It isn’t a question of muscle and
sinew, but of resistance and
At any age, but
endurance.
especially in youth, it involves
the risk of lung disease. Loss
of flesh and a cough are threatso

fish is all

are

the late Seth L. Milliken.

a successor to

a

many
who have contended from the first that
the law for the protection of these shell

On Monday next, June 21. a special election
will l>e held in the Third Congressional Distric t
lit

growing scarcity of lobsters
strengthen the position of the

to

of the 3d District.

Republicans

small

his benefactors.

The

District.fiON. E. C. BLRLEIGH,

To the

so

as

by reviling

Nomination.

FOR CONGRESS,
Third

sent

be to the United States Senate.
He lias found bis proper level now,
and exhibits himself in bis true character

specimen

Republican

they

brains in Idaho when

i.

CHAW.ES A. KLBBl KV.

Depression
of Spirits

Whatever prominence Dubois has had
was given him by the Republican party;
and there must have been a scarcity of
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The Closing of the Schools.

George W. Maker

UPPER

GRAMMAR

SCHOOL.

Mr. H. E. Ellis and Miss Grace E. Lord,
Teachers.
The graduating class this year adopted a
class color, crimson, and a motto, “Ever

A. \>

SEAL.

HOT WATER or STEAM

BEST FORECONOMY*EFFIClENCY-DiRABlLlTv
163

of

the sum of ONE Hl'NDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
7R\NK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
I

RADIATORS
Send

Concord, Mass.,
whose death was announced in The Journal
last week, was a native of Belfast, a son of
the late George anil Susan (Flanders) MakLOWER GRAMMAR SCHOOL, Grade 0.
|
er.
His wife, formerly Clara McKeeti, two
Miss Mary A. Bickford, Teacher.
The
The room presented a very bright and sous and one daughter survive him.
\V. and Charles
cheerful appearance in its decorations of children are Edna, George
Four brothers reall of Concord.
bunting and flags, with au abundance of Maker,
and
ferns and vases and jardineres of cut flowers. main, Andrew, Edward, Wiutield
The regular afternoon exercises were sup- Lewis. The deceased was in the tanning
in Belfast when a young man, and
plimented by a most interesting lesson in business
is favorably remembered by all who knew
nature work, with tine illustrations of the
him.
same on the blackboards, and were interspersed with singing and concert recitations.
The parents present were interested in the State of Ohio, City of Toledo, |
Lucas County.
prompt and ready manner in which the genFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
eral questions were put and answered. The senior partner of the firm of F. .1. Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, County
exercises closed with the awarding of the and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay

diplomas.

HEATERSA"o

liLLASt >>

for hand* -me pamphlet.
If-.w Ft.--r
1!
CURNEY HEATER MFC.
Iranklin Street, corner Congress Boston. M.i
••

TRY ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE
A

to be shaken in*the o.oes
your feet feel swollen and hot, ami _>
It you have smarting fee!
t
try Allen's Foot-F.ase. It cools the feet .m
walking easy. Cures ami prevents sum
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. \.
corns and bunions of all pain and gives n
comfort. Try it t<> 'lay. Sold v all drugicshoe stores for 25c
Trial package l- K 1
dress, Alien S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N Y.

powder

season

easily

IN

Our

owu

(iRKAT

V.VKIKIV

make with

PURE FRUIT JUICES
WHOLESALE AM) RKTAII

Sot ary PahUr.

Higher.” The exercises were as follows :
Hall’3 Catarrh Cure i3 taken internally and acts
School
Song, God is Love,
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Class History,
Florence Dunton directly
Send for testimonials, free.
Recitation,
Amy Stoddard system.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Our Flag,
J. Almon McMahau
Violin Solo,
Charlie Harmon 4®-Sold by Druggists, 75c.

MAYO

&

WHITE

PP HIGH ST. BELFAST.

Opposite

American

Express

Office.

rill:

OF

NEWS

There will be

8ELFAST.

been granted as follows:
Thomas K. Clement, Montville;

have

is

Doe, Belfast; reissue,
Adolphus
Dowuer, Palermo.
W.

regular meeting of T. H.

\t

Mar-

Corps will be June 25tli, 2 P. M.
to be present.

I

nestly requested

Mills has bought a Victor,
th all the improvements, of Mr.
wiio lias the agency for this
s.

'■V

wheel.

M

fifth annual reunion of the Tweutycue Regiment Association will be
Hampden, Aug. 17th, the Secretary
rain or shine.

advertised last
r proposals for doing the work au:'i»r this year, and there will probabini her of bids.
The work is to be
nr own people, and will be begun
trdest date possible,
mmittee

on sewers

farmer drove into town and
about to bitch his horse on Main

wfk
i*

a

glance up at the nearbystander concluded that he

w as seen

A

ng to

see

to

there

if

slide to

•w

presses the

was

his

scare

prospect
horse. This

any

weather situation.

Saturday

great disappoint*
many from out of town who had
witness a game between the An*
Belfast nines.
A buckboard load
fr-»m Searsport, and Vogell’s
the C. P. Conners, brought over
rge party from Castine.

n

was a

dividend of ten per cent., making
eut in all, was declared in the insr.it.* of
Edward S. Goodwin of
if the last term of insolvent court,
one lias been paid In Joseph Wilet
"f Augusta, the assignee. This
_• st dividend ever paid on an iusoiiu

•t.

Waldo county.
visit here Mr. J, A. Gamenthusiastic fisherman, made

lit

n

an

s

Svvau Lake.

to

>

iditiou to
i

1

his

On

one oeca-

rod he carries

a

J !ie result was some due photottage of Mr F. If. Francis,
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rst-class condition.
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meeting of the voters of
C. M. Bawsel arrived Tuesday from Washto-day to see whether ington, D. C under
appointment as Inthe town will agree to make the highway
spector of Customs under Collector Harrithe
improvements required by
company as a man.
condition for the completion of the Bangor
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
& WTinterport trolley road from its present
Belfast post office for the week ending June
terminus.
Hampden

Prospect. The
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The average daily work of the dredger in
harbor has been 1000 cubic yards
but last week the daily average
was

our

A.

Knowlton.

Mr.

fined exclusively to the Grand Army, Relief
Corps and Sous of Veterans. It is hoped

In the U. S. Court at Portland
Monday,
before Judge Webb the following ease was
heard: Fred G. White of
vs.

that the comrades and their families will
improve this opportunity of a pleasant sail
across the bay, aud a picnic dinner and clam
bake. Tickets for the round trip 25 cts.

Belfast,

Steamer Florence. Action on contract. The
dismissed and settled by parties.
The City Assessors have completed their

ease

Freeman, veterinarian, of Belfast, has been in town this week inspecting
herds
for
tuberculosis. The herds of
dairy
E. S. Stearns, J. Z. Kellar, Jeremiah Nutt
and P. P. Freeman have been inspected and
they now have certificates for their customers from
Dr. Freeman, showing freedom
Dr. F. E.

assessment

of valuation and Hud

a

total

of

$2,803,551; real estate, $‘2,010,2(i5; personal,
$853,288. There are 1,353 polls, taxed at
The rate of the cash tax is lil 1 2 mills.
George Michaels of East Belfast went into
the woods Tuesday morning, cut some
trees,
hauled the logs to the mill, had them sawed
$3.

from this disease. This is a move in the
right direction, and all should see that their
milkmen are supplied with such certificates.
[Camden Herald.

The Miles Ideal Stock Co. played in Belfast Opera House every evening last week to
good houses. The plays were varied in
character, but were all well received. The

I

into shingles, hauled them
home, and before
supper time the same day was shingling his
house with the same material.
The

Girls'

Home.

Alice Newell

aud

Sibyl Wood, who have been inmar.es of the
Home, went to Brooksville Tuesday to enter

members of the troupe are all good actors,
and made a good impression here not only
on the stage but with all with whom they
made acquaintance, Friday evening they

families there

j

presented “Damon and Pythias,’* in honor
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., of this city.

of

trial.... A box containing
eight new gingham and percaie dresses,
with the same number of nice well-made
aprons, was received Saturday from the
Williston Church Circle, Portland, a most
on

The male members uf the troupe, with but
acceptable gift-Three new girls came to
one exception, belong to the. Order.
Satur-| the Home Tuesday
evening in the care of
day evening, after the show, the members of Mrs. Hamilton of Saco.
the lodge gave a complimentary supper to
Change of Railroad Time.
The time
the troupe at Iv. of P. hall.
table to go into effect on the Maine Central
The FI -y Ci \ve 1 Company will appear at
next Sunday, makes some marked
changes
the Belfast Opera House for three nights—
in the running time on the Belfast branch.
ami
June
Thursday, Friday
Saturday,
17th, The
morning passenger train will leave at 7
lMli and loth, with a matinee Saturday, and
o’clock, hut will arrive back before the
w 1
present a different play at each per- mixed
train, at 1' 45. The mixed train will
f<an
La Bella llusse will be the atarrive at 11.
The afternoon passenger train
ti a 11*m of tin* opening night. Miss Crowell,
will leave at 1 20 for Waterville aud arrive
winweh ami favorably known to our
back at 0 20. The mixed train will leave at
theatre-goers, is supported by a strong com3.45.
The Boekland Courier-Gazette says
pany.
Band Concert. The first open-air conof the rec ent appearance of the company in
cert of the reason by the Belfast Baud will
that city
The Fii1 ;• Crowell company delighted a be given to-morrow. Friday evening, at 7.45
large audience at Farwell Opera House last o’clock from the band stand on schoolhouse
evening. This is ne of the best companies common.
Following i> the program:
ever appearing here and the many frequent
p. Chase.
bursts of applause indicated the pleasure of March, Maine Capitol,
Overture, Zanetta,
The specialties, especially
The audience.
Aubei\
Waltz, Espana,
the shadowgraph, were unusually good. ToWahiteufeh
Herbert.
night will he presented La Belle Basse and Selection, Wizard of the Nile,
Melody in F,
to-morrow night Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Rubenstein.
The prices are popular and you cannot en- Medley, Gay Old Time,
Bever.
March, Alumni,
O. Over.
joy a more enjoyable evening.
R-quests for selections to he given at
Fish Fa< ts. The sloops Agues,Capt. Rowe, future
concerts will have attention, aud
and vVauderer, Capt. Joyce, were in port last
should be made to Mr. F. J. Rigby.
Friday with small fares of fish taken off Mt.
The papers have recorded the death in
Desert rock. They report halibut scarce_
New York of an “eccentric millionaire”
Samuel Morse and James F. Churchill went
fishing near Waldo Station oue day recently Joseph Richardson—eccentric because lie
ami his family lived on 81,500 a year ami lie
ami caught 22 trout, some of which measurleft a fortune of more than 830,000,000.
ed 1" inches in length-Fishermen report
Hazeltine formerly of Belfast
that brook trout are more plentiful than Mayo W.
usual ami of good size....B. II. Conant helped Mr. Richardson draw his will and
went to Alford Lake, Hope, the first of the was one of the bearers at the funeral.
The
widow and children inherit the fortune with
week and caught two laud-locked salmon.
•••Soli. W. H. Davidson arrived Saturday the exception of 807,500, of which Mr. Richardson bequeathed £50,000 to Rev. H. M.
evening with a small catch of^’ve fish, inof the Central Park
Baptist
cluding one halibut... Capt. J. -L. Smith of Warren, pastor
sell. Fairy Forest has chartered the sell. church, New Y'ork, and £17,500 to the
Little Rate and is getting her ready to eu- church.
Poor’s Mills. School closed last
gage in fishing for the local market....James
Friday
W. Jones ami Willard E. Page sailed Monunder the instruction of Mrs. Abbie L.
in
Mr.
day
Page’s boat Gale for a fishing Moody. The new arithmetics (Walsh’s)
cruise down the bay.
have proved satisfactory to the teacher aud
■

—

scholars.
Much advancement has
made during the past school year.

Mysterious Portrait. High upon the
brick wail of Odd Fellows’ Block and over
the Howes building a large surface lias been
whitened to improve the light in Tuttle’s
A

rooms.

As if to show

what

can

portraiture, some occuit power,
some
mysterious electrical agency, has
caused to appear on dark nights the colossal, rugged profile of an Indian face. Can it
be

the

ruled

likeness of

over

these

some

sachem who

Margaret
old, has had one
hundred per cent, in all her monthly tests in
arithmetic during the year. Dora, the tenyear-old daughter of Geo. J. Brown, has
been absent only one day in the
year aud
not tardy once.
Those who were not absent
one-lialfday this term were as follows: Dora
Brown, Chester B. Frost, John M. Brown
and Merle E. Moody.
Nkw Advertisements. It has beeu a
long
while getting here, but ice cream weather
has apparently come to stay for a
time, and
you should read what Carle & Jones, 21 Main
street, have to say about the White Mountain
E.

be done in

once

thickly wooded shores, and j

been

Jackson, eleven

years

The meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. will be
held in the Baptist vestry next Sunday
evening at 6 30 o’clock. (Please notice the
change of time.) Topic, Our Brother’s

■

j
|

••

|

thoroughly stirred by the duplex dashers that e\
is absolutely incorporated into every other particle?*,
an evenly flavored, perfectly mixed
product is ensured.
the cream really chills, and actual
freezing commences again*,
the sides of the can, from which our double
self-adjusting

!

!

scrapers instantly remove it, so that the entire contents beperfectly and evenly chilled.

come
1

grateful response. With
unfailing promptitude this matchless
household panacea instantly relieves
.cramps and pains, cures colds and
chills, assists digestion, promotes
sleep, and wards off malarial, contagious, and epidemic influences.

STREET,

JONES,

BELFAST, MAINE.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
Deposits Solicited

exponents of the faith were Amos M. Kenworthy of Indiana; Eli G. Parker and I. G.
Pearson of Iowa; David E. Sampson of
North Carolina; Hannah H. Leggett of New
York, and James P. Price of Oregon.

KNOWLTON, President.

L. A.

The 17th annual meeting of the National
Conference of Unitarian churches will be
held iu Boston on Sept.. 2uth to 23d. Senator
George F. Hoar is the president of the
conference, Senator Justin L. Morrill of

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

Feb. 28, 1894.
*39,353.99
July 11,1 S»5.

*123,985.58

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

July 24,

Dec. IS94.
March 5, 4S95.
*19,190.59
*83,979,53
an
July 14, 1899.
UCCtl f ,
*172,093.19

IS94.

*59,180.29
Dec 13, 1895.
*190,838.17.

_

These figures are taken from our sworn\statements to the
of the Cu rrency. Washington, on the above dates.

Chicago, Horace Davis of San Francisco and
Edward W. Clark of Philadelphia are the
vice presidents.

«7D

Comptroller

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable <»n demiud. draw interest
payable iami
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the first three day- of -■. /•</ „inoth draw interest r. m the first
of that iu0nth. This department offers iti-tr/i f/,vw w .se,v/,-»7// to depositors than
Saving l-5;mk- inasmuch as every deposit is a loan to the honk, and all deposits ‘in .»ur Bank are ■/■r,• ,v twi
tlm
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo C »nurv, our vault has all the latest
»veiuipr
ments in 1* ire and Burglar-Proof work, there1 >v >!fering o>'1 ‘■
/•■■'</ r
>r her
;ei> isj*■ >rs jp in uiv
bank in this county.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at $3, *5 and $S per year. All -nr
are
<;,,»■■• / ./•,•
,-tra
lo<‘ks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
] yr,

Uev. David L. Yale of Ellsworth will
preach next Sunday morning at the North
Church in exchange with the pastor. The
V. P. S. C. E. will hold a praise service at
('*.15 p. m.
Members will please bring Bibles
for responsive readings. In the vestry at

<

Rev. David L. Yale will preach.
I lie usual mid-week prayer meeting will be
held this evening at 7.30.
Topic, The
Church’s world-wide Field, John 1:40 40;
Mark 5: 18-20; Luke 24:44-49; Acts 8: 1-8.

>

>■

>

i.lo p. m.,

The Journal: I wish
to state through the eoluums of your paper
some changes in the arrangement of
the
schools this year, and explain, if possible,
ok

At

Offer Extended
One Day More.

the

Baptist church the pastor will
preach morning and evening. The morning
theme will be “God’s Constraining Love,"
Hos. 11:4. The evening sermon will be upon the subject,“Christ, the Soul s
Fountain,”

necessity and reasons for such changes.
The object of this letter is two-fold: First,
to explain the condition of the schools now,
and to outline the future policy of the department ; and secondly, to win the co-operation of the parents for the stimulation of
this plan, especially such parents as have
children involved in the change.
The
the

John 4:14.

The music will be

Mrs.

changes that are now taking place are
these: Firstly, the final examination bears
only a certain per cent, to the year’s work,

Mr.

and

For three

Pitcher.

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship, with sermon addressed to the children
of the parish, at 10:45, followed
by the Christian rite of baptism conferred upon several
children.
Sunday school at twelve and the

tion.

has been rat.hr,

at

have decided to cut the price early
and in this way clean out the lot.
The price we have marked on these
is

10 A. H.,

store,

a

to every laily and gentlechildren) calling at their
package of the new. celebrated
are iu both HTS>ETS
and BLAC K. in the late ;t style lasts*
nice tittiug and excellent wearing

MOKI TEA.

Rev. O. H. Fernahl, D. I)., of Searsport
preach next Sunday morning at the M.
E. Church in exchange with the pastor. The
Sunday school anti Junior League will meet
at the usual hours.
The subject of the Epworth League meeting at 0 30 p. m. will be

These shoes

without charge. This oiler is made to
convince the citizens of Belfast and
vicinity that this wonderful, yet sim-

goods.

ple preparation will do exactly what
is claimed for

it.

“The Folly of Pride,” Prov. 10:18; 29:23;
leader, Miss Lena Sanborn. The subject of
the song and prayer service at 7 30 will be
“Our Indebtedness to God," Luke 10:5-7.
The meeting of the official board will be
I
held next Monday evening.

MOKI TEA is a nerve builder, composed < f the
harmless roots and herbs used by the Moki Indian. It gives brilliancy to the complexion, is a
positive cure for sick headache and constipation;
removes pimples, blothes, moth patches and all
rawness of the skin.
Cures dyspepsia, malaria,
biliousness, dizziness, sour stomach. !os> of appetite and all diseases that arc due to a derangement of the stomach and liver.
It arts upon tinj The Maine branch uf the Woman's Board muscles and tissue, giving new life and buoyancy
to the frame.
of Missions began its 24tli annual meeting j
Take a cup of MOKI TEA upon retiring at night
j
and become fair, sweet-tempered and happy.
; in Central Church, Bangor, June 10th. A I It is very pleasant
to take, and so positive an
large number of delegates were present, we of its results that we make the above libera'
oiler
j The officers elected in the afternoon were
First come, first served. Remember it costs you
; the same as those of last year’s board, with nothing to t ry i;.
2\\,
j
the exception of Mrs. C. L. Patton of Air
Sold in 25 and 50 cent,
burn, elected a vice president in place of

B.C.DINSM9RE

|

■

33 Main Street, Belfast, Me,

j
j

j

esssm

packages.

New Gloucester. Mrs.
| Mrs. H. G. Mank
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Edward Sibley of Belfast is one of the vice
Alien’s Foot-Ease, a powder tor the feet. It cures
presidents. Delegates to the meeting of the | painful, swollen,
.smarting feet and instantly takes
,
Women’s Board in New London were | the sting out ot corns and bunions. It’s the greatest comfort
Allen's Foot
age.
chosen. Mrs. William Houghton of Bruns- Ease makes discovery oforthe
new shoes feel easy. It
tight-titting
is a certain cure for sweating, callous ami hot,
wick, read a paper on “Japan.”
tired, aching feet. Try it iu-ihnj. Soldb\ ail drugThe Universalist State convention held in gists and shoe stores. By mail for 2.V in stamps.
Rockland last week was a success in inter- Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted,
Le Roy, N. Y.
24
est and attendance, and the reports presented
were all of the most
encouraging character.
OPERA HOUSE,
The following officers were elected: Presi3 Nights and Saturday Matinee,
dent, Hon. Emery O Bean of Readfield;
Vice Presidents, Rev. E. F. Pember of Ban- i
gor and C. S. Forbes of Portland; Recording
AND
Secretary, Rev. W. W. Hooper of Deeriug;

Thursday,

! Friday

Treasurer, Merritt B. Coolidge of Deeriug; l
Committee on fellowship, ordination and
discipline, Rev. C. F. Alvord of Kingfield,
Rev. W. H. Gould of Dexter, Rev*. R. D.
Towneof Lewiston, J H. Barrows of Bethel,
A. H Brown of Oidtown ; Trustee, Hon. S.
Bowdoinham.

:..

THE DRUGGISTS.

will

W. Carr of

only

Will present
man (but not

seven.

j

JUNE17,
18
ANDI9.

Saturday,

The

BelhiKt,

Crowell-Emery-Mason Co.
THE PUBLIC

A. A. HOWES & GO..

CHOICE,

Sole

PERHAPS
You <i.-i>'♦ know tliar

MISS FLOY CROWELL
AND
MR. EDWIN EMERY

an buy the -up-to-date'
styles in watches and jew■

el

a

After trying remedies that helped you,
When you have tried ‘‘cures” that didn't,
When you arc completely stuck and in despair,
When your poor back still aches.
Because you don’t get down to causes
Try Doan’s Kidney Pills.
The unexpected always happens.
If you toss all night racked with back pain,
If you cannot bend over and straighten up,

Depend upon it, it’s your kidneys.
Kidney disorder rarely leavesofl' of its

own

ac-

The

tenent

has to be evicted.

Doan’s

Kidney Pills do not compromise,
Or arrange for a new lease.
They cure all kidney complaints,
This is their mission and they fulfill it.
This is how they fulfilled it with one of Bangor’s well known citizens. Mr. H. Hayes, photog-

rapher of 25 Main street, says: I thoroughly believe iu Doan’s Kidney Pills as a kidney remedy.
There is nothing like experience to teach a man.
I had a most distressing pain just across the
small

of

came:a

work.

my

or to

It

hack.
bend

or

hurt
sit in

stoop over the
bent position at

to
a

1

naturally wanted to get rid of it, and
after reading some notices that I saw in the newsselected
Doan's Kidney Pills and procured
papers
a box. Before 1 used them very long all the trouble
disappeared. They acted upon my kidneys right
away. To me it was an agreeable change, which
anyone who has experienced backache can appreciate. I have not the slightest hesitancy in strongly advising others to give Doan’s Kidney Pills a
fair trial.”

Doan’s Kidney Pills

You don’t know that we
the oldest
jewelry
lioiise in the state ..j
Maine.

BIT AAE ARE.

PERHAPS
You don't know that we
'.rive our ieis..nal mention to a!i ■•':!• wat< h re

night,

pairiiur.
BUT AYE DO

PRICES 10, 20 and 30 CENTS.
Special matinee Saturday afternoon. Prices
all parts of the house. 10o.

PERHAPS

to

Yoi; tliink y<m can beat
low ]ij ua >.

U> oil

Jtiaili'osMt

BIT YOI

E. H.

25 MAIN

Office

hoursiunfil.y

ol

a. m.

From f 2.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,

A full line of repairs in stock. Where no
agent
convenient on!: s lor mowers and
repairs
promptly filled. ORDER EARLY.

is

*w23

Belfast Savins

Bank.

hereby given that this Bank has placed
BURGLAR ALARM GONG on its banking block,

which will be tested and rung on
every week day
at 8.45 A. M.
Tin alarm sounded at any other
time indicates th ir assistance is wanted* at the
Bank
JOHN H.tJl'l.MBY, Treas.
Belfast, May 2d. 1897.—3m21

m.

I3tf

FOR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

for Sale

Cottage

MAINE.
n.

FRED ATWOOD. Winterport.
Genera! Agent.

Notice is

a

for sale

SUBSCRIBE

STREET. BELFAST.

Meadow King Mower

DDRGfIN, M. D.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

CAN'T.

Hiram Chase & Son.

Company.

Clekk'.s Office,
I
Belfast, Me., .June 12,1807. I
Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting
of this corporation will be held at the Court House
m Belfast, Wednesday,
July 7, 1807, at 10 A.
for the following purposes, viz
1st. To hear and act upon the
report of the
Directors and Treasurer.
2d. To elect nine Directors for rhe
ensuing
year.
3d. To act upon any other business that
may
legally come before said meeting.
Per order.
3w 24
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Clerk

Telephone Connection

by all dealers.
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no substitute.
are

us,

are

BELFAST 4 MOOSEHEAD LAKE

cord.

of

BUT YOU CAN

Special engagement of
MASON & TITUS, with their wonderful
Shadowgraphs.
The company will present on the opening
LA BELLE RUSSE.

rv

PERHAPS

High Class Specialty will be introduced.
will Save You Many a Dollar and
Lot of Trouble.

Atfent.s,

Oil. 12

THE TALENTED ACTOR.
Supported bv a choice selected company, present
a
different
ing
play at each performance.

It

for low

....AT....

meeting with the pastor Saturday evening

|

backward

shoes, and rather than to carry a
pair of tlie.>e over another year, we

days only, commencing

SATURDAY,

young people’s devotional meeting at six
o’clock. Topic, “Lost Souls.” The children
of the Sunday school are specially urged to
be present at the morning service. Teachers’
at

Wt* boui'llr very heavily ni; a Ladies’
$1.00 Low Shoe. As the season

FREE
To Men and Women

follows:
Morning. Selection, “Large are the Mansions, Irving Emerson; Anthem, “Children
of the Heavenly King,” Wilson. Evening.
as

Selection, chorus; Duet, selected,

I

1

■

_

5183,869.99

Vermont, Secretary of the Navy John D.
Long, Dorman D. Eaton, Daniel,L. Story of

Promotions in the Schools.

and is not sufficient unto itself for promoIn the Intermediate Grades the inti lienee
of final examinations, so-called, is
only one-fifth the daily work for the year
having the other four-fifths influence; in
the Lower Grammar Grades the influence
of the finals is only one-fourtli; in the
Upper
Grammar, one-third. It will be seen from
this that growth is the thing to work for,
and that the tendency will he to
promote a
child when he or she is ready for promotion.
Secondly: the practice of “averaging will
he dropped. A child who is a good speller
and a poor reader is not an average child
educationally. The lack of one thing and the
overplus of another does not have the tendency to “round the pupil out.” Each pupil
will need to acquire a certaiu degree of
proficiency in each study, if we are to produce
well trained young men and women. The
theory of averaging has produced educational cripples, with uneven limbs, hobbling
along on account of a certain development
in one thing, and a lack of development in
another.
Thirdly. No pupil will receive a “conditional” certificate hereafter. It will he
seen from the foregoing that there can be no
such thing as a conditional certificate.
Work must he done in all branches, not for
the benefit of the system—for the system
can take care of itself and is of the least im
portance—hut for the benefit of the pupils
themselves. Out of the number of pupils
that were advanced conditionally last year,
we can recall no instance where the
pupil
is not weaker on the whole than a year ago.
Out of the number who were conditioned
last year, and who had the choice to go on
or remain hack, and who elected the
latter,
we cannot
recall now a single instance
where the pupil is not among the strongest,
and is ready to do good and vigorous work
in the next grade. Comment is unnecessary.
Now, it may seem to many that this is
rather a harsh and unfair plan, and one
which would be unjust in many cases.
In reply to such, let us outline the plan of
the department, which is now being put into
operation. We have refused certificates to
about sixty pupils for one, two, three or

21 MAIN

The yearly meeting of the Friends of New
England opened in Portland Thursday morning, June 10th. About 1(>0 representatives
were
present.
Among the distinguished

If a small bottle of Shaker Digestive Cordial does you no good, don't buy a large one.
“Prove, all things; hold fast that which is
good." It's not good for everybody, only
for the thin, pah*, sick, weak and weary. For
those who are starving for the want, of digested food. For those who cannot get fat
or strong, because their stomachs do not
work as they ought to.
There are the people, millions of them,
whom Shaker Digestive Cordial will cure.
Food makes strength, muscle, brain, blood,
energy—after ;t is digested. If not digested,
it will do you no good at all.
Shaker Digestive Cordial helps your
stomach to digest your food ami cures indigestion permanently. When you’ve tried a
small hottie. you can tell.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.

Editor

CARLE &

cordial welcome in the future.
He
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Fletcher
while in the city.
was

F« )RI VS G1NGKR. ami
look for “Owl trademark on the wrapper.
Sold • vi rvwhere. I’otTEH DttUO VXD CTIEM.
Con pm
Sole Props*
Boston, Mass.

the

since it first went into the freezer can, it comes out the
finest quality of cream known to civilization.

most

AVOID AskfomNAs’-

To

cream growing stiffer,
and, being kept in absolute
untiring motion, it speedily becomes a frozen mass of de"
licious delicacy.
FOURTH MINUTE’S work gives the finishing touches to the cream, as the constantly revolving beaters break up any small lumps, and cause
the cream to become even grained and of uniform
hardness,
and in just

FOUR MINUTES

Rev. J. W. Wyman of Augusta occupied
the Baptist pulpit in this city morning and
evening last Sunday and delivered in an
animated and earnest manner two most excellent discourses.
It was Mr. Wyman’s
first visit to our city and he is assured of a

instant and

Hb lnIKl) MINUTE finds the

1 HE

Gen. 4:3—16. Leader, Miss Maud
Mathews. A cordial invitation is extended
to all young people.

cry of distress. No cramp or pain
has ever made a demand upon it for
relief or cure, that has not met with

^^^0^0 p

that the cream remains in White Mountain

Keeper.
WITH WHAT ALACRITY SANFORD’S GINGER responds to the

this way to revisit the scenes of his
attra turns at Wyman Park,which
so trots,
hose races, etc., with former greatness, or does :t portray the beEllsworth is making great nignant features of the well known chief
prizes.
Nickawa'.' Upon moonlight evenings it sel•ns for The celebration, which will
dom appears; but let there come a dark i
lineman's parade, trade procession,
when the clouds gather, and particu- j hreezer-The Miles Luce estate in Waldo
Belfast Band lias been engaged to night,
larly when the storm-king rages, then does i will be sold at auction Monday, June 21st, at
ert at the park in the afternoon.
it indeed stand out—a clear cut silhouette i 10 a. m. See advertisement for
Fa- !'• mud trip SI.
particulars.
of deepest black upon the square
back- I -The annual meeting of the B. & M. L. It.
’•••fast Baud has been engaged by De
ground of wliite. It faintly shows at dusk, It. Co. will be held at the Court House, Bel•mmandery, K. T., for June 24th increasing in
strength as the evening ad- fast, July 7th, at 10 a. m-The offer of Moki
on which dates the Vinalhaven
vances, until at exactly midnight it sudden- Tea, free, is extended three days more.
See
are to entertain Dunlap Commandadvt....Dinsmore has marked down his
ly disappears.
Bath.
The band will leave Belfast
stock of ladies’ low SI shoes to 75
cents, and
Steamer Notes. The M. and M. was laid
ming of the 24th by buck boards for
has them in russets aud blacks, in the latest
oft but one day by tlie accident to her con». where they will take the electrics
lasts.
last week. She has since style
: -ckland.
Here
they will meet denser, reported
The County Commissioners met in adbeen running on her schedule time but
•a Com.nandery and escort
them to
has discontinued landing at Searsport. journed session Tuesday. The business ber Gov. Bodwell, on which
they will
.The Castiue came to Belfast Sun- fore them included the following: Petition of
trk for Carver’s Harbor. The band will
Selectmen of Montville and others for alterfor repairs to her air pump, which
’oncert in the afternoon, and in the day
were
made by the Belfast Machine & ation in the county road in Montville. near
"g Sanborn’s Orchestra will give a
Foundry Co- The C. P. Conners came James G. Andrews’ house; petition of F. L.
rt and play for a ball.
Friday morn- to Belfast
Monday from Penobscot to bring Waterhouse and others for discontinuance
Commandenes will embark on the
of that part of the county road in Montville
to the steamer for Boston_
Bodwell for an excursion, probably passengers
The Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat com- from J. A. Sprowls’ house to B. R.
Dodge’s more
c around the island,
and arriving at
arrearages, which, if not made up, and
pany will run the tirsu Saturday night boat house: two petitions of citizens of Belfast
'eut Beach in time for dinner.
After
the pupil he allowed to go on, will cause the
and
of
Waldo
the season to the down river ports on
for new highway in North Bel~r the
Bodwell will leave the visiting
for a road f rom a point on the Russ pupil to stumble many times in his future
Saturday, July 3. This year, it is announced, fast-one
-I ’s and the Belfast Band at Rockland,
road between Richard Woodbury’s and F. work in the schools and perhaps, in the end,
hitter returning to Belfast by electrics the steamer will leave Bangor at 3 o’clock : W. Shepherd’s, to a point on the county
leave the work unfinished.
The departinstead of 3 30, as was the rule last
road near the house of Irvin
year.
Jackson, the
kboards.
The hand has had two
other for a road from a point near the west- ment has familiarized itself with every
The steamboat companies doing business
applications covering the same dates as
line of Chas. F. Russ’ land across land
individual case that has a deficiency.
in Booth bay waters have given notice that erly
of Chas. A. McKi nlev to the couutv road
ualhaveu engagement, but of course
The health, ability, indolence, neglect,
will
not run any Sunday trips this sea- from Poor’s Mills
they
to the Miller Hill, sonot consider them. They show that
everything that is likely to produce poor
son-Repairs on steamer Golden Rod have called.
and is appreciated.
work and render a pupil deficient, has been
been completed at Brewer and the boat
North Belfast. Our schools closed last
at.
taken into consideration and planned for.
Among the new buildings in promade a trial trip Saturday. New tubes have Friday with appropriate exercises.
Many
f erection this week are barns at the
citizens were in attendance aud were much The amount of work to he done, the home
been placed in the boiler and other improveD-s of Tiieston Wadlin,
pleased with the apparent condition of the influence and environment, with other
Esq., on High ments made,
schools. A class of ten graduated from the
including painting.
and Geo. W. McIntyre, East Belfast.
things not necessary to mention here, also
Shipping Jtkms. Schs. N. E. Symonds, Upper Grammar grade and were awarded
<
Dean of Northport sold “broilers”
dipiomas by W. G. Hatch on behalf of tlie have been taken into consideration and the
S.
Foster
and
Annie G. Quiuer of the school board of Belfast. Certificates of
Edgar
liuing 2 pounds each in this city last
department feels competent to give advice to
prou.
He has a large dock of chicks and Nicholson Heet are at Bucksport ready for motion were also given in all the other
parents iu each individual case. It is for
The
grades.
exercises
were
the Grand Banks, where the M. B. Stetson
interspersed
nlers for all the broilers he can supply.
with singing by the school. The teachers, this purpose that the department, at the
has been fishing for some weeks_Bark Miss Sadie A.
I’he first new potatoes were in the marRuss, Upper Grammar and present time, is sending out letters of inviEmma F. Herriman, 300 tons, built iu Sears- Miss Alma A. Tilton,
Primary aud Inter- tation to parents to call and confer with the
line 12th, selling at 55 cents per peck.
mediate, have reason to feel gratified at the
The evening train last Thursday arrived port in 1802, and for many years a whaler success which has attended their
Superintendent relative to their children.
labors durout of San Francisco, from which port she
When this call is made each parent will be
at 11.25.
The delay was caused by the
ing the past year. The pupils, as a rule,
now hails, has been entirely
rebuilt, at a have been punctual in attendance and work- advised to restrain or push the pupil during
lent on the Boston & Maine at Exeter,
ed
hard
to
reach
their present positions in
the vacation, as the case may be.
H-L. T. Shales & Co. have put a pri- cost of about 810,000. Her name has been the schools. Misses Russ
and Tilton are
to Leslie L)., and she will continue
Books will be loaned, work will be laid
telephone from their store to the store- changed
among our best teachers and we are gratified
to hail from San Francisco_Bark Penob- to know that they are to return to the
out*iu detail along the lines of deficiency. It
■**'•••• it. is expected that the E. M C. S.
same positions next
year.
Friday evening is hoped, and believed, that parents will fol:r'Hng house at Bucksport will be opened scot, at New' York from Hong Kong, has the
pupils of Miss Russ gathered at her
Dimmer boarders about July 1.
Rooms been chartered to load a general
low the advice offered by the Superintendcargo for home and spent the time in social interalready beiug booked-The Bay Point
course.
d tH at Rockland will be
During the evening a beautiful gold ent. No arbitrary rules will be followed;
opened June 24th Adelaide, Australia-Sch. Sarah D. J.
i*-r the management of N. P. Sewell. Rawson has been on the railway at Boston, pen and pearl stock were presented to the what is best for each individual boy or
girl
teacher
her pupils as a token of their
_*'• F. Riggs & Son have a new delivery cleaning, painting and receiving a piece of a esteem...by
.Children’s Day was observed at is the only thing that is to be considered,
agon-R. W. Bartlett has been appointed
new shoe; and sch. Austin D. Kuight has
the church last Sunday. Mr. H. O. Worthly and every effort will be made to enable those
'tmaster at Union, vice A. M. Wingate....
an excellent talk to the children.
l,llH of the
The children to advance who ought to be ad
dredger scows was taken on the been cleaned and painted at the same port. gave
urine
railway Tuesday to be calked_ ....Three Italian barks are on the way to platform was prettily decorated with ferns, vanced, and keep back those who need to be
potted plants and cut flowers_Mrs. Anad'-rbert J. Morrison has contracted to place
with salt, the Vega, Salvatore bel Cross of Ponkapog, Mass., is visiting her kept back, or who can not go on without ulinpo-board” ceiliugs in the residence of Bucksport
C. Sibley.
and Michele.Sch. Gazelle is bringing the sister, Mrs. Edwin Mutchell.
timate injury to themselves. Another trial
will be given in September for such children
city’s sidewalk plank from Baugor, the lot
The greatest improvement which has been as are now deficient, and the child if found
Pepso cigars will preserve your health.
requiring three cargoes-Sch. Louisa
Francis arrived Saturday from Portland made in the manufacture of cigars during competent to go ahead successfully, will be
Pepso cigars contain pure pepsin.
Pepso cigars will digest 500 grains of food. with corn for L. T. Shales & Co.Sch E. the nineteenth century has now been accom- at once advanced.
Arcularious arrived Saturday from Bostou plished in ‘Pepso.’
We believe that this plan, and the efforts
This cigar contains j
Pepso cigars aid digestion.
with hard pine for Mathews Bro’s_Sch. enough pure pepsin to digest 500 grains of put forth by the department, will offset
Pepso cigar is a novelty in itself.
any
Pepso cigar is the coming cigar in New Lucy J. Warren arrived Sunday with corn food, thereby making it beneficial instead of apparent injustice that might be anticipated
from Boston for Swan & Sibley Co_Sch.
from the plan outlined in the beginning of
to the system.
England.
Margaret B. Roper sailed June 11th with injurious
the letter.
Very faithfully,
Patent applied for.
Patent applied for.
ice from Belfast Ice Co. for Fortress Monroe.
Francis S Brick.
takes

I SCREAlVfAND

will

At the North Church last Sunday
evening
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley gave a talk on the
Sunday school lessons of the past quarter.
The lessous were illustrated by the stereopticon.

Dana B. Southworth was in Boston last
week anil bought a number of line
looking
horses for the business of the Belfast
Livery
Co Four dapple greys included in the number are truly handsome animals.

Thos. II. Marshall Post is making arrangefor an excursion across the Bay Sunday, June 27th. The excursion will be con-

Ellsworth

next

The church parlors of the North church
have been wainscoted in hard pine the past
week, making a decided improvement in the
appearance of the rooms. A new irou ceiling
is to be placed in the vestries and vestibule.

day.

ments

L. Yale of

Sunday morning at the North
church in exchange with the pastor.

attendance is desired at the meeting of the W. C. T. U. this afternoon, as it is
the last meeting before the
county convention which will be held here next Wednes-

4th.

photograph

Rev. David

preach

A full

nearly 1900 cubic yards, and it was the biggest week’s work ever done by the dredger.
They expect to complete the contract about
the first of July but will remain here over
the

The Churches.

a. m.

On Clinton Avenue, Northport
Camp Ground.
Five rooms, furnished. Cottage is
clapboardetl
and has blinds. Apply to
3t22*
Or

to

Supt. J.

S. J.
R.

Mears,

on

TREAT, Rockport,
grounds.

the

conditions, seems to be finely can be raised in this locality that will
the production of luscious ber- bring as good returns for the same exThe only disadvantage of this kind penditure of capital and energy as the
U11- ries.
oy Rev. \\ II. w„
of soil appears to be the slight difficulty cultivation of small fruits.
Beleast, run* ongregationaiCliurch,
A friend of mine some years since
of working it; in most other respects it
—Arkansas, Sunday morn- seems to be as good as any.
preached a sermon against the use of
PUBLISHED

THE REPUBLICAN

favorable

rr^t

adapted

Is

The Old Story 'of Little Drops of Water and Little

Husband’s Inspiration.

a

drains of Sand.

sickly, lialf-dead-and-alire woman,
she is the mother of a
A devotee of the weed was I especially when
The climate of this section of the coun- tobacco.
E'j’
his what he thought ! family, is a damper to all joyousness
-w lie ids and plant vineyards,
try seems to be, moreover, finely adapted asked by a friend of
in the home.
■p
to the attainment of the best results. The of the sermon, to which he replied that in
JAiCpHet them limits el increase.” [Psalm cold
1 sometimes
of winter will seldom kill the plant his opinion it would “take a good many

Once in a great w hile the heat
The contents of the Bible cluster very or bush.
around the spiritual interests of of summer, or the scarcity of moisture,
test
its
powers to survive, but not
humanity. Its great theme is Christ. 5?in may
and salvation, the “life which now is, and often is this the case if it be set out early
that which is to come," are the chief enough in the spring time. One man who
out 3,000 plants a year ago, never lost
topics to which it invites our thought. put
And in a Christian church, ou the Lord's a dozen during the period of protracted
day. it is important that these topics should drowth last year. sure. There is scarceThe crop again is
engage our attention to the almost entire
exclusion of interests which are less im- ly such a thing as failure possible when
attention and care are bestowed
portant. The attendants upon the ser- proper
vices ot this church tor the past two years upon the plants. Seasons differ,of course.
are
better and some poorer than
and more will also bear witness to the fact Some
that 1 have seldom departed from the con- others, but nothing approaching a total
templation of themes which pertain to failure is likely to be realized, particularly in strawberry culture.
the interests of man's spiritual nature.
I lie
This is an item of great value.
The material interests of man are too
mining interests are uncertain at best. In
fondly cared loi; tLe race tor wealth is it
fortunes are easily lost or won; but the
too persistent to make it necessary to emis not likely to make
phasize, to any considerable extent, at- berry crop, while it rich
in a year or two,
tention to it as a Christian duty, and the any man fabulously
class of people who may need admonition perhaps never, yet will bring excellent
and
for
the
time devoted
returns
money
upon these lines the most are not likely
to be present in large numbers in our to its interests.
Another item of almost incalculable in(. in istian chinches. Pennons,theiefure, uu
terest and importance in connection with
topics of mateiial interests, in Cod's,
house, on Cod's dav, are not olteu desiia- ; small fruit culture is the good it confers
upon others.
able.
It provides employment for many boys
'there are. however, moral and spiritual
and girls, women and children and feeble
aspects which pertain to material interests, j
There are obligations which, devolve upon j men. to whom the money they earn is a
About one-tenth of the
us in relation to material things,
it is not I great blessing.
the duty of ever} man to devote his best j income from the strawberry patch reaches
to
whom
it
is a source of greatest
those
enei uies to tin acquisition of wealth,
in
the ease oi many, other inteiests ought to help. 1 have no doubt but that in multitudes of cases the opportunity to earn
engage their attention. Hut it is the duty j1
has inspired
el e\ ciy man to make the best of both something for themseives
a
with an ambition to
Solids, although the best in the case of! many boy and girl
for themselves without
some iiiii\ invoice a life of self-denial and | do something
saeiiii'-e foi the good of others and the I which thev mi u lit have drifted to their
gloiy of God-. As was said at the prayer fall.
Other interests often entail evils upon
meeting on Wednesday night: “To be in
the place in which <iod would have us be, I individuals.
1 should have conscientious
and to do the work which1 God would have ! scruples
about raising things which
!
us do. represent the
highest type of use- would most surely be applied to base and
fulness ana life which it is possible for degrading purposes.
1 have heard peoman to realize;" ami this
highest type of ple argue against the inconsistency of
usefulness and life, while in all cases it temperance farmers in England raising
im "Ives the highest type of Christian life barley which they knew would be used
and character, in the case of the large ma- for making malt; and the malt for making
jority must largely cluster around what beer, and the beer for making people
is popularly teimed secular
drunk.
No such objection can lie against
pursuits.
Under the Jewish economy the energies II the culture of the strawberry.
Xot only
of one tiibe out of twelve were devoted to I is it harmless, but beautiful; not only beauthe promotion of man’s spiritual interests. tiful but useful; not only useful but lus't he other eleven tribes devoted their en- cious.
What fruit is better! What, more
ergies mainly to the promotion of the in- wholesome! What looks richer! I wish
terests of time anti sense.
Some were 1 could have a dish of them petrified as a
soldiers, some were merchants, and some table ornament.
wu re
1 believe most emphatically in the culbut
the
mechanics,
great mass of
them were agriculturists who “sowed tivation of small fruits. A thousand acres
fields, planted vineyards and got them of strawberries within a radius of four
iruits of ineiease.”
or five miles from the depot would bring
--■>
1 class me
agriculturists ol tiie coun- to this community more prosperity than
try represent the highest type of moral any other enterprise which is likely to
lite. < ity life has its peculiar eliaims, hut. come to us.
It would lift the burden
aias. its peculiar dangers, too.
Life in from the heart of many an individual who
of
most
is anxious about to-morrow.
our huge cities is full of snares
For some
to young
people, and multitudes of them two years or more the Commercial Club
down
to
ruin.
to
has
met
The Sunday newspaper,
go
promote our
together seeking
the Mmday excursion, the base ball
Considerable interest
games, material interests.
ana a thousand other
has
times
been
at
awakened.
A year or
have
a
tenthings,
dent y to weaken the conscience, to enervate so ago we were full of hope for the buildthe manhood and ruin the soul.
The very ing of a new hotel: a barrel factory on a
collection of masses of people together, large scale was contemplated; a large
by hundreds of thousands in a small area, clock factory was at one time courting
is inimical to the development of the
high- your sympathy, cash and land. The only
est t\po ot certain forms of life.
It has a valuable interest secured through such
tendency to rob lile of some of its most efforts, 1 think, has been the ice plant.
impouant ministries and means of devel- Vet all the while, when we have been
In many of our large cities the ! looking abroad for something to come to
opment.
1
unc'" of "ucial life is an almost unus from without, we have
1 ecu largely
km wn quantity, except as one becomes unmindful of the fact that our largest
iuem.ijcd witli some church or other or- hope and most promising field of enterganization. In many eases your nearest* prise has been waiting at our very doors.
n* !gh!."ois die ami are buried before
you We have been saying To here:" or ;*Lo
know it.
there:"
We have turned our eyes to the
1
eliil
in a large city grows up hills beyond us, to men w ho had no purT" kij' V.
practically nothing about trees. pose to gain but the futherauce of their
; ’ants m dowers: glows up destitute of “\vn interests, forgetful of the fact that
j iii rhe
oei "- n>:l»i]ities which are awakenhills and valleys all about us, iu the
j
*'•
developed by intimate acquaint- very stones upon w hich we tread, and in
>i
wi;ii the love of t lie beautiful and! the strong arms and hopeful hearts of
our own people, lie the secret of our sucniagnilieeut in the lields of nature.
(
[ty die tends to exhaustion, to the, cess. We have wanted somebody to bring
diminution of the vital forces: and were something to us, forgetful of the fact that
:t u*»t foi the stream of
vitalized energy 1 that w hich we most needed was right here.
which is constantly
ilowing into the city i We have been wanting somebody t<> bore
ti- '.n the
country it would soon collapse, a hole in the earth out of which should
ilu country is the salvation of the
city in ! rush the gas, or nut ot which should How
n o!v.
1 an one sense of the word.
With- j the oil which was to make us rich in a
out fde
the
untry
city would starve to i day, and we have had a derrick standing
dc.itl..
Low little any of our
large cities j in readiness for operation; but let me say
'-<l'dd outiiLute toward its own subsist- frankly that there is greater
of
j success in the cultivation <»t certainty
ein c.
l he farmer feeds the world.”
small fruits
i Witn'. to present to your attention this than is likely to be realized in oil or
j
gas.
morniu,. a few thoughts and facts relative As a money-making scheme the discovery
to the mateiial interests of Tie commuui- of
gas or oil in large quantities would
ty in which we live.
bring the most phenomenal success in the
hoi lour years past the times have been briefest period of time, while it will take
somew hat
trying. To many the conditions I a year or two to develop the fruit indusof ife have been severe.
The business of try; but I for one would rather be assured
the country through all its
lengths and of the successful development of the fruit
breadths has been prostrate.
It has been industry than of the discovery of gas or
a serious
problem to know how to live. oil, for the simple reason that you would
Many individuals have been driven to the have most of the benefits and blessings in
wad multitudes have lost their homes: the latter case which might be obtained
hundreds ol thousands have lost their in the former without the curses; the
positions, while many have been reduced good without the evil.
to such extremities as
they7 never dreamMy interest in fruit culture is primarily
ed would ever come to them.
twofold in its character. In the first place,
!
year r,>.Hi was a most trying experi- my interest in the culture of
fruit, apart
ence lor
people in this section of the I from any consideration of profit, is deep.
The scarcity of rains, the heat I like to see it
country.
Such forms of
grow.
"! the sun and the warmth of the
winds, beauty are to me most pleasing. One of
was paralyzing to our
agricultural and the first tilings 1 did wlieD a few years
horticultural interests. The crops were ago 1 bought a lot was to
plant some fruit
short, and in consequence money has been trees, vines, bushes and plants.
Yet
scarce and business dull.
All kinds of never since I was a boy until last
year,
enterprise have been at a standstill, and have I eaten so much as a cherry which
many had almost lost heart and hope fur grew on a tree that I could call
my own.
the future, but during the past few weeks
In the second place, I am interested in
new life and
hope have come into the fruit culture because there is a money
hearts of multitudes who for months have consideration in it and its
development in
been sitting in the shadows of
despair. any community means an increase of ma1 lie culture of small fruit has
begun to terial prosperity for that community. It
awaken hopes for the future of this sec- means an increase of business
interests.
tion of country which are of the most en- Greater
prosperity for our merchants,
couraging character, and if it ispermissa- better conditions of life for the people,
ble for me on this day, and in this
house, better houses, better homes, more comto speak a few words on this
subject I forts, more pleasures, better clothing,
want to do so.
better schooling, more books, and better
Let me say then, first of all, that the
ones; better streets, and side-walks;better
of
the
thoughts
people are, in my judg- churches, and better support with less
ment, being turned in the right direction;
dependence upon outside help. A fewT
in that direction which promises the
larg- years ago a comparatively young man, with
est possible success.
The soil which is a wife and some children, had to
give up
most abundant in ibis section of
country his position as telegraph operator on acdocs not promise the best results in the count of the failure of his
eye-sight. Alraising of tlie staples of life. The States i most destitute of means lie went into
in the corn-belt will be more than a match ! ■Southern
Missouri, and purchased a rough
for you in the raising of corn.
You can j and rocky piece of laud and began to raise
hardly compete with Minnesota, the Da- 1 fruit. In that town, with himself as one
kmas and other States in the raising of! of its most
prominent members, there was
"heat. The sugar beet industry is yet in ; organized somewhat later a
Congregaits infancy, and it is yet too soon to de- tional church which is
j
doing a good work.
teimine whether it can he made a profit- He himself has become a man of
property
able crop or not in this locality.
The j and prominence and is generally a speaker
"Dig lied Apple” has definite claims to at the meetings of the State Association.
culture which surely ought not to be !
I saw Siloam Springs a few months bereadily overlooked. The peach is well I fore the railroad trains were running into
of
cultivation
and
care.
These in- j it.
1 saw it again fifteen months later.
worthy
dustries are yet in the infancy of their de- The transformation was
greater than I
and
more
be
velopment,
may
expected would care to describe. My conviction is
from them in the future than has been that if tile culture of small fruits is underrealized in the past.
It will be well for taken
intelligently, patiently, persistently,
horticulturists to make liberal provision ami
unitedly, the transformation of the
for apple and peach culture, because it next four
years will be greater than the
will provide a variety of employment and transformation of the
past four years has
furnish money at that season of the year been.
when the berry interests are extremely
My advice would be for the present:
dull.
Get ready.
Prepare the soil for fall or
You know, however, more than I do
spring planting. Don’t undertake more
about the “oft” year of the apple tree; than you can
carry through.
Hope for
more than I do about the
uncertainty of good results, but don’t expect too much.
the peach crop. How surely a severe frost If
are
disappointments
realized, don’t get
in winter, or a late freeze in the spring,
discouraged, and especially remember
just as tlie trees are in blossom, will play this that success is not to be achieved exhavoc with the crop.
cept at the price of persistent effort. The
The small fruit industry, however, individual who
expects to sit in his office
and
strawberries, raspberries
blackberries, and pocket fifteen hundred dollars from
seem to he open to less objection than
any ten acres of strawberries, or who expects
other crop.
The fruit will ripen on soil that the strawberries once
planted will
too poor for many other things to come to cultivate the soil
themselves, do their own
perfection in. Stony ground, on which picking and marketing, will be doomed to
you could hardly hope to raise twenty disappointment.
But take it for all in all,
bushels of corn to the acre under the most I question if there is another
crop which

largely

If the
such sermons to convert a soul."
made against
same objection should be
the sermon of this morning I will only say
that if the talk of this morning shall in
ever so small a measure contribute to the
betterment of the conditions of life, material, intellectual, and spiritual, under
which we live, 1 shall be grateful that
for once 1 have been led to turn aside from
the routine of thought which is usual in
the pulpit to present to your attention a
topic of such practical interest to the welfare of individuals among us, as well as
to the welfare of the whole community,
and of every interest which exists among
us, the spiritual as well as the material;
the churches as well as the business
houses; the souls as well as the bodies of
men; the interests of eternity as well as
interests of time
In several respects, in hills, valleys,
climate aud products this region of country is not unlike the land of Palestine;
and with the blessing of God upon our
best endeavors is it not possible to make
this become like that, a land “flowing
with milk and honey?"
The

Over loaded nude, r manned,
Trusting to a lee:

1‘lu.yiny hiyh-spy with, the land,
Jockeying the sea:
That's tin way the Coaster goes
'Thro' calm ami hurricane,
E eery where the del e jio W s—
Every where the trim/ blows—

j

1

Erotn Mexico to Maine.

O, East anil West! O, North ami South!
\\ e ply aiung the shore,

••

j

mouth,

From tamous Fundy’s ioggy
From voes ol Labradore;

A

marvel at
the patience
of some husbands.

If a woman
finds that
her energies
are

In
We
\\

summer

/i

flagging

disturbed
by horrible
dreams,

and that
she often
wakes suddenly in the
night, with a
feeling of suffocation and alarm, she
must at once regain her strength.
It matters not where she lives, she
Mrs. Pinkham,
can write
a letter.
of Lynn, Mass., will reply promptly
and without charge.
The following
shows the power of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, accompanied with a letter of advice:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I have suffered for over two years with falling,
enlargement and ulceration of the
womb, and this spring, being in such a
■weakened condition, caused me to flow
for nearly six months.
Some time
ago. urged by friends, 1 wrote to you
for advice. After using the treatment
winch

tide flows—
wind blows—

From York to JJeaverta.il,

Here and there to get a load;
J 're igh ting anythi ng;
Funning off with spanker stowed;

Loo.ting wing-a wing;

That's the way the t oaster goes
thumming with the land,
Everywhere the tide flows—
Everywhere the wind blows—
From Fay to Fio Urande.
We split the swell where rings the bell
On many a shallow’s edge;
V e take our llighl past many a light
That guards the deadl\ ledge.
\\ e greet Montauk across the loam,
\V e work the Vineyard Sound;
The Diamond sees us running home,
The Georges outward bound.
Abseeon hears our canvas beat,
When tacKcd oil iAigantiue;
e raise

l’ass

the Guns

lilted sheet,
betw een.

with

wing-aud-wing

Oft Monoiuoy

tight tiie gale;
\N e dnit oil bands Ke\
The watch oi Ten wick sees our sail
bcud lor Hehiopeu s lee.
With decksawasn and canvas torn
We wallow up the btivaui;
We drag dismasted, cargo borne,
And night the ships oi steam.
Death grips us with his ic> hands
In calm and hurricane;
\\ e lay our bones on lilty sands
Trom Mexico to Maine.
we

reej <n main and Jore,
Manned by half-a-crew;

Cargo

weather shore,
the Blue:
That's the way the Coaster goes
Scouting with the lead,
E eery where the tide/lows—
Everywhere the wind blows—
T rout Cruz to (Juoddy Head.
[Thus. Fleming Day, in The June Rudder.

li’nnijdng
Edging

up the
down

Superintendent R.
There has been
of

school

Mass.,

a

D. McKeen.

contest

superintendent

for the office
in

Haverhill,

Waldo county man was the
The Haverhill Evening Gazette

and

winner.

a

publishes the following sketch of the new
superintendent, in connection with a large
number of letters from educators testifying to his efficiency, ability and high
character:
Mr. Koscoe D. McKeen, the new’ superintendent, was born in Swanville, Waldo
county, Maine, Jan. 8, 1800. He was left
fatherless at the age of four years and was
next to the youngest of a family of four
children.
He was educated in the Castine (Me.,)
State Normal school and the Maine Central Institute. He entered the former institution two years younger than the requirements for admission to normal
He was obliged to educate himschools.
self and pay his way through school by
teaching during his vacations in the rural
schools, studying at the same time to keep
He l as had several
up with his classes.
years experience in teaching in the Grammar and High schools of Maine.
He was
for two years principal of ti e High school
and superintendent of schools in Danforth, Me., and for three ysars was principal of the High school at Phillips, Me.
The latter school fits pupils for two
Maine colleges on certificate.
Mr. McKeen has had five years experience as superintendent of schools in the
East Bridgewater district and two years
in his present district, Bradford and MerHe was strongly recommended
rimac.
for the Bradford district by an agent of
the State board of education and has recently received the endorsement of all the
agents of the State board.

$2

a

you advised for a short
time, that terrible flow
stopped. I am

gaining
strength

now

^x^
J

Year for The Journal ana Tribune.

To all subscriber, new or old, who pay
their subscription to The Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price #1 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnisi ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
year. Subscriptions may begin at any time,
and if desired the two papers w’ill be sent to
different addresses.
CASTOX1IA.

and flesh
and have
\
better
health
l
than

7

Q-S /

j s\K
If

had for the
I wish to say

L have

past ten years.

to all distressed
do not suffer longer,
when there is one so kind and willing
toaidyou.’—Mrs. F. S. Bennett,"Westphalia, Kans.
women,

Register

Coburn, G

A
24 for

Nichols, sailed from

New York March
Hong Kong.
A G Ropes. Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
York April 28 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T 1* Colcord, arrived at
Nagasaki March 29 from Philadelphia; in
port April 15.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York June 2 for Hong Kong: spoken June 4,
lat 87 71, Ion <;<; 11.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston.
Fi Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco; spoken
May 1, lat 108 N, Ion 27 80 W.
Emily F Whitney, A s Pendleton, arrived
at Iliolo April 12 from Shanghae.

Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at Hiogo
April 18 from New York ; in port May 5.
Gov

Robie, Nichols,

May

12 for

sailed

from

New-

Hong Kong.

Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at New
York May 5 from Marseilles.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at New
York May 29 for Honolulu.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
York March 5 for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, .1 N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong May 18, for Honolulu.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at Honolulu
Feb 22 for New York.
Puritan, A N Biauchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Honolulu
May 12 from Newcastle.
U R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Cebu Feb 27 for Boston; passed Anjer March
25
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, at New York.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 29 for Shanghae.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Francisco April 28 for Karluk.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Shanghae prior to April 14 for Manila.
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, sailed
from New York March 21 for Sydney, NSW.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Honolulu May 25 for New York.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from New York March 24 for Hong Kong;
spoken April 5, lat 51 N, Ion 59 W.
W J Roteh, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at New York April 5 from Hong Kong.
BARKS.

Adam V Spies, A D Field, arrived at New
York April 11 from Singapore.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
New York May 20 for Rio Janeiro.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster,sailed from New
York May 29 for Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Turks
Island May 25 from Barbadoes.
Edward May, arrived at Boston June 7
from Manila.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, cleared from
New York April 10 for Cape Town.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Port Townsend Feb 9 for Valparaiso.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
at New York May 12 from Pernambuco.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 19 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, arrived at
Hong Kong May 24 from New York.
Mabel I Meyers, Win Meyers, sailed from
Portland May 26 for Bridgewater, N S, to
load for River Plate.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana June 3 tor
Delaware Breakwater.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at New
York Juue 7 from Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow', arrived at
Paramaribo May 9 from Amsterdam.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
New7 York June 8 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New York
May 25 for Bahia.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Gridin, cleared
from Portland March 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Montevideo April 1 from New York.

R Gilkey, arrived at
New York June? from Port Spain.

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby,

arrived

FAC-SIMILE
similating the Pood andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Dowels of

the same clothing each week
from the wash.
Leaving a silk umbrella iua case, thereby causing it to split in the folds.
Turning skirts wrong side out when
hanging them up.
Placing brushes with the bristle side up.
Failing to sew7 glove buttons on before
wearing, or mending them before cleanit

Bucklen’s

Arnica

Salve.

Thk Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevei
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

per

box.

troubled with that dreadful disease
called dropsy; sw’ollen from head to foot.
Burdock Blood Bitters has completely cured
me.
It is a most wonderful medicine.”
|
Joseph Herick, Linwood, Ont.

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland Rest.Contains neither

ness

Opium,Morphine

Mineral.

IS ON THE

WRAPPER

Keape of Old HrSAMI EL PITCHER
Pumpkin Seed
Alx.Senna
PochtlU Sufis
Anise Set el

:

OF EYEEY

Jippemunt

Ifi Cart onatt Soda
fform Seed
Clarified Suijar

Wuihre/reen

!

ing.
the house in the usual

nor

Not Narcotic.

comes

Sweeping

-OF--

I_I

Wearing

as

SIGNATURE

AVege tabic Preparation for As

are:

gown.

morn-

ing dress with head uncovered.
Pieces of bread and cake allow ed to dry
and mold, then thrown away.
Failing to dry a box of soap for several
days before using it.
Dried fruits left uncovered and consequently allowed to become wormy.
Dish towels used for holders.
Sheets used for ironing table.
Napkins used for dish towels.
Towels used for wash rags.
The face of flatirons used to crack nuts

BOTTLE OK

Flavor

A perfect Remedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Feverish
ness and Loss OF SlEEF
Facsimile
v

|

Signature of
//"/C/rW i,

1

~N E\V YORK,

I

on.

Cold potatoes allowed to sour.
Sour milk thrown away.
The kerosene can left open to evaporate.
Cold fish thrown away.
Cheese permitted to mold.
Lemons left to dry.
Fat put in earthern dishes.
The mustard cruse remaining open to

EXACT COPY CF

Canned goods left exposed in cans.
Bread pan left with dough sticking to it.
Left-over vegetables thrown away.
Lice and sugar wasted in the handling.
Too much starch made and thrown
away.
Bails and washtubs left dry to fall to

eggbeater

allowed to

.Silver spoons and forks used in the
kitchen.
Tin dishes improperly dried when wash-

ed.
Slops and brooms not hung up.
Tea and coffee pots neglected.
Corks left out of

jugs.

vinegar

and molasses

Spices exposed to the air.
Preserves

opened, forgotten

and left to

sour.

Soap left in dishpans

to

dissolve and

waste.

Orange peel thrown away (save them
for kindling.)
Bits of meat thrown away.
Carpet brooms used to scrub with.
Throwing away tea leaves (save them
for sweeping dark carpets; coarse table
salt should lie used for light
carpets.)

Cruelty

to

Animals.

The Maine Law For Its Prevention.

“Every
drives.

person who

over-loads,

over-

over-works, who torments,
tortures, maims, wounds, or deprives of
necessary sustenance, or who cruelly beats,
or

mutilates

imal,

or

having

kills any horse or other ancauses the same to be done, or
or

the

WRAPPER,

Function of the Public

The

dry.

The public owns its
fact sheds much light

Library.

public library.

This
the question of
public library management. It means that
the public library must be fitted to public
needs.
It must suit its community.
It
must do the maximum of work at the minimum of expense.
It must be au economical educational machine.
It must give
for
pleasure,
only where pleasure is is any
taken.
It
must
profit
change iu its manner of administration with the new
time,
the new relations of books to men and of
men to books.
It need not altogether forget the bookworm or the belated historian,
and it can take note here and there of the
lover of the dodos and the freaks among
printed things. But its prime purpose is
to place the right books in the proper
hands, to get more joyful and wise
thoughts into the minds of its owners.
The means of its support are taken by
force from the pockets of the competent
and provident: this fact should never be
lost sight of.
It lives in a measure by the
sword.
It can justify itself in this manner of securing its
support only by putting into practice the familiar theory that
the State, would it insure its own continuance, must see that all its citizens have
access to the stores, in books, of knowledge and wisdom. It.must be open to its
public; it y.list in\ite its public: it must
please its public —all to the end that it
may educate its public.
[From The Public and its Public Library, bv John Cotton Dana, in Appletous’ Popular Science
Monthly for J une.
Stands

at

on

the Head.

Aug. J. Bo gel, tile leading druggist of
Shreveport, La., says: “Dr. King’s New Di>eovery is the only thing That nres my rough,
»

charge or custody thereof, as and it. is the best seller 1 have." .1. F. Cunpof Salford, Ari
writes : "Dr.
owner or otherwise,
unnecessarily fails to hell, merchant
Mop
,-homed
King’s New Dis over\
such
animal
with
provide
proper food,
tor it : it never fails, and is a sun* rare tor
a.

and every owner, driver, possesperson having the custody of an
old, maimed, disabled or diseased animal,
who cruelly works the same when unlit
for labor, or who cruelly abandons such
animal; and every person who carries or
causes to be carried, or has the care of, in
or upon a car or vehicle or
otherwise, any
animal in a cruel or inhuman manner,
shall for every such offense be punished
by imprisonment in jail not, exceeding one
year, or by line not less than live dollars
and not exceeding two hundred dollars,
or both.”—II. S.,
Chap. 124, Sect. 2D.

cruelty;

sor

(rxaar davis'.)
A Bur© and Safe Remedy In
and every kind of Bowel

every

caaa

Complaint ia

This is a true statement and ft can’t
made too strong or too emphatic.
It is

a

simple, safe and quick

cure

be

for

Cramps,

Ce«(h, Rheumatism,
Colic,
Celda,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhcna, Croup, Toothache.
TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.

WORMS
|

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. Thesymptoms are—indigestion, with a variable ap- I
petite, foul tongue; offensive breath; hard \
and full belly, with occasional gi,pings and
painsabout thenavel: heat and itching sensa- I
tion in the rectum and about the anus; eyes
heavy and dull; itchingoftheno.se; short, dry
cough ; grinding of the teet h starting during I
sleep; slow fever; and often in children, cm- )
vulsions. The best worm remedy made is /

j
\

(TBBIE’C

P'N worm

) IlfUfcOELIXIR
I'

It lias been in use
yrs. is purely ve-.u table,
harmless and effectual. VVhere no worms are
present it acts as a Tonic and corrects t lie eondit ion of t lie muco’-s membrane of the stum*
iicn iinu ooweis.
.1 positive
cure for Constipation ami
Biliousness, anil a valuable
remedy in all the common
cojnplaints of c h 1 d e u.
35c. at all Druggists.

DK.J.F.TKIIE A CO.,
Auburn, i>Ie.
For Tape worms we have
a special treatment.
Write
for pamphlet.
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JOHN

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to he published three weeks suecessh ely in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the scomd
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock oetore
noon, and show cause, it any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not he granted
CEO E. JOHNS! >N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
( has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
July next, at ten of the chick before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not he proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. IIA7.EL.TINE, Register.
At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
June, A. I>. 1897.

at Belfast, within and for
on the second Tuesday ot

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament <<t CHARLES WKKilN,
Knox, in saiil County ot Waldo, (let-eased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given toali persons interested by causing a copy of tbisordet to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Beltast, that they may appear
at a Proiiate Court. to be held at Beltast. within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday <•!
July next, at ten of the eh»'k hetore noon, ami
showeause.il any they have, why tlie same sin.nId
not be proved, approved and allowed.
< 1 E< >. E. .lOll NS( >N .Indue.
A true copy. Attest
Cm as. p. llAziti.i'iNi:. Register.
A

1\

late of

about25HP-.with
com-

plete, has been but little used by Belfast Coliseum Co, Call on
ASA *. K1GGS CUN’. F, HUSTON,
Belfast, May 0, 1897.—18tf

ARIES

at
mi

Belfast, within and
the sew ml Tuesday

PH1LBROOK, son of JOB PHILBROOK, late of Winterport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for
the appointment of Ellery Bowden as administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be^mblished three week successively in
tlie Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
lielfast, w ithin and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not ho

D

A STEAM BOILER
all connections

At a Probate Court bold at Belfast, within .urn
for the County of Waldo, on tin- second T «_•>
day of June, A. 1 >. 1807.
R l»l NT< >N. Ouariliau ot JOHN A WARKEN of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo,
having presented a petition for license t,. sell uni
convey the whole ot the real estate ol said ward.

At a Probate Court held
for the ounty of Waldo,
of June, A. 1). 1897.

TRADE-MARK

P.

granted.
A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest
Ciian. P. Hazeltine, Register.
NOTICE.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view of Belfast hay; ten rooms ail finished
tine cellar,
city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44t
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Probate Court held at Belfast,
the Count) of Waldo, on the <er
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PROBATE NOTICES.

At a Probate Court held at Beltast, w ithin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. 1). 1807.
* certain instrument, purporing to he the last
will and testament ot WILLIAM E. LOW.
late of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

Pain-Killer.

I

>rug Store.

or

Pain-Killer.

I

1

Castoria is pv.t
b; in.

sold i
|is notanything

in

1 •nmot
brink, shelter and protection from the Dousumption, Doughs and Dohi>
for its merits.’’ Dr. King's New
weather; every person, owning or having say enough for
Discovery
Dousumption, Doughs and
the charge or custody of any animal, who Colds is not an experiment. It has li.-en
for a quarter oi a eentury, and to-day
knowingly and willfully authorizes or tried
stands at the head. It never disappoints.
permits the same to sutler tortures or Free Trial buttles at lvilgore \ Wilson’s

at

May 14 from Darien, Ga.
Joliu C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Boston A]nil 2 for Bellevue Cove, N S.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York June 4 from Belfast.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
York May 15 for Tampico
Mary A Hall, Haskell, jailed from Galveston June 4 for New York.
K F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Buenos
Ayres May 14 for United Kingdom.
R W Hopkins, Hicliboru, arrived at yienfuegos April 25 from Philadelphia; in port
June 1.
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Boston May 20 for Port Royal, S C.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Port Spain
May 20 from New York ; in port May 27.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Philadelphia May 25 from Darien, Ga.
Boston

was

THAT THE

Pieces of lace and ribbons thrown away.
Making the sewing woman wait in the
house idle or doing fancy work because
you have neglected to get materials before
her arrival.
Buying articles because they are cheap
and will come in handy some time.
Allowing whalebones to rub through
the waist, thereby ruining au elegant

8CHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W

“I

shovel” con-

tains more truth than poetry. A large incan be wasted with surprising celeri-

The cogs of the

8HIPS.

castle

more

on a

come

get wet.
Abner

in

bring

throw

teaspoon

a

pieces.

Vessels.

\\ ater

Deep

hat's the way the toaster goes
Flirting with the gale,

Everywhere the
Everywhere the

\\

|

e

1

can

a man

woman can

Wearing rubbers over new shoes, thereby making the leather dry and hard and
easily cracked.

hold the coast with slippery grip;

Legging on and off' the beach;
Drifting up the strait;
Fluking down the river reach,
Towing thro' the (date;

than

wastes

everything
tires her,
her sleep is
^

suffering

that “a

of the window with

out

insignificant to be noticed individually. Many a woman is ignorantly a
participant in rearing and protecting these
little foxes that spoil the household vine.
A very partial list of some of these little

rain-cloud grey.

dare Irom cape to cape;
Our leaden lingers leei the dip,
Anil trace tlie channel’s shape.
W e sail or biue as serves the tide;
Inshore we cheat its liow :
And side by side at anchor ride,
\\ hen stormy head-winds blow.
We are the olispnug ol the shoal,
The hucksters ol the sea;
From custom thelt auil pilot toll,
Thank God that w e are tree.

adage

ty by the continuance of little leaks that

and that

1

The old

seem too

Thro’ pass and strait, on sound and sea,
From port to poi't we stand—
The rocks ol Race lade on our lee,
We hail the Rio Grande.
Our sails are never lost to sight;
On every gull and bay,
They gleam .11 winter wind-cloud white,

1

j

Coasters.

Leakages.

Housekeeping

A HEALTHY WIFE

to

The subscriber
lias been duly
the estate of
late of Belfast,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she
Administratrix of

appointed

SETH L.

M1LLIKEN,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ELIZABETH M'ELIKEN.
immediately.
Bellast, June 8, 1897.

...

<
:!
!
\Y A El >0 >S
VY t.i-t, oil ! lie see. *1111 1 i.e-.l.e. .0
he A
CMAKI.ES BANKS. E x e e lit'
.i
>e;
JA.MIN I { I' (i l N S ..lie
County, deceased, having piesentcd
final ai-e.-unt ol .eIminist a’ion .d san
allowanee.
Ordered. That no! let thereof ht gr
weeks successively, tti the Kci'U.liea
printed in Belfast. i:i -ato count>. ; hat a
interesteti may attenujat a Co-hate
field at Belfast, on the -e.-urn I tie-,,.,
it
any the' t
next, and show cause
the said aeeount should not he allowed
CEO K JOHNSON
A true copy. At tro
Cuas C H \/Ki.rtM i:

CAl.l'h Ss -lit Court of 1 Tol-ate, hV'T fast, on the see mil Tuesday ot J.
.JOSKCH S. Ml ELEN. Executor of
DAVd 1) (. HE NTEK. late of Kin col to f
County, deceased, having presented litfiual account of administration of san!
allowance.
gi
Ordered, That notice there.•:
weeks sueeessiiely in the KepuMu -i
printed in Bel last. in >aid county, shat<"a
interested may attend at a Crohatc
held at Belfast, on the see.,: •! Tuesday
next, and show eause.it at y they musaid account should not he allowed.
1
CEO. E. JOHNS! -N
Attest
A true copy.
lb
Cm as. C. Ha/ki rtx
lit Court of Co.hate. In
IIr A El >0 SS.
M
fast, on the seeoinl Tuesdai
Executor ol
A KEE TON
JOSECH 11
KOBEKT C. ( AMCl-EU., late of W
said County deceased, having, presente
account ot administration ot said est.i
loivanee.
Ordered. That notice the.. he goin tin- Kcpnblie.o
weeks smue.-sively
printed in tie! fast. in said r,>mtty that a
interested may attend at a Co-bate
hold .it Bid I ast. on 'he sr- ..ml Tue-u
next, and show cause, i
said aeeount should not he allowed
CEO. E. JOHNSON
A true cop\. Attest
.-

■

( HAS. C.

H A/!

i.

UNI

lb

! he -ul— n
l,1 \ El'I Toll's NO TH E.
1 e jves n--t i- e hai lie ha- beeu <in ,y
Executor id the last will an 1 te-taiut tr,
H A Kit I ET 1>A\ IS. '.ate 1 Monti

ill the County of Waldo, deceased,
having demands against the estate ot said
ed are desireil to present the same tor >e:
and till indebted thereto are inpiested t
paviuent inuncdiateli
( HAKI.ES E l‘s
Montville, June S, 1 N'.'T
'S AOTU i:. 'Hu* subset ;bn
gives notice that lie has been duh nj•;
Executor of the last will ami tc-tainent
LYDIA K. ( I KITS, late of NViir.erpo
C
in the County of W'abb», deceased.
p
having demands against the estale ot >.n
ceased arc desired to present the same t
ment., and all indebted thereto are ii-ip emake payment immediateh
J ANIES Cl K
NVinterport, June 8, 1807.

LXECCTOlx

<>

S

NOTICE. The subsctibei

1

EXECUTK1X
gives notice that she has been duly
Executrix
tin* last will and
of

SAMUEL T.

app
testament cl

DOIXiE, late of Libert>.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons havn
mauds against the estate of said deceased .o
sired to present the same for settlement, o
ndebted thereto are requested to make paM<
SUSAN JANE IX>1
immediately.
Liberty, June 8, 1807.

1

THE

Wagner and his Cult.

ilde.

w

journalistic circles in England, he was a
lazy to suit his energetic betterhalf.
Pie now vegetates in the fog of
“dear old Loudon,” while the publishing
house of Frank Leslie just packs away in
crates the golden bird known as the
American Eagle.
bit too

Clever firs. Frank

Central Park.

m
,,

WORLD.

GAY

Fash-

Crocks

clubs are beiug formed here
matrons who frankly say
M'nees prick them for spending

ic

and

>

sed t<»

wear

the finest of silk

while

saving

and,

a

few dol-

ling cheaper boots, gloves and
has her gowns made by an excostumer.
Truly, the logic of

i-

is wonderful.

men

Steamer

from

London.

she will take
in

cargo of deals for a port
United Kingdom.
The Jacob

the

Bright

is

a

POLAND

To Quench
Your Thirst

largest vessel of any class that ever
came to Bangor arrived June 9th and is
now at Ayer’s mills, South
Brewer, where

Spring

a

and to build up your

vessel, having been built
at West Hartlepool,
Eng., iu 1890, by
Irvine & Co., and launched in December
a passenger with Mrs. Leslie-Wilde.
She
of that year.
She is of about 2,000 tons
was bound for Beyreuth and the Wagner
tons net, and far exceeds in
festival.
Her travelling dress had an gross, 1,734
capacity auy other
steam or sail,
Eton coat of a new design, cut rather that ever came here.vessel,
She has had 2,980,short iu the back and forming a tab at 000 feet of hard pine under her
hatches,
each side, under which the belt was and should carry over 3,000,000 feet of
deals.
In the old days a cargo of
spruce
used
was
a
slipped. The goods
pretty l, 000,000 feet was considered
large, and
mixture of fawn and brown Cheviot. the
ship Conqueror of Boston, which
There were deep sailor revers on the coat loaded at Bangor in 1874 and was called a
big ship, took only 1,250,000 feet. The
of plain brown.
Jacob Bright is one of a lleet owned
by
William J. Bright of Manchester,
Eng.,
Mrs. G. B. De Forest, one of the finest
amateur musicians in New York, was also

ought for dress,
-c reformers, chatting with me
day, humiliatingly confessed
now does the family darning,
giving the hosiery away. But
that though saving so much she
than they

i«>re

Big
The

new

nervous

Is used iu
tions

drink that most

beverages.

spring

stylish biscuit color gown, having a pointed
open'Eton coal smartly trimmed with braid.
Mu do

On

Mr.

'■

y The Na

iI".val

j

SALESMEN.
AGENTS WANTED to sell the

Healthful and

Nursery Stock.

West 23d Street. New York,

Cloak

rocks and

Lorillard’s coach was

Pierre

h ot open blue canvas over
-bori round coat lo match.

h

Xu.

'•

'uk

York.

«v

has become the

reudez-

ting parties meet twice a week
dri'i..
Large crowds gather
O''.', the women and their
thev do in

as

Hyde

Park.

which had

a

jacket

stylish

and

deep

folded belt,

was

worn

jaunty

numher about
onsidered

i>

hip

in

week,

;

be

to

and
Mr.

the top niche of social
Mrs. Jack Astor. relit

s

ii

:

0

dozen,

The ladies of his

ch.

Ik

o’vays

a

<

uior.

>1
g wn occushe wore a brown

amiseite and

a
pointed open
smartly trimmed with braid.

of the people in Hood s
due to its unequalled record

ienee
;s

1

!iil

;

get away for that fishing
light." “What makes you think
ato
his
home last, night His
up
t" he an amateur elocutionist bevere married, and he* asked her to
ic'll
never
refuse him
now."
i Plain Dealer.
ymu

can

opportunity of testing the
Fly's Cream Balm, the most

an

:"t >'f

cure for catarrh and cold in the
io-cent trial can he had of
we
sail if for 1" cents. Full
ggm;
•ents.
do fS
Waneu St.. N. V. City,
joedi me above all others for
s’ w.-ith
its weight in gold.
I
Civ am Balm with safety and
s
i aclaimed for it.— B. W.
rforu. Conn.
gftici
■

s;,,|, the

elopement?"

askletestable piece of triek'd?.
Man
Her father put his
?ir w mlow and shouted that
cr« *ked. ami when she grabupset the tandem."
fWash-

.d ’.c.

S

m

Call

1

rses.

Liniment- removes all
uised Lumps ami BlemB ’"d Spavins. Curbs,

Stifles,

Bing-Bone,

'■.'•-e*ne\

Swf.it-i) Throats, Coughs, etc.
use of
ne hott'v.
Warranted
.vondcrlid
Blemish
Cure ever
•ill y A. A. Howes & Co.. Druglast. Me.
Iy27

the mother of seven
.'ou winder that I am a hreadMrs Jones ;
“I am the mother of
is.
Do you wonder that i am a
Ker
Truth.
"I

wn

am

For Over

Fifty lears.
Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
othing Syrup has been used for
years by millions of mothers for
Iren while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
tys all pain, cures wind colic, and
-t remedy for Diarrhtea
Is pleasand

St

The

by druggists

Sold

taste.

Willie

“Pa, why do they call them
'ets'
Pa: “Because they ought
king with the pick and shovel inwriting poetry, my son." [Cleve••.ttier,

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
is 09
ever7

wrapper.

:
“I think we
voice cultivated,
too
much.” The

b

m

ought

have
John,
does
husband? “It
much, my dear, if it will ho-

s

too

my.”

to
if ;t

[Puck.

Relief

In

Six

Hours.

Kidney Cure.” This new
great surprise on account of its
promptness in relieving pain in
r, kidneys, back and every part of
It
■ary passages in male or female.
retention of water and pain in passtlmost immediately.
If you waut
lief and cure this is your remedy.
A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, BelMe.
Iy27
.mkri' an
a

Ag
:•

■

air.

one

of the

sights

are a

perfect feast of beauty

to

the eye of

the nature-lover.

on

art

a

on

_iy».

1

Leslie

lasting orna
which European

—

Mrs.

or

Frank

Bucksport.

Leslie-

i

Made

instructor.

The awards for prizes were as follows: ;
Botany, Susan B. Goog-

j

Joseph C. Chase, Bucksport.
The graduating exercises began at 9
m.
on Wednesday w-ith the following

prog

_

The New
The

ram:

The Ruins of Time,
Meldora Inez Abbott, Bucksport
2. Marathon,
Louis Foster Farmer, Verona
3. Civil Service Reform,
Frederick William Forsyth, Bucksport
4. The Pass cf Thermopylae

Gladys B.yrnina Abbott, Bucksport

Success,

ideals,
Eva

Adelaide Ingersoll, Millbridge.
The Convict Labor System,
Joseph Cummings Chase, Bucksport
Music.
17. Russian Exiles,
Wales Rogers Bartlett, Centre Montville
lb.

18.

Names,

Grace Newton Pendleton, lslesboro
19. Substitutes of the Saloon,
William Henry Hall, Jr., Belfast
20. Arbitration,
Susan Belle Googins, Bucksport
21.

Competition,
Ralph Newman Knight, Deer Isle
Mid-Summer Night’s Dream, Mendelssohn.
Mildred Cook Gross, Orlaud

C.

Boston, sailed last week for MarbleA correspondent of the Rockland
Daily Star gives the following description
of the yacht:
She was designed by Brown on lines
very
similar to those of the Surf (C. E. Mclutire’s boat) except that she is 6 inches
higher sided and has a 23 ft. waterline.
She is sloop rigged and has topsail, balloon jib, jib topsail and spinnaker, besides
her three lower sails, all of which were
made by Brown.
The interior arrange-

1.

William Lynwood Wentworth, East Orlaud
12. The Greatest Discovery of the 19th Century,
Frank Winfield Hayden, Burliugton
13. The European Muddle,
Belle Pearson Buck, Oriand
14. Protection for the Workingman,
Edmund Mayo Staples, Oriand

by

W. S. Hill

head.

Music

The Sweating System,
Ralph Allan Gardner, Dennysville
б. Our Forests,
Jessie Ella Hall, Bucksport
7. Concentration,
Sewall Lee Hey wood, Bucksport
8. American Road Building,
Leslie Eugene Little, PucKsport
9. Business Education.
Sadie White Muir, Bucksport
10. Labor Unions,
Charles Clift Rowe, Masa.'dis

built

of

Prayer

11.

sloop yacht Indra,
Pulpit Harbor for

F. Brown of
Music

5.

new

Yacht Indra.

ments are a marvel for economy of
space
and were largely designed by Mr. Hall.
There is a commodious cabin finished in
light and dark woods, the sides of which
are entirely made up of lockers.
There is
a linen closet, a silver
closet, one for glass
with plate glass door, one for toilet articles
with plate glass mirror set in door, two
large coat lockers, and others. The cushions for the transoms were made
by
Hoveyof Boston. They are of hair, covered with brown velouis. The transoms are
also fitted with miniature spring beds.
There are silk pillows which on examination prove to be the blankets neatly folded and slipped into a silk case left open at
one side and provided with buttons and
button holes. The hangings are of brocade
j silk
in olive tints and the floor, which is of
|
oak, is neatly covered by a nice rug. Aft of
tire cabin is the toilet room; on one side of
this is the china closet, and on the other a
gasoline stove and the cooking utensils
are located.
The opening to these compartments is concealed by a silk portiere
while the cabin steps are ingeniously
hinged at one side and swing around like
a door to admit one.
Forward of the
cabin are two large borths and more
locker room, this space being separated
from the cabin also by portieres.
There
is a folding mahogany table which occupies a space of about the thickness of a
board when packed. Then there are brass
lamps and brass fittings everywhere that
they are needed. The deck is entirely
smooth except for the skylight and
gangway, which are of mahogany. There is a
small cockpit but no coaming aropnd it.
Mr. Hall was out sailing several times
here and expressed himself as highly satisfied with the sailing and working qualities of his boat.
She will belong to the
Eastern Yacht Club, of which he is a
member. He will spend most of the summet cruising and
expects to visit Maine
with a party later in the season,
stopping
at Pulpit Harbor, which he affirms is the
on
the coast of Maine.
prettiest place

|

EVERY

does not

fancy

bottles
a

them for

steady

a

musi-

Crowded
Militant Odd

With

Fellows

presented

a

Patriarchs.

outlier

In

June 9.

Showliegun.

Skowliegan

fairer appearance than
on the eve of the second

to-night,
day of the Patriarchs Militant, I. i). O. F., of Maine.
Every place
of business on Water, Russell, Elm and
Madison streets is decorated, many of
them, particularly Hotel Heselton, the
White Front. Riverside,
Railroad and
Fairgrieves restaurants, and the halls of
the Odd Fellows, Kuiglxts of Pythias and
Masons most elaborately.
Many private residences along the line
annual field

!

jI
!
;1

of march are also decorated.
The first
instalment of the visiting brethren arrived on the 5.10 train this evening, and included the Cantons from Fort Fairfield,
Iluulton, Augusta, Biddeford and Waterville, with a total of 208 men.
Many
women also accompanied the party.
The
was
the
Wadepot
handsomely draped,
ter street entrance
the
words
bearing
“Welcome” in large gold letters.
rl he Cantons were met by Canton Somerset and escorted to headquarters. At s
this evening the fifth annual meeting ot
the military council was held in Odd Fellows' hall, at which time II. G. Foster of
Waterville was mustered in as brigadier
general and given official command of the
Cantons.
Gen. Foster has appointed but
two members of his staff as yet.
Col. G.
P. Colby will be assistant adjutant general
and Maj. J. F. Hill assistant quartermaster general.
Roth are from Waterville.
The following is a brief synopsis from
the annual report of Asst. Adjt. Gen. C.
L. Rachelder: Number of dispensations,
21; number of retired commissions, 1;
number of commissions and warrants;
102; total membership April 20, 1890,
1,031; admitted during year, 47; suspended, 88; deceased 9; resigned 2; discharg-

ed, 6; membership April 20, 1897, 973, a
loss of 58.
This decrease was caused by

the withdrawal of the Cantons in Bruns,
wick and the weeding out of dead wood.
All the cantons with the exception of
Calais are in a prosperous condition.
From the report of G. N. Weymouth, assistant quartermaster general, it appears
that there were on hand April 26, ’90,
$4,897.88; cash on hand April 20, 1897,
$0,479.14; property on hand April 20, 1896,
$2,974.50; property on hand April 26,
1897, $2,874.50; money received during
year, $4,458.97; money expended during
year, $2,877.71.
At the close of the council meeting a
lunch was served at hotel Coburn by can
ton Somerset.
The guests of the council were Brig.
Gen. Merrill of Massachusetts and two
members of his start.
The after-dinner
exercises were entirely informal.
Skowhegajt, June 10. It was found
impossible, owing to the heavy rain, to
start the parade of the Cantons of the
Patriarchs Militant until this evening.
At 7.30, however, the line was formed,
headed by Canton Worombus of Lewiston and over 400 chevaliers participated.
Wet grounds prevented the holding of the
drill out of doors, and the cantons competed for three prizes in the armory of
Company E. The first prize was won by
Canton Ridgeley of Portland; Augusta
took the second, and Canton Halifax of
Waterville the third.

was

lieved

FOK

f

was soon

so

was

had

limsliea

cured completely
I now weigh -<

the room, and
dozen bottles
and ama» well as

Remedy.

^0 ^0 ^0

to-day to show you a package of
new food drink that takes the place
The children may drink it without inwell as the adult. All who try it, like it.

as

Grain

o

has that rich seal brown of Mocha

or

Java, but it is made from pure grains, and the
most delicate stomach receives it without dis
eass. 1-4 the price of coffee.
15c. and 26 cts. per
package. Sold by all grocers.

an

unexcelled

IT GIVES satisfaction

agricultural department,

We Furnish The

everywhere

to

old.

everybody,

Republican Journal and N Y, Weekly Tribune
ONE

YEAR]

FOR

$2.00,

CASH IX,ADVANCE.

2 Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO BELFAST, MAINE,
,

Write

your name and address on
Tribcne Office, New York City, and

a
a

postal card, send it to Geo. V,'. Best
sample copy ot THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

TRIEUNE will be mai'ed to you.

...THE...

SUN t SIBLEY CO.
JOB PRINTER,

JOBBKRS OF

•

GRAIN,
FEED,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

SEEDS and

the best

GROCERIES.

CARDS,
ROSTERS.
BILL HEADS,
I LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

The'Finest’Chew

Importers
Dealers in the rinest

flavor is

because there is

SSnlt.

—

C03,lSa

Blacksmith
of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7t(

And all kinds

ol

quality of

Anthracite and

tobacco—

its choice

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.

only

the best leaf in

Newton S. Lord & Co.,

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Itf

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors

to

J. W. Frederick & Co.,

as

The MILES LUCE estate in Waldo,
containing
one hundred and fifty acres, is for sale at a
bargain and on easy terms if desired. This is

about

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
T^»R»CCOS

AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

...fl Health Table...
71YH E\' there’s work to be
UL/ done you send for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

Time proves reliability.
When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
the reliability of the
forget
“
L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.

People's bodies are still constructed
they were forty years ago, and the
L.F.” cures more cases of indigestion
and constipation than ever.
35c. a bottle.

Avoid Imitations.

No. 31 Front St

Hot

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALE BY

ft. A. HOWES & CO.

water,
Also

I. M.

LUCK,

1). I>. S.,
Merrimao, Muss.

,

Belfast,

Me

Notice of Foreclosure
nrHERK.lS SAMI El. u. Yi.KK „f X-.rthi»»rt,
M
in
ic

NOTICE.
To /•’. Jl firoir/l, .Jr., Exij., a .Justin
it' and for tin1 < onutit of Waldo

of

tl\>‘

/’•

urr

WHEREAS the pew owners of the Cnion .Meet
ing House in Brooks, in said County, have
had a meeting for three years, therefore we,
the subscribers, pew owners in said meeting house,
tt
not

request you

to

issue your

warrant to one

of

us to

meeting of said pew owner.-*, to beheld at
meeting house on Saturday, the third day
A. D. 1897, at two o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the following articles, viz:
Article 1st. To choose a moderator to preside
in said meeting.
notify

a

the said
ot July,

Article 2d. To choose a clerk and other neces
sary officers
Dated at Brooks, this 8tli day of June, A. D.
1897.
M. CHASE.
H. PILLKY,
JOHN M. DOW,
M M. HUXFORD.

Ttt II. II.

RUBBER GOODS.

of the best farms in the county, with
elegant
large wood lot and fine pasturage.
a twvhorse mowing machine, horse
rake,
horse fork,and anewtw >-horse‘rack als >a
piano.
For information address

one

Duck, Cordage, Paints, Ac,

STATE OF MAINE.

of coffee.

jury

reports.

ST GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to young and

ever.

Co., Atlanta.

of the World

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles

one

A FULL LINE OF
Ask your Grocer

iT GIVES

walk

S.S.S. cures Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema,
and any form of blood troubles. If you
have a blood disease, take a blood medicine—S.S.S. (yua> unitedpurely zeyetcitable) is exclusively for the blood and
is recommended for nothing else.
It
forces out the poison matter permanently. \V e will
send to anyone
our valuable
flPfe JMfc
books. Address
Swift
Specific

news

VVoinauhood,

of the Nation.

IT GIVES brilliant and instructive1 editorials.
IT GIVES fascinating short stories,

across

1

important
important

news

IT GIVES the most reliable market

before

TRY GRAIN-0! TRY GRAIN-0!
Grain-o, the

IT GIVES all

I

as

A special to the Kennebec Journal from
Foxcroft says: Despite the heavy rains
which have invaded this part of the State
lately, the outlook fora prosperous corn
crop to be taken to the corn factory is
All but a few acres have been
very good.
planted and that will be in by the end of
the week. Some farmers have corn several inches out of the ground now.
During the season there will be packed
probably about 50 carloads.

IT GIVES all

able to move

my right arm;
long I could

£2<luon.tioit,

FOR True

re-

that

Territory

or

I FOR Noble Manhood,

un-

of vS.S.S.
me

on

EVERY village in

abso-

was

family

EVERY State

lutely helpless. Three

A Real Blood

she does

>

and

until I

any way; I

Co., West 23il

kneel at the prophet’s shrine, it would not
be possible for me to realize how
great
were his conceptions of
extraordinary effects in orchestration, whether one does

8kowhegax, Me.,

liet M. Rhoades. The prize for excellence
in French, Florence E. Buck, Bucksport.

Months, Beecher.
Charles William Wallace, Houlton
I the best drilled private of the Oak Hill
7. An Easter with Parepa, Delaus.
Rosa Lermoml, Oriand cadets,
was
awarded to Melville G.
;
Rondo Capriccioso, Mendelssohn.
Francis, Friendship.
Louise Sturtevant Chase, Bucksport
The Parting of Iris and Ben Her. W allace.
Electric Billers.
William Bizzett Mattocks, West Sullivan
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
P. The Willow Brown's Christmas, Trowi any season, hut perhaps more generally
Clare Cambridge. Dennysville needed iu the
bridge.
Spring, w hen the languid ex10. The Bear Story that Alex ist made up : hausted
feeling prevails, when the liver is
Ilisself, Riley.
and sluggish and the need of a tonic
torpid
Clifton Ennis Wass, Addison and alterative is felt. A
|
prompt use of this
Tuesday at 3 p. m. the annual address I medicine has often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
was delivered by Rev. R. L. Green, D. D.
more surely iu
counteracting and freeing
the system from the malarial poison. Headof Boston.
ache,
Indigestion,
Constipation, Dizziness
Tuesday evening Pullen's Orchestra yield to Electric Bitters.
Onlv fifty cents
gave a delightful concert. Readings were per bottle at Kilgore A' Wilson’s City Drug
also given by Bessie S. Holden, Sedgwick, Store.

а.

Xatuinal Cloak
Stiver, X» \v York.

when

never

Fhe silver medal offered by the instructor
in military tactics, Col. b. P. LaGros, for

'>. The

•

i:

cal diet.

|
j

FOR

able to take ill}- food
or handle
myself in

her suggestion.
If I had not
studied this up myself, before 1 joined
the great army of W'agnerites who
yearly

or

I for best essay on “The town in which I
live,” was divided between Joseph C.

|

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

it.

force in

The program was as follows:
Phase and Susan B.
Googins, both of
Spinulied, H. Litolft.
Florence Emily Buck, Bucksport i Bucksport. The class of’91 Latin scbolarW
1. The Psalm of the
orkiug Man, Me- I
Harriet M. Rhoades. CommerIntire.
Daniel Sinclair Kerr, Newport ship prize,
2. The Sea-Fight, Wallace.
! cial department prizes, Joseph C. Chase,
Clara May Calderwnod, North Warren
Bucksport. Eva A. Ingersoll, Millbridge.
The Schoot Master Flogged, Dickens.
James Nathaniel Carter, West Pembroke The Greek scholarship prize, Harriet M.
4. Keenan's Charge.
Rhoades. The Mathematics prize, HaiFastuet Nancy Erskine, Searsport
Alpine Storm, lvunktl.
Elizabeth Sumner Holden, Sedgwick.
Sermon that is a Story, Meade.
Grace Newton Pendleton, Islesboro.

cure

theory that intendi’.eyreuth must understand

sermon

partment of elocution, Prof. K. B. Miller,

by Tn

Mrs. De Forest lias

to business and travel. Willie
Wilde will be remembered as being packcd off to Loudon by “Mrs. Willie*’ when
she found he would not rise till noon and

The Ida A. Bowler prize
Sunday evening, ; ins, Bucksport.
for excellence in Moral Science, Harriet
May JUth. by President Chase. Monday I1
M. Rhodes, Union. The Principal’s Prize
evening uccurred tlie recital of the deBaccalaureate

JOHN F.SMV.LLEY

Belfast, June 1, 18'.»7.—3w22*

blood disease and

can

open blazer

on

For excellence in

it.

EVERY farm, in

a

dapper tailor-made Mill or blue worsted, (he
ftttlns closely at Itae bach and 'ides.

A

Partnership,

partnership heretofore existing between the
undersigned, doing business under the name of
A. K. PIERCE & COMPANY, is this
day dissolved
by mutual consent. The business of the late firm
will be continued by Mr. Sinillev ar the old st and.
A. K. PIERCE,

Your

keeps

of

The

Is

worse

exclusively

Seminary,

Dissolution of

the

at

soda fountain.
grocer also

says: “For years
with Sciatic Rheumatism. which the best physicians were unable to relieve. I took
many patent
medicines but they did not seem to
reach my trouble. I
gradually grew

Everybody is up in arms at the proposal positively refused to
“hustle/’ as he put
of the New Jersey property holders to do
it. while she was at her desk and hard at
or
the
Paliaway with,
virtually spoil,
work at 9 a. m.
sades; and the public is appealing to the
Willie was too old to change bis ways
Government to buy these picturesque
and although considered a bright man in
Commencement at E£. M. C.

glasses

EVERY member ol

what exciting married life to Mr. Willie ing visitors to
Wilde, the clever brother of the more I the history of music from its earliest stage
eccentric Oscar, she has devoted herse.f to fully appreciate Wagner. There is some

j

from Moxie bottles in
Moxie

line

3ml2

genuine

I have suffered

unaided the great publishing concern that bears her first husband's name.
Since her short and some-

1

the

get

best

commission. Cash adWrite for particulars.
or

THE R. G. CHASE CO., Malden, Miss.

Greencastle, Indiana,

the back and sides.
She carries

of

The Riverside Drive and Park,
the city.
with the beautiful Hudson and Palisades

tandem, with his wife or 22.
the front seat, always has
to.
”g to look forward
[Bicycle ! 23. Home Missions,
Oscar Greyson Barnard, Orland
24. A Psychological Study,
Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
Bessie Gott Thurlow\ Stoington
“I bought one bottle of 25. John
wa, says:
u
Keats,
Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
*f it did me more good than
George Louis Brad lee, Biddeford
auy rnedi: -ver took.”
Sold by A. A. Howes & 26. The Origin of the Arts,
1'
Grace Louise Nichols, Bucksport
-ggists, Belfast.
Iy8.
27. Genius knows no Sex,
Sumner Peter Mills, Stoniugton
rheumatism CURED in a day.
Music.
2S. Politics a Vocation,
ViVMT'"- Cure” for Rheumatism and NeuJames Edward Smith, Steuben
^ *
radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its 29. Unrequited Labor,
pou the system is remarkable and
Harriet Munro Ithoades, Union
'»ns.
It removes at once the cause
30. The Hebrew People,
disease immediately disappears.
Charles William Wallace, Houltou
rst, dose greatly benefits; 75 cents.
Music.
A. A. Howvs & Co. Druggists, BelConferring Diplomas, Awarding Prizes,
Benediction.
Gov. Powers was present and at the
*
'iosB of Dr. .Fowler’s Ext. of Wild
berry will check any case of diarrhoea close of the exercises addressed the grad‘‘K' u at the start.
uates in a brief but effective manner.
an

at

street square and ento the Park, faced by three grand
hotels and Cornelius Vanderbilt's man-

lo.

-•eng Kidney and Bladder diseases
m six hours by the “New Great

a

Fifty-ninth

in every

world. Twenty-tive cents a botanic is incalculable.
Be sure and
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
"ther kind.

short,
gave

trance

■

e

a

Since the opening of the Grant Monuthe Park is used more than .ever.

cures.

Jim

which

them as a

Wilde, as she now is—has just started for
Europe. I saw her at the wharf. She
looked extremely well in a dapper tailormade gown of blue clay worsted, with an
open fronted jacket, which fitted closely

ment

sion, have become
,'•>

Mrs.

which was

an
open blue
The skirt was
green taffeta.
and over the green silk waist,

round

ii-maMes between lour and six

'r

over

“rippled;**

Cloak C". .West 23.1

na:.

Street. \.

green

canvas

keep

merit of the noble river
visitors call the American Rhine.

Mrs. Duncan Elliot, conspicuous for her
brilliant brunette beauty and the elegance
of her gown,

new

but

Salary

vanced for expenses.

Strengthening,

only a blood remeSo many people make
the mistake of taking remedies which
at best are only tonics and cannot
possibly reach their trouble. Mr. Asa Smith,

travelling dress had an Eton Jacket of
design cut with labs at each side.

H0WES & CO.

Rheumatism
dy

Her

pure water...
this famous

have

water for sale.

SA. A.

and hails from that port. She left London
May 22, arrived at Fort Point at 8 p.
m.
June 8th, and came to
Bangor in
charge of pilot John McConnell of BucksShe carries a crew of 26 men, all
port.
told.
On the passage, when nearing the
Grand Banks, the steamer passed 27 icebergs in one day.

A

prescription de-

requiring

We also

on

Mrs. O’Hoolighan: “Here, Dinny, take
the can, go dawn to the corner, and get me
tin cints' worth of the best; and when
ye
get back, if your father i9 here and axes ye
what ye’ve got, tell him it’s lamp ile for
your mother's nervousness—and if I won’t
take it, make me take it.” [Brooklyn Life.

our

partment aud iu all prepara-

system,

delicious of

Water

*

WALDOSS.

Pillexjof Brooks, in the Count // of Waldo.
Pursuant to the foregoing application, you are
directed
to notify the pew owners of the
hereby
meeting house mentioned in the foregoing application, to meet at said meeting house on Saturday, the third day of July, A. D. 1897, at two
o’clock in the afternoon,for the purposes mentioned in said application, by posting a certified
copy
of the foregoing application with this warrantarinexed, on one of the outer doors of said meeting
house and at the post-office in Brooks village
both of said notices to be posted as aforesaid'
three weeks, at least, before the time of said meeting, and publishing it three weeks successively before the time of said meeting in The
Republican
Journal, a newspaper published in said county.
Given under mv hand and seal at
,-— |
SEAL.
Brooks,in said county,this 8th dav
of June A. D., 1897.
F. W. BROWN, Jr., Justice of the Peace
A true copy. Attest:—H. H. Filley.
3w23

the (.'oiiii:\
\V,iM i, :>y his mortgage
(lee«l dated .lannan It-. 1 832. an-f re.-or tod in the
Waldo Registry
l.'eeds. Book 187. l’ag.* 34s,
conveyed to Etta ( \dams f Ro'»-kland7 in the
County of Plymouth. < onmmwealt h .«f Massachusetts. a certain parcel ..f real estate, situate i
Northport, in said 1 minty ..t Waolo. i..dng the
same premises on which saidSamuM B V .rk'he;.
lived, and being the same
mve -ed r..
mi Samuel
R. ^ ork by \ iual Hills, hy his deed
January Id,
1882, and recorded in said Registry <' heeds,
Hook 1Page 27.1 and whereas the said Etta
C. Adams, on the I7th
day of March A. h. 1883,
for a valuable consideration, sold,
assigned and
conveyed said mortgage and the debt thereby secured, to the undersigned. Heslyn R. York, who
is the present holder and owner of said
mortgage,
and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has
been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
HESLYN R. YORK.
June 3, 1S97-—3w23
■

Proposals for Building Sewers.
Sealed proposals for building a sewer in the
city
of Belfast, on Church street from Pearl street to
Grove street. 800 feet, and on Park street from
street
to
the
of
end
High
the sewer system on that
street, 200 feet, will he received by the committee
on sewers of said
city until Tuesday, July Oth,
atf> o’clock p. m., said proposals to he for fiie entire work and pipe and other materials. All
laborers employed on the sewer must he citizens
of Belfa-t. The City Council reserves the
right
to accept any of the proposals or to
reject all.
For plan of the sewer and other particulars thereof. apply to the subscriber, chair nan of the committee on sewers,
CLARFXCE O. POOR.
Belfast. June 8. 18‘J7.—4w23
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LOCALS.

NORTH

John M. Si
L

vens

lias

a

Wanser

4

situation in Bangor.

Mamie

zzie

is

here.

a

Mrs. Lucy Richards of
visiting friends in town.

Sandy point

begin

is

he

Mrs. A. .1. Nickerson arrived home from
Portland Saturday evening.

Capt. Wilson
by

steamer

N

Miss Grace Crockett returned
fr< m a visit to friends in Bangor.

Monday

Mackerel and porgies are reported in the
bay, and two sharks have been seen.
extension and
Marks
making
great improvements at his brick yard.
is

Cap'. Israel

an

Clessen

has

been placed in

and of schooner George Gurney.

ct mm

Nickerson loaded schooner Mary
Farrow this w*-ek with hay for Boston.
A.

A

E.

large delegation from liere attended the
at the Harbor Tuesday evening.

drama

Mrs Amanda Catliu of Philadelphia
visiting her .-uster, Mrs. Joseph Nickels.

is

Capt. Royal Gilkey, wife and daughter
are at

Mrs.

Waterhouse's for the

summer.

Mrs. Thee date Tenney and son of Houiton
are a -siting her mother, Mrs. Maria Black.
W. B. Sawyer has secured a situation at
Somerville, Mass., ami. left by steamer Mon-

day.
(.’apt. A.lert N. Blanchard and wife arrived borne from Liverpool Saturday e\'ening.
Clara Blanchard and daughter Alice
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. James G.
Pendleton.
Mrs.

are

Blanche Whittum, who has been teaching
at Berlin Falls, N. U.. arrived
home by
train

Friday.

Bark

Mabel

I.

Meyers, Portland for
S., was spoken June 9th on

Bridgewater, N.
Roseway Bank.

Mrs. E. L. Gritiin and daughter Mabel and
Clifton Curtis arrived by steamer Penobscot Wednesday.
Mr

Celia Sargent, who lias been attending the Burdette Business College, Boston,
arrived home Wednesday.
Miss

Mrs. G. B. Holmes and daughter, who
have been living at Kent's Hill for the past
year, returned Wednesday.

Sell. Marcellus lays in the stream loaded
spool edgings awaiting the arrival of
Capt. Larrabee from the west.
with

Mrs. Judith Hardy and Mrs. H. W. Atarrived Wednesday to spend the
summer at the Searsport House.

kinson

Steamer M. & M. has discontinued calling
at Searsport, as she was unable to make railroad

connections under that schedule.

Sullivan, avIio has been employed as clerk at the National Hotel, East St.
L* ms, arrived home by train Friday.
Bert Coicord, Sidney Sargent and Will
Gilkey.w ho attended the Seminary at Kent’s
Fill, aie at home for the summer vacation.
Robert F.

The sci."tds in town

.ose

this week.

The

grammar scle.ol will give an exhibition and
txt-n :ses at the school house
Friday afternoon.

Melvin N. Smart, who rode his bicycle
from Boston to Searsport, left Monday for
home, ridiug to Winterport to visit a friend
there before staring.
Coleman exhibited in the village
la»t I rid ay a baby Seal weighing about one
-hundred pounds captured by his son iu one
J the Sears Island weirs.
E

II.

b'hn Do-11 off, lineman for the \V. C. T.
was in town
Wednesday and moved
thr telegraph office to the residence of Miss
Georgia Ford on Bayview place.
Steamer Castine advertises an excursion
on Sunday, June 20,
leaving Pitcher’s wharf,
Belfast, at 10 o'clock a. in., and Searsport at
1".J0, arriving at Islesboro at 12. Returning,
leaving Islesboro at 4 o’clock p. m.,for Searport and Belfast. Tickets 2d cts.
Sears Lodge lias extended an invitation to
Garfield Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Winterport
present at a fraternal gathering, and
about thirty-five of the members accompanied by their excellent degree team will
be present and confer the second
degree upon several candidates.
to be

The members of Palestine Commandery,
Belfast, and ladies, will make a pilgrimage
to Searsport June 24th, St.Johns Day, on
steamer Silver Star, arriving at Searsport
about 11 a. in. After a short parade and
social meeting a collation and clam hake
be served in Mosman Park
The steamer will leave about 4 p.
will

Black-Weeks.

Last

at

2 p.

m.

m.

Wednesday after-

Charles E. Black and Miss Gertrude
May Weeks were married at the Congregational parsonage by Rev. Mr. Sims and at
once departed on
their wedding tour for
Searsport, Maine, taking the 5 o’clock boat
from Boston. They will be absent about
two weeks ami upon tlieir return will reside
a! Pi5 Trenton street, where
they will be at
b< me to their friends Sept,. 15th, from 8 to 10
o dock.
Mr. Black is the gentlemanly
foreman of the grocery store of Mrs. K. R. Eldrulge, Emerson street, and his host of
friends wish him much joy in his matrimonial voyage, trusting that it will be much
m< re pleasant than the
stormy ocean trip he
noon

took Wednesday.
Miss Weeks is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luzon Weeks of Trenb'ii street, and is a young
lady much beloved by a large circle of friends for her
many
charming qualities and of course will receive her share of the
good wishes. [Melrose Reporter June 12th.

The Children’s Day Festival at the Methodist church came off Sunday evening to the
< dification and
pleasure of a large audience.
W<- all

thought that last year the program
ami decorations were well nigh
perfect, but
this year they excelled. Miss Laura
May
(

and Mrs.

E. Meyers, committee
their assistants, adorned the church for the occasion in rare
style
ai d excellent taste.
Large banks of potted
plants and flowers on either hand of the
pulpit, with a line of plants and blossoms
ii'wn the body of the house
corresponding
spiays along the walls, and a bower of bloss< ms in the centre,made
up the line of decoxainns.
Miss PI a*.be Clifford, Miss Maud
Dutch and Mrs. James B. Sweetser constituted the committee on entertainment, and
right well did they do their work. The
children showed care and drill in their
preparation and those taking part rendered
“The Young Peoples Republic” admirably.
The music of the piece was very fine. Great,
credit was due Miss Hannah Colcord, accompany st, for the excellent taste, superior
management, fine conception and thorough
preparation for the festival, even to the
minutest detail, and the music under her
direction was beautifully rendered. Miss
Laura May Carver, of the New England
Conservatory of Music, left with the audience a fine impression of the w ork of which
she is capable by the rendition of the selection from the Oratorio of Elijah. We predict for her a brilliant future, and are proud
that she is a Searsport girl.
aiver

on

cecoration,

May

with

will tell you “Over there.”

COUNTY

years, and has employed
to work for less pay.

CORRESPONDENCE.

one

who is

..

Special Bargains.
Ladies’Kid Oxfords, Patent Leatler
Absolutely Pure.

“

“
The Boston &

supply
on

of oak

piles

the wharf will bngiu at

soon

<11

a

crew

t he streets and avenues,

These

of men
and will

:

Wedding Hells.
kymouth--Jackson. Avery quiet wedding occurred June -d at the home of Mr. I.
D. White in Morrill, when Miss Mira JackW

j The word

g" 1 ^
IOU
™

anniversary Saturday by giving

will

a party to
friends. About 15 were present and
they had a merry time. A delicious lunch
was served, the chief ornament of the table
being the birthday cake with its 10 little
candles burning.Arthur Smith is at
home from Portland for a vacation_Mrs.
Ellery Bowden left for Boston on Saturday's
boat for a visit of a week or two.... Mrs. M.
E. Cutter of Washington, D. C., is at Capt.
Crocker’s for the summer_Mrs. Emma
Haley is visiting friends in Dexter_Miss
Abbie Coft’reu is quite ill.Mrs. Josie
Kellen of Brewer visited her parents last*
week-Mrs. Elbridge Fernald has gone to
Boston for a few weeks’ visit to her son, E.
S. Fernald, Esq., and will also visit her
sister, Mrs. A. A. Doe, at Worcester_Mr.
W. S. Wight and the class which he has
been instructing the past week gave a clos-

I

County

C.

E.

There

eminent
claim is settled. She jettixmed
aground and lightered 1.1 2<> oases.
Baltimore, Jline 11. The big .sailing ship Shenandoah left at 8.20 o'clock yesterday morning fo;
Sail Francisco. She was in tow. The ship passed
fhe
out the mouth of the river at 11.30 o'clock,
exact amount of coal on board i> 4.(500 tons. She
is drawing 20 1-2 feet of water, li is expected
that the Shenandoah will make a fast passage, as
she has never been on a long voyage more than
118 days. She has run from New York to San
Francisco in 102 days. San Francisco to New York
in 04 days, and from San Francisco to Liverpool
iii 00 (lays. (’apt. Dunpliy. formerly of the ship
Willie Kosenfeld, took the Shenandoah this voyage. ('apt. Murphy remaim'd ashore to spend a
vacation at his home in Bath.
( it vht.
Bark Harvard, W. C South America to Hampton Hoads t.
>.. nitrate,
p. t. Ship
(Jreat Admiral. New York to Hm de Janeiro. ea>e
oil, 20 cents, and lumber. Slo. Si u. Jerome B.
Look. Baltimore to Savanilla, H H. iron. ~5.5"
Sell. Janie:- A. (onfield. Hilda
and port charges
delphia to Hort-au-lMatte. coal. 82 25 and port
charges. Sell Laura. Newport News to Havana,
coal. >2.15. Sell. John 1. Snow Wilminu'T"'i, V
to Fort-au-Frinee. lumber. s<'>.5u, and Lack
New York, loowood. 8:‘*. Sell. I.cm Hart. Said
to Boston, lumber, >4 02 1-2. Sell. \\ iUit L. New
ton, Brunswick to New \o:k. .umber, >4 57 1-2.
Seh. Morence Lchiud, Brunswick to Bo-nm, lumto New
ber, >4.5o. Sell lv:ic Oherton, Bang:
York, ice. 5n cents. Coal ireights seh. A !
Kimlberg, 'ertli Am'»oy to Bangor. 5d ■•n;-. s ii
Anne Lord, same. 55
cuts.
Sell. .Ma__ne Mu', vex,
Weehawken to Bangor, 55 cents. Sell. Letter A.
Lewis. Holioken to Belfast. 50 cents. Seii. w dlie
L. Newton, Hhihldeiphia to l’oit Hm, ,i. 7" ent-.
Sell. 11. H. Tilton, same. S< h. Wm. L l'ownes.
Hhiladelj bia to New Haven. 55 cents.
soon as salvage
150 oases while

address of welLiberty: busi-

AFTERNOON.

K V K NINO.

0.30.
Praise service: address, “Christian
Magnetism," Rev. E. L. Marsh, Watervi I ie ;

again in 1 he near future-There will be
a public examination uf the village schools
as follows:
On the afternoon of June 24th,
both schools at the lower village. On the
afternoon of June 25th, both schools at the
Parents and friends are urgupper village.
ed to attend.
us

consecration service.

SHIP

NhWS.

l’ORT OF BELFAST.

NEWS.
!

Edward Rhodes of Rockland is visiting
his brother, F. A. Rhodes.
I

June 1". Sch. Gazelle, Pavson. Bangor.
June 12.
Solis. Louisa Franeis. Jewett. 1 *• >rtland: E. Arcularius, Snow, Boston; Maria Webster. Turner, Rockland.
June 13. Sclis. Lucy J. Warren. Simmons, Portland; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.

June 11. Seh. Margaret, B. Roper. Cranmer,
Fortress Monroe; Garland. Allen, Stonington
Jane 13. Seh. Gazelle. Pavson, Bangor.
Brown
and
Fred
Smith
of
RockEmery
June 15.
Sehs. Henry Whitney. Welch. Fall
land spent Sunday with their friends here.
River; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess. Vinalhaveii: Louisa
Franeis, Jewett, Rockport; E. Arcularius. Snow,
It is understood that Frank Nash of BelRockland; Lucy J. Warren, Simmons, do; Volant.
fast has leased the Penobscot House at I Pendleton, do.
AMERICAN PORI'S.
Brown's Corner for the summer.

Pendleton went to Worcester,
Mass., last Monday on an extended visit to
his daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Rathburn.
in

Warrants are posted for the voters to meet
Union hall, Monday, June 21st,at ‘J o’clock

their vote for member of Congress.
Oscar Drinkwater goes to the Methodist
Camp Ground this week to work on the cottages contracted for by Mr. Pendleton of
Brown’s Corner and which arc. to be put up

to cast

at

once.

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Reed anti Miss Carrie
Cleveland of New Jersey were expected this
week, but the illness of Mr. Reed has delayed his coming until later. They will occupy
the Mrs. Elizabeth Witlierly house near the
post office.
Messrs. Crockett and Patterson returned

Saturday from their fishing with a very
good fare of fish, and the quality was highly
praised by the recipients of the kindness of
Mr. Patterson, who believes in dividing the
good things of life with his fellow creatures.
Extraordinary precautions are being taken
by some of the pew holders at the church in
regard to their pew cushions as it has been
mildly suggested that an exchange has been
goiug quietly on, the well worn ones being
exchanged for others more comfortable to
Hence one pew owner has decoupon.
rated the edges of the cushion with a beautiful border of bright 8-penny nails.

sit

New York, June 10. Ar, seh. Norombega. Armstrong, Port Spain, Trinidad; 11, ar, sells. Win, E.
Downes, Philadelphia for New Haven; Viola Lep-

I

£oey^ russets
TENNIsf’ SHOES
LADIES OXFORDS
Al l. IV rm: /

gess, New York.
Gloucester, June 8.

Ar, seh. Helen G. Moseley,
Holt, Cadiz, Spain; 14, ar. sell Charles E. Raymond, Port Johnson for Belfast.
San Francisco, June 8. Ar, bark Coloma, Noyes,
Hong Kong.
Fernandina, June 9. Sld, seh. Win. H. Suiuner
Pendleton, New York; 12, sld, Jessie Lena, DevNew York.

Providence, June 10. Ar, sclis. J. HolmesBirdsPhiladelphia; Gov. Ames, Newport News.
Washington. D. C., June 11. Cld, sell. Yale,

all,

Boston.
Brunswick, June 14. Sld, seh. Scotia. Davis,
Colon.
Green’s Landing, June 12. Sld, seh. D. D. Haskell. New York.
Charleston, S. C., June 13. Ar, sell. Anna Pendleton. Thomas, New York.
Salem, Mass., June 12. Ar, sehs. Emma S.
Briggs, Osborne. Long ( \e for New York; Paul
Seavey, Pattershail. Bangor for New York Eagle,
Cobb, Bangor for Vineyard Haven.
Jacksonville, June 14. Cld, sell. Mary Ann McCann, Gates, New York.
>

The

cottages

opening quite fast at
The new Hadley cottage

are

Temple Heights.
nearly ready for the outside finish and
will soou be ready to occupy. Mr. Collins McCarty and family of Belfast are down for
is

the

Their cottage looks fine in its
dress of lively colors and it certainly
adds an attractiveness to its surroundings
summer.

new

that is

very pleasing.

Surveyor Frank Dickey has done a fine
piece of work in the Cove district. From
the post office to the residence of E. M.
Brown extends a fine boulevard, and no
doubt Mr. Dickey feels as well pleased over
the result of his labor as do those who reside along the route.
By the way, Commis-

Dickey wouldn’t sound very bad
would it? Well, why not paste the name
in your hat and see what effect it would
have upon your conscience when time rolls
around to town meeting day.

sioner

NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND.

Mrs. Elsie Dusenberry and Mrs. Emery
in the Emery cottage on Griffin street.

are

Harry Carleton and wife have arrived and
are occupying their cottage at the corner of
Griffin and George streets.

lORElON PORTS.

Rosario, May 8. Ar, bark Edward L. Mayberry,
Hinds, Buenos Ayres.
Black River, .la*, May 22. Sid, sch. Maud Briggs,
Winslow, Boston.
Matanzas. .June 3.

Ar, sch. Star of the Sea,

Hopkins, Philadelphia.
Saigon, May 1. In port, bark Adolph Obrig,
Ainsbury, une.
Vera Cruz, May 23
Ar, sch. Edward H. Blake,

Smith, Sabine Pass.
Turks Island, May 31. Ar, sch. Estelle, Hiehborn, Curacoa, to load for Belfast, Me.; in port,
bark C. P. Dixon, tosail June 4 for New York.
Colon, June 3. Ar, sch. Talofa, Eletcher, Baltimore.

Nassau, June 8. In port, sch. Lucia Porter, New
York for Tampico.
Rutwpie, May 17. Ar, sch. Jose Olaverri, Arey,
Dakar (and sailed for Bathurst).
St. John, N. B., June 13.
Ar, sch. Helen,
Batchelder, Bangor.
Rio Janeiro, May 16. Sid, ship Cora, Fairbairn,

Barbadoes.
Port Natal, June 8. Ar, bark Herbert Fuller,
Nash, New York.
Hiogo, May 1(5. In port, ships Servia, Gilmore,
from New York; Emily Heed, Nichols, from do.
St. Helena, June 7. Passed previous Iv, ship R.
R. Thomas, Cebu for Boston and New York.
Iquique, May 1(1. In port, bark Harvard, for

Hampton Roads, Idg.

MARINE

MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Ship R. R. Thomas, Nichols, from Cebu
for Boston, May 24, lat. 10 S., Ion. 0 W
Nassau, June 8. Sch. Lucia Porter, from New
York lor Tampico, which arrived here 5th, after
being ashore, has a cargo of 9,912 cases kerosene.
B. F. Simpson and wife are in their cotShe grounded June 2 on McKay’s Bank, Biminis,
and was assisted
tage on Merrithew square. They are fixing and came here for off by three wrecking vessels,
settlement of salvage. Vessel
up the premises in fine style.
| not damaged and will proceed on her voyage as

I TEST ST)

axn lowest run i

STEVENS BROS
-Vo. .»!>

Muin Street,

/;

Cruris. In Verona, May Id to Mi and Mis. <'
< urtis. a daughter.
Flknald. In Koekland. dune 7. to Mi and
Mrs. deorjro \\ I'ernald. a -»<'n.
Gkav. In Sedgwirk. May 2b,!" Mr. ami Mrs. ;
At a regular meet iug of tin* (it y <
Herbert S. dray, a sun.
I fast, held June 7. 1 S:»7. the following
Hakknkss.
In ramdeti. Imie 1. n, Mi
.1
d j was liuall\ j a-se.
Mrs. Kphraim T. Harkness, a sun. h-mmi.
t w
j A n a malice t. am.-no -< I i■
t w.. of
Hi n niNus
:
Mr
in Verona. May
and
lie ordinance" ■! he cit v
Mrs. Charles Hutrhiiiirs, a daun!d<-r.
I lating to cemeteries and sextons
Hkrkick. In Treniunt, May 2b
d MrM:
He it ordainei by the Mayor. A
William Herriek, a son.
Coiimion Council of the city of Bella"
< '"iim il asseuihlcJ
Hmatun
In Knekspuit. May 2'.‘. t< Mr an
Mr.-. Idysses d. Houston, .1 son.
Section two o| chapter t wo o( the on
I’r.N>\. In Winter Harbor, dime 2
Mr
tiie i• > f Belfast is hereby amended
as follow
and Mrs. deorire W. IVndleiun, a daughter.
|
Said superintendent
! Sc-'
'getliet
joint standing comuiirtee on eemetern
MARRIED
and hereto. a re clot he 1 with all the uec.
ers to la> out, establish and grade lo;
a
nues in said cemetery agreeably t
< ARTKR-Cnoss.
In Deer Isle, May 24. William
-t "hade
same, to see to t he setting out
L. Carter of lirooklin ami Mi.-s Eliza B. Cross of
to change the line or grading "f h*t- an
j
Stonington.
therein so as to contorm to said plai
Doinit: Jknmv.v In Bluehill, May BO, ( alvii.
! t heir opinion the genei a I oiiditnii ot
J. C. Dodge and Mrs. Elvira E. Jennings, both of
tery will be improved or bcuelited there
Bluehill.
shall have a general superintendem
Cr \v-<irim>lF
In Bluehill, June f*. Sidney 1*. j
ground- ami all work done therein sii.n
Crav of Penobscot and Miss Maggie l. Crindle of
ject to their approval.
Bluehill.
:
A true copy.
Attest
Hknokrson Ma\'i>. In Bine!;ill. June 2, Melvin
3w24
LH. Mt'KfH.t'i;
11 Henderson and Miss Hulda H. Mavo, both of I
Bluehill.
Lai*i»- Parsons.
In Fieedom, June IB, by j At a Probate C urr lie u at Bella-', wit1
the County of Waldo, in vacation, .1
Knowles Bangs, Esq Hiram A. l.add and Addle !
j l). 1807.
E. Parsons, t otli of Stockton Springs.
Sanuorn-Kohkkts. In Waldo. June 12, by O.
certain iustniment, purporting to n.
C. Hussey, Esq., Isaac C. Sanborn and Florence
will and testament ot oF.oUOE W.
Ada Roberts, both ot Waldo.
! ETT, late ot Prospect, in sain • oimty
Salisih rv Trf.wick. In Spokane, Wash., May
deceased. 'having i>een presented t
pi
4, A. W. Salisbury, Esq of Davenport, Wash.,
Ordered. That notice be given to all p<
formerly of Rockland, and Lizzie Trewiek o! Spo- terested by causing a copy ot this oi
kane.
published three weeks sueee-sivelv in t
lean Journal, printed at Belfast, that
appear at a Probate Court, to be held a
DIED.
within and for said County, on the se<
day of ,Ju y next, at ten of* the clock be!
and show cause, it any they have, why
Bickmore.
1m Rockland, June ♦*, Nellie E.,
(Davis) wile of Charles E. Bickumrc, a native of should not be proved, approved and all.
Deer Isle, aged 27 years. The remains were taken
CEO. K. JOHNSON
to Deer Isle for burial.
A true copy. Attest
Bridges. In Bluehill, May 18, Miss ( arrie M.
t HAS. P. Ha/.KI I INK. lb
Bridges, aged 17 years and 4 months.
Bridges. In Bluehill, May 20,Harold L. Bridges, At a Probate Court held at Belfast, with
tht* Countv of Waldo, in vacation, .1
aged 13 years and i> months.
Bennett, In Bueksport,, June 1. Mrs. Mary C.
1>. 1897.
Bennett, aged (58 jears, lo months and 4 days.
Certain instrument, purportiii£ to
Blood. In Bueksport, June 3. Mrs Mary R.
will and testament ol IAMKS \\
Blood, aged 73years and 3 months
KRICK.lateof Belfast, in said County
Carter. In Brooklin, June 2, Andover Carter,
deceased,
having been presented for pi
aged 54 years, 7 months and 2 days.
Ordered. That notiee he jriven to all pe
Crockett.
In Prospect, June 8, tieorge \V.
teres
l«\
ed
causing a cop\ -d this ordei
Crockett, aged <»8 years and 18 days.
lished tiiree weeks successiveh in the R
Crane. In Camden, June7, Arthur, son of Mr.
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they n
and Mrs.(Joseph Crane, aged 18 vear».
at a Probate Court, to he held at Kell,
Darling. In Penobscot, June'2. Mrs. Alice E.
in and for said County, on the seeom
Darling, aged 22 years, 3 months and 2.". days.
of
.Inly next, at ten of the eloek before
(iKOR' K.
In Searsport, June 13, Cinderella,
wife d Ee\ i*D. Ueorge, aged 48 years, 3 months show cause, it any they have, why the vu
not he proved, approved and allowed.
aim 111 day-.318
(.i;<i. k. Johnst»n
Masikks. In Thomaston, June 3, ( apt Wm <>.
A :rue copy.
Attest
Masters, aged 5<> years, f> months ;unl 20 days.
Cm as p. Ha/ki.i im
Sarine. In Bueksport, June 4. Ib»e..t* E.Sabine, aged 23 days.
At a Probate Conn held at Belfast, w it
swa/.ev.
In Boston. June 4, Mrs. Marietta
till* County of W aldo, on tlie second 1
Swa/.ey ot Bueksport, aged 55 years
Juno, A. In IS'.'7.
Turkey. In Winter Harbor,'June 1. Mr- Mary
P. Torrey, aged 75 years, I 1 mouths and 27 da\s.
r-i I. \ W. PACK. C ,ardian
NKLI.II
Turkey. In Tremont, May 23. Samuel Toiri-v,
Ij
B\ of \Vinterpoii. in said < .limit
aged 44 years.
ha\ing presented a petition 1 »r licence
whole of the real estate ot said ward.

CITY OF BELFAS I

I

i

pard. l’ensaeola; Humaroek, Virginia: Georgia
Gilkey, Port Spain; 11, ar. sehs. Henry Crosby, !
Stubbs, Jacksonville; .Etna, < liipman, Brunswick; sin, bark K«se Innis, Santos; 14, ar. bark
Matanzas, Havana.
Boston, June 9. Ar, seh. Miantonomah. RyanRoekport, Me.; 11, sld. seh. Isaac oberton, Ban,
gor and New York; sld. from Nantasket Roads,
sell. Joel F. Sheppard, coal port 12. ar. sell. •.en
Adelbert Ames,Small. Perth Amboy ; 14, old, sobs.
Olive Pecker, Whitman, Buenos Ayres ; Celia F.,
West, Bangor and New York.
Philadelphia, June 8. Cld. sell. Win. E. Downes,
Marshall, New Haven; 9, eld, seh. Mary 1‘. Palmer, Haskell, Portsmouth; 12, eld, sell. Henry R.
Tilton, Ranlett, Port Royal; 14. ar, seh. James A.
Garfield, Wood, New York.
Baltimore, June 11. Sld, seh. Sarah E. Palmer’
W hittier, Portland.
Bangor. June 10. Cld. sells. Electa Bailey,
Thurston, Philadelphia; Hattie H. Barbour, Ers
kine, New York; Annie P. Chase, Ellis, New Bedford. Rabboni. Lord, New York; July Fourth,
Lowell, do.; 14, ar, seh. Abraham Richardson.
Nickerson, New York; 15, ar, sell. A. W. Ellis,
Ryder, New York.
Satilla, June (>. Ar, sell. F. C. Pendleton. Bur-

ereaux,

popularity.

N.

urday from

Amos

pi-

Shoes.

BOM.

SAILED.

Adelbert Dickey arrived home Sata visit to friends in Rockland.

Mrs.

is

Seasonable

ARICIV id.

NORTHPORT

of Pi

Union.

1.30. Praise and prayer service; open
“The
Christian
Endeavor
Parliament;
Pledge," Mr. H. M. Prentiss, Belfast; address, “Religious Reading," Rev. George S.
he Mount ot VisMills, Belfast; address,
ion,” Rev. II. W. Kimball, Skowhegau; address, “Christian Endeavor To-day ami Tomorrow,” Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley,
Belfast.

Monday evening. Mrs. Wight
| was accompanist. The program consisted
of
solos, duets, quartets and choruses.
The concert was a good one, and was well
appreciated by the audience. Mr. Wight is
a tine teacher and we hope to have him with

day

uses

bury's Fiour demonstrates its

FORENOON*.

concert

other brands, of course,

25.000 barrels per

gation from each is hoped for. Members
will please bring well tilled lunch baskets
for the picnic dinner and supper.
Devotional service;
come, Rev, H. W. Abbott,
ness; reports of societies.

are

users,

but the fact that the world

Below is the program of the Waldo County Christian Endeavor Union, which holds
its 7th annual convention in the church at
Liberty, Friday, July 2d. There are now
28 societies in the county and a large dele-

10.30.

prices

To 90 out of 100 flour

make their home at present.
Waldo

style*

Instinctively
suggests

M

future is very promising. Mrs. Weymouth
is the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. L.
Jackson. She is a very highly respected
young lady well known in her own and ad-

their

gre,

Pillsbury’s Best

atteud the commencement exercises at
the E. M. C. Seminary.
Mr. Weymouth is a
young mail of sterling qualities and whose
to

Winterport. Little Abbott and Emma
Thompson, the twin children of Mrs. T. J.
Thompson, celebrated their 5th birthday

a

W.T.GOLBURN, ‘"'l?1

united in marriage to George Weymouth of Merrill. The ceremony was performed by Rev. H. I. Holt of Cushing. The
happy pair left immediately for Bucksport

joining towns as a successful school teacher.
The newly married pair have the best wishes
of a host of frieiids, who will be pleased to
learn that they are to remain in Morrill. Mr
Weymouth is to assist in the business of his
father, Mr. Daniel Weymouth, where they

ing

I

sou was

Llewellyn Cross.Capt. Rodney Witherspoon of Rockport was at Henry Mahoney’s
one day last week-Mr. and Mrs. Mark A.
A. Wadlin and two children of Northport
spent June 6th with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Marriner.

all great values. We also have

in all the latest colors at very low

rably less than usual.
East Searsmont. Mr. Ebeu Wellman
has been in Belfast the past week visiting
relatives-Marcellas Goddard of Camden
spent Friday at Arad Mahoney’s.Mrs.
Abbie Marriner visited friends in Morrill
last week.... Herbert Douuell and son of
Rockland spent Friday at Leslie Marriuer’s.
-Peter Ames was in Camden June i:>th.
-Edgar P. Mahoney lost his horse last
week. The neighbors very kindly turned out
with their teams and helped him do Ins
planting.W. S. Hunt is at work for

are

assortment of Ladies’ Low Shoes of all

have them in first-class condition.

M. C. Hill will open the store and postoffice next Monday. As Mr. Hill will necessarily he away much of the time during the
summer, he has eugaged E. H. Haney to
have charge in his absence.

given by the school....
Mrs. Susan P. Andrews is sick wi^i la
grippe-The tax rate for the cash tax is Yl
mills, which is the lowest rate for a number
of years. The highway rate is also considever

.75
.75

once.

Mears has

Superintendent
at work

S. Co. lauded a
week, and work

ngor S.
here last

B

.50

Princess, Congress Oxfords, 100
Pat. Leather Strap Sandals, ,75

<>

NEW YORK.

Tins, $

Finer Kid Oxford Ties,
Geil Stfle Russet Oxford Ties,

“

Celebrated for it* great leavening
strength and healthfillness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder co.,

Willett and J. W. Crawford attended the
graduation exercises of the Belfast High
school
Monday evening-The Sunday
school conceit at the M. E. church passed
off very nicely Sunday evening. Ir was the
best concert

“

POWDER

daughter, Mrs. R. F. Dunton, in Belfast for
a few
days_Misses J. E. McFarland,
Edith M. Farrar, Winnie A. Dunton, Dr. A.

j

J

Sunday

Searsmont. Mr. John R. Dunton of Belfast has been spending a few days in town.
-Mrs. Sarah A. Farrar is visiting her

j
j

|

burned

Prospect Village. Mrs. Richard Killman
has returned from a visit to her daughter in
Boston_Miss Grace Curtis is in Frankfort
spending the summer with Mrs. H. Treat...
Mr. Geo. W. Crockett passed away June 8th.
Mrs. C. has the sympathy of the entire community_Mrs. Noah Blethen aud son of
Frankfort, Mrs. Sarah Levenseller of Waldo
and Mr. Gordon of Thorndike were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Littlefield last week.
-Mr. C. F. Gould spent last Saturday aud
Sunday with his frieud Mr. F. Ellingwood
in West Winterport.

willing

Hai.ldale. Rev. J. Washburn preached
Prospect Ferry. J. G. Harding and
at the church last Sunday morning-Mrs.
wife of Waldo visited Capt.. and Mrs. A. A.
Clara Ingraham of Knox, who had been sick
Ginn last week... Miss Martha E. Harribut a few weeks, passed peacefully away
mau visited friends in Belfast last week.
last Saturday night-Mr. Walter L. Tobie,
Mrs. Sarah J.Glidden is visiting relatives
wife aud daughter aud Miss Sadie Slater, of
in Belfast.... Mrs. George Gruby of Boston
Sparta, Wis., are visiting Mr. Tobie’s mother,
spent several days last week at her old home
Mrs. C. M. Plummer_Will Young returnin this plaoe.... Willard Batehelder arrived
ed from Peppered, Mass., last week-Mrs.
home from Somes Sound June l<>th_Capt.
E. M. Jones and little daughter are visiting
W. H. Harriman and family ’eft on last
at J. E. Hall’s_Mrs. Frank Thompson,
's
wife
and
boat
Elis
for
Boston.
Thursday
I who has been spending several weeks in
children will go a trip to sea with him_
Massachusetts, has returned home-The
W.
Hon.
W. Stetson, State Superintendent
Montville quarterly meeting will be held
of schools, with Capt. A. A. Ginn, visited
with this church next Friday, Saturday and
the school in this district June 8th.
Sunday. It is expected there will be a bapPalermo. John Cain died June 7th at
tism sometime during the meeting.
the age of 58 years and 8 month, after an illWeeks Mills. Homer H. Freeman, aged
ness of two months of heart disease and
70, a farmer living about two miles from
dropsy. The funeral occurred at tiie home
here, was found dead in his bed Sunday
June 10th, where a large number gathered
morning. Bruises were found on his body
to pay their respects to a departed friend
and Dr. L. J. Crooker of Augusta aud J. C.
and neighbor.
Rev. T. R. Pentecost of
Lincoln of China made examination and reMontville officiated_The month of June
fused to grant burial permit and Coroner J.
thus far has been cold and rainy and but
F. Bean of Augusta was called to investifew have done much of their spring work.
Freeman lived with his wife, aged
Some have done no planting or sowing yet. gate.
about 70 and granddaughter, aged about
It has been so cold that plum trees have not
10.
They claim heart disease was the cause
leaved out and many maple trees are dropof his death. There is a great deal of feelping their leaves as in the fall and some are
in the community, and the action of
entirely bare-Rev. I. N. Allen and wife ing
Coroner Beau in ordering an autopsy has
have returned from Mashpee, Ma.-s where
met with the hearty approval of the people,
they spent a mouth with their former parish
who believe that a thorough post mortem
and visited friends.... Palermo and China
examination will be necessary under the cirare preparing for a celebration July 4th at
cumstances. The physicians refuse to make
Branch Mills-Willie Yates spent a few
any statement for publication until after the
days last week with his aunt, Hannah J.
The coroner’s jury has returned a
inquest.
Cain.
verdict, cause of death unknown.
Centre Montville. On account of the
Miss Alice Bryant, who nas
Monroe.
storm the Waldo County Musical Convenbeen attending school in Massachusetts for
tion which was to have met here Thursday,
the past year, will arrive home on a vacation
June 10, did not meet until the following
this week_Mrs. Will Colson and family
day, when members of the organization,
of Bangor are visiting his parents, Mr. ami
and many others interested, assembled in
Mrs. It. N. Colson... .Mrs. Fred Putman is
the Grange Hall and after partaking of a
able to ride out-Mrs. F. A. Holmes is
social repast enjoyed the afternoon in singquite sick at the home of Mrs. Laura Brown.
ing by the chorus. Because of the crowded
....Capt. Nathan Woodman is in very poor
condition of the hall the concert in the
health and not able to do much laborevening was held in the town house, which Mrs. Frank Barden one
morning recently
was well tilled.
The evening entertainfound a hawk feasting on a four months’ old
ment was very much enjoyed by all and
chicken. She secured the remains of the
consisted of singing by the chorus, declachicken and baited a trap, and next morn[ illations by local talent, solos and music ing on visiting the trap she found a large
by quartets made up of different members lienhawk.
After killing the hawk she
of the organization.
The audience was
his wings and lie measured 44 inches
spread
very much pleased with the evening enterfrom tip to tip_A cow belonging to Mr.
tainment and hope to have an opportunity
John Twomblv got loose the other night and
of listening to them again....Mr. George
ate three pounds of Nutritoue (horse mediHoward recently returned from Bucksport,
cine) and two pounds of sulphur. The cow
where he has been attending school_A
is alive and is now gaining fast but has been
j social dance was
enjoyed Tuesday evening, very sick-John Strait,ard and his grandJune 8tli, by many of the young people.
have arrived from Massachusetts
! ....Mrs. Alton Clement and children have daughter
to spend the summer.
returned from Islesboro for a few days_
Troy. The regular meeting of the Ladies’
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carter are receiving
Aid Society was held June Pth at the home
congratulations upon the birth of a little of Mrs. T.
P. Tyler and a very enjoyable
son, born June 12th_Mr. William White,
time was had. The following officers were
who recently lost his farm buildings by tire,
elected for the coming year: Pres., Mrs.
lias bought the farm of Mrs. Oliver Bowen.
Addie Piper; 1st vice pres., Mrs. Rhoades;
Sandypoint. James Stowers is at Capt. 2nd vice
pres., Mrs. Etta Hawes; treas.,
Samuel French’s for his vacation_Mrs. Miss Millie Stevens; sec. and collector, Inez
1
who
has
been
in
Boston Harding. The next meeting will be with
Margaret Stowers,
several months, arrived Saturday and will Miss Lizzie Smith, June 23rd-L):. M. T.
! make her home at Mr. Fred Blanchard’s Dodgi and wife visited at his mother’s in
during the summer.... Mrs. Martha French, Burnham Wednesday-Rev. J. M. Wyman
j who has been iu Boston and vicinity during of Augusta is spending a few day with
j the winter, arrived home last week... .1'. F. Dr. Dodge and family-A new society has
j Watts left Monday for Bluehill.Mrs. been formed in the west part of the town
Albert Call of Gardiner has been visiting called the Golden Rule Order. The money
relatives here the past week.Frank earned by the society will be paid to the
French, who has been employed in Man- minister, Rev. E. S. Burrell_The rainy
chester for the past two years, is at home weather prevents the boys from working
|
! for a while-Mrs. Samuel French visited
out doors so they spend their time fishing
in our brooks for trout, largtj numbers of
in Brewer and Hampden last week_John
which are caught-Mrs. Sarah Norton
Daggett, who has been at home for a vacaspent Sunday at Mrs. Frank Call’s. Mrs.
tion, left Friday for Boston, where lie has
Call,who fell some time ago and quite severemployment-Inez Maxfield, who has been ly injured, is still confined to her room and
is very feeble-Mrs. Sarah J. Stevens reattending the Normal school at Castine', turned
Saturday from a visit to her sons in
spent last week at home and left Saturday Stockton Springs and Belfast_Mrs. Smith,
for Castine, where she has employment_
who has been with her mother, Mrs. WinChildren’s Day was observed here last Sun- slow' Whitaker, has gone to Winterport to
remain some time with her sister, Mrs.
day. The concert was to have been in the Nellie Myrick.
evening, but was postponed on account of
Thorndike. There will be no services at
the rain-The sociable which was to have
the Centre church next Sunday, as quite a
been Thursday evening was held Saturday number from this place will attend the
evening. Ice cream and cake were served... quarterly meeting in Montville, June 20th.
-On account of the rain last Saturday the
Owing to the extremely wet season in this brothers of Harvest Moon Grange
were u(livicinity farmers have pianted but little and able to be present and so it was sisters’ day,
crops will be small, but there promises to be and quite a pleasing entertainment was
was given by them.
The next meeting will
an abundance of berries and a fair crop of
be June 19th-Mrs. Hattie Higgins and
apples-The weir fishermen vary in their family passed two days of last week in
Burnham-Mrs. Lena Russell of Feeedom
catch of salmon, some doing better than
for several years past while others have only has been the guest of Mrs. Addie »Vard for a
few days-Mrs. Mary Ware is||visitiug
paid the expense of building their weirs.
friends in East Thorndike... .Mr. and Mrs.
Unity. The glorious Fourth will be observ- George Sherman of Burnham passed last
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cilley_
ed at Windermere Bark, Saturday, July Mrs.
Bartlett and daughter of Bangor visit3rd, by boat racing, bicycle racing base ball ed at Mr. E. L. Bartlett’s last week_Mrs.
Daniel Flint of Belfast called on Mrs. S. C.
games, etc. There will be an oration and
Files June 10th....V. N. Higgins and son
music by the Albion band, closing the day Fred
passed last Friday in Belfast_Mrs.
wun a granu oan.The trustees of the
Clara Gilmore of Burnham is spending a
few
days with Mrs. Hattie Higgins_Bert
Park were very fortunate in securing LandStevens was in town two days lastweeK.
lord Evans for Windermere hotel, as he -Mrs. Ellen Ward of
Burnham passed
comes to us with an experience as landlord
two days with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stevens
last week... .Joseph Gordon went to Clinof a first class hotel in California... The
ton last Saturday... .Mrs. Sarah McManus
outlook for garden produce and summer
spent a few days in Belfast last week....
vegetables is rather discouraging, as some Little Gladys Knowlton of Bangor is visitland is too wet to plough, and other places ing her grandmother, Mrs. Elvira Stevens.
that have been ploughed are so full of water -Mrs. Lydia Higgius and son and Miss
Bessie visited at Mr. James Vickery’s in
that corn aud beans are rotting. Grass is
Unity last Friday-The crows are"quite
troublesome
in this vicinity.
No potato
also
aud
on
looking very well;
peas
potatoes
bugs yet, but the caterpillars are quite numhigh land-Potatoes are selling at the Sta- erous.
tion for 40 cts., blitter 1(> cts., eggs 10 cts_
Brooks. The Brooks Band, assisted by
Mrs. Henry Boyington of Augusta and Mr.
the Monroe Band, are to give a concert at
Harry Rollins of Troy are stopping with Yankee Blade
hall in about two weeks. The
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. Rollins, who boys are putting a lot of time and work
into their drill and deserve lots of encourare ill-There will be trotting and
pacing
agement for the great improvement they
races at Unity Park June 20th at 12 JO
p. m. have made in the short time
they have been
with purses as follows: 2 50 class, trot and in
practice-The ball given by the S. of V.
last
week
was
a
decided success, both sopace, 850; 2.36 class, trot aud pace, 870;
2.27 class, trot aud pace, 8100 Entries close cially and financially. The boys netted
about $25....Mrs. Ada Lane is very much
June 25th. J. A. Adams, proprietor. The
improved in health and goes out to walk
conditions are mile heats, best three in five every pleasant day-Rev. H. Small has
to harness.
Four or more, to enter; three called upon friends here this week_Mrs.
Hannah J. Sites visited friends in Searsport
or more to start.
Admission to track 25 the
past wcek....(J. H. Forbes furnished the
cents-The members of the Invictus Lodge, granite foundation for the houses of Charles
I. O. O. F., assembled at their hall June 0th W. Lord, Harrison Roberts and Fred Emand marched from there to the cemetery in
mons-On account of the wet weather the
a body aud decorated the graves of their defarmers have been much delayed about their
ceased brothers with appropriate ceremonies. spring’s work, and much that they intended
This Lodge is nourishing, with over eighty to do will be left undone....C. H. Bessey
members-Children’s day was observed has done some excellent wTork as highway
last Sunday by a concert in the evening. surveyor of his district_Mrs. E. O. StanThe singing by the children was line. The tial is troubled badly with rheumatism this
church was beautifully decorated with pot- season and at times is confined to the house.
ted plants and flowers_Perley Clark re- -Mr. James Buslifield and wife of Haverturned last week from Boston, where he has hill, Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Maliaia
been for treatment-Geo. Wey mouth is Forbes of this towm, who is Mrs. Bushfield’s
still very low....Mrs. Jones, mother of War- mother-Messrs. Tingay and Follett of
ren Jones, is very sick and it is feared she
Rhode Island have been here looking after
will not recover... .Mrs. Ellen Fowler had a some horse property they have in this vicinparalytic shock June 11th and is quite low. ity. .Mrs. Sarah Cole has finished her work
-Arthur Thompson has gone to Castine for the season with Mrs. Dow, the milliner,
to work in a hotel.
and returned to her home in Thorndike.

were

morning.

Varnufn is building a new house to replace
the one destroyed by fire May 16th-Frank
A. Miller and Irving W. Littlefield have
bought the store and goods of Horace Perkins, and will keep a general variety store.
_Mrs. Nora Mitchell discharged her clerk,
who has served her faithfully for several

_

and wife arrived

West

Penobscot Sunday.

G. E.

soon.

Fred Black, our stage driver for almost
five years, will close Ins contract dune 30th
We hope his successor will prove as faithful
as Brother Black.

Fred Gilkey returned to her home in
Camden by steamer Monday.

the Oak Hill quarry

Walter L. Stone preached his farewell serin the Baptist church, May 30th.
Mrs. Stone’s health is so poor they were
obliged to return to Connecticut.... Wilbur

saw a five-pc under last week.
Ask
Lawyer Thompson’s son where he got it and

Mrs.

disease, consumption.

mon

We

Fred R. Sweeiser of New London, Conn.,
is at home for the summer.

same

Penobscot. Merrill P. Hinckley has sold
his dwelling house and lot to Dr. Parsons,
who will take possession July 1st-Rev.

Sumner Greer is at home from Redstone,
N. H. He has work at Mt. Waldo and will

cargo of lum-

E. Trundy has received
ber by sell. Whiting.
A.

the

LADIES’ OXFORD TIES

gone

buried at one time, the daughter dying
about 36 hours after the father, both from

visiting friends

Benjamin Fernald has a situation in the
I shoe factory at Belfast and will begin this
Miss Mabel True of lslesboro is visiting week.
friends here.
Mrs. Datie Hills and daughters are stopCapl. E. P. Nichols of Bucksport was in ping with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Mathews.
town this week.
Mrs.

Swanville. Mrs a Maria Goodhue has
to Monmouth to visit her daughter,
Mrs. Prescott_Messrs. W. \V. Gray and
A. D. Merdy returned from Mt. Desert Monday night....Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Greeley
and childreu of Hampden were in town
Sunday.. .The boarding house and stable at

Vinalhaven. A very sad funeral was
held here recently, when Mr. Hiram Shirley
and daughter Lola, aged about 15, were both

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Fernald spent Sunday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Fernald.
Miss

■
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■
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Belfast

Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

Current.

FOR THE JOl KNAL.

Produce Market.
Price /‘aid Producer.
20«;pt, llav, j.) ton,IHOOii 12 no
i>u,
Apples,
dried, fe* it»,
-t a
Hides, |;Uh,
3 1-2(0
IJeans, pea,
Lamb,
lb,
5.tt7
8f»oO yo Lambskins,
medium,
25 «4o
4 <* f»
yel’weyesl 00«1 10 .Mutton, t* 11*.
IS a. 18 Oats, fc> bu, 32 lb, 25 *;30
Butter, |> th,
it),
Beef,
r.,«r» 1 2 Potatoes.
300,35
4 «4 1-2
40(a45 Hound Hog,
Barley, fe) bu,
lo«l2 Straw, |>ton, *5 oo^a.7 OO
Cheese, |> Iti,
I0ul2 Turkey,
Chicken,
16*/ 18
lb.
lt>,
1 l-2"a3
CalfSkins,
60(a75 Fallow,
lb.
Duck, p lb,
Veal,
0;/7
14^1(1
fc>
10 Wool, unwashed. 12«l3
Eggs, fe> doz,
Fowl, |> ih,
8(a.lO Wood, hard, 3 50(a,5 00
13 a 15 Wood, soft, 3 OO.a3 50
Geese, ft) it».

r>|
POaMioj

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned,
lb, 7 t/8
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18
41
Corn, |> bu,
Cracked Corn, .#> bu, 41
Corn Meal,
41
bu,
Cheese, |> lb,
15,« 1 ♦>
Cotton Seed, f) cwt, 1 25
B all
Codfish, dry, |> lb
B all
Cranberries, |> qt,
Clover Seed, |) lb, 11 al2
Flour, |*bbl, 4 50(^5 50
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 90«2 00
8«.9
Lard, |> lb

IK)a 1 <M>
Lime, fc' hhl,
Oat Meal, fe> lt».
3 a4
lb,
Onions,
7;a8
()il,kerosene, pal, 1 La. 12
3 1-2 £*4
Pollock,ft) lb,
7 a8
lb,
Pork,
1.12
bill,
Plaster,
3
lb
Rye Meal,
75(a.80
Shorts, •#> i'wt,
5(0.5 1-2
Sugar, 1ft lb,
35
Salt, T. 1.,
Sweet Potatoes,
2io2
Wheat Meal,
3(a3 13

Ordered, That said petitioner give n.-i
persons interested b\ causing a cm
order to be published three weeks sic
in the Republican Journal, printed
that they may appear at a Probate ('••■
held at Belfast within and for said (
the second Tuesday of July next, at
clock before noon, and show cause, it
have, why the prayer of said petition'
not be granted.
CKO. K. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
( HAS. P. llA/.l I.TINK, lb
■

Probate Court held at Belfast, wit in
the County of Waldo on the second 1:
J une, A. 1). 18i>7.
pH ABLER N. c11 aSP., nephew of BEN
\J PKNOLETO.N late of Searsport., in
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented
tor administration of the estate of said d.
Ordered, That t he said pet it loner gi v<
all persons interested by causing a cnp\
order to he published three weeks sue*
the ltepuhliean Journal, printed at B--"
they may appear at a Probate Court t«
at Belfast within and for said Count.'
second Tuesday of July next, at t« 1
clock before noon, and show cause, it
have, why the prayer of said petition* 1
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. 1*. Hazkltink, K«t
At a

1

■

